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ABSTRACT

A key enabler of pervasive computing is the ability to drive service delivery through
the analysis of situations: Semantically meaningful classifications of system state,
identified through analysing the readings from sensors attached to the everyday objects
that people interact with.

Situation recognition is a mature area of research, with techniques primarily falling into
two categories. Knowledge-based techniques use inference rules crafted by experts;
however often they compensate poorly for sensing peculiarities. Learning-based ap-
proaches excel at extracting patterns from noisy training data, however their lack of
transparency can make it difficult to diagnose errors.

In this thesis we propose a novel hybrid approach to situation recognition that combines
both techniques. This offers improvements over each used individually, through not
sacrificing the intelligibility of the decision processes that the use of machine learning
alone often implies, and through providing better recognition accuracy through robust-
ness to noise typically unattainable when developers use knowledge-based techniques
in isolation.

We present an ontology model and reasoning framework that supports the uniform
modelling of pervasive environments, and infers additional knowledge from that which
is specified, in a principled way. We use this as a basis from which to learn situation
recognition models that exhibit comparable performance with more complex machine
learning techniques, while retaining intelligibility. Finally, we extend the approach to
construct ensemble classifiers with either improved recognition accuracy, intelligibility
or both.

To validate our approach, we apply the techniques to real-world data sets collected
in smart-office and smart-home environments. We analyse the situation recognition
performance and intelligibility of the decision processes, and compare the results to
standard machine learning techniques and results published in the literature.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

A recent survey (MMMD11) predicts that by 2016 over one billion people will own
mobile devices, each embedded with powerful sensing, computing, and networking
capabilities. Over twenty years ago, Mark Weiser’s vision (Wei95) projected this reality
to the point where such technology is found not only in phones, but myriad other
objects including home furnishings and appliances, cars, clothing, coffee mugs and
credit cards to name but a few. Here, such devices opportunistically and spontaneously
connect with each other to form dense infrastructures, delivering the correct service
to the correct person at the correct time and place by taking advantage of the sensing
modalities offered by the surrounding physical and virtual world (VZSD12). This
vision established the field commonly referred to as ubiquitous or pervasive computing.

In addition to envisioning a future where computational devices surround us, Weiser
also described how such technology could enhance our surroundings invisibly: people
become less aware of technology’s presence, and more focused on the task that the
technology enables. This perception shift is achieved through reducing the amount of
explicit interaction between people and technology and through emphasising inputs via
implicit interaction.

Consider, for example, a typical home central heating system, where a thermostat
monitors the temperature of the environment in order that heating can be automatically
regulated. Here, occupant interaction is limited to turning the heating on, off, or setting
the desired temperature. Despite the small number of interactions, Weiser’s vision
leads us to question how even they might be made more implicit. For example, can the
heating be switched on automatically when someone is at home, using motion sensors
to detect their presence? Can the temperature preferences of individuals be learned to
support the automatic tailoring of the environment for its occupants at any given time?
Can daily schedules be learned to allow the home to be optimally and energy-efficiently
heated before its occupant arrives home? Each of these possibilities affords the heating
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system more autonomy, reduces the requirement for human interaction, and, ultimately,
allow the technology to fade into the background of everyday life.

Achieving this vision is challenging in many ways. In particular, a technology can only
be said to fade into the background when its behaviour matches its users’ expectations.
Difficulties arise when exhibited behaviour does not match a user’s mental model of a
system’s operation. In many domains, the techniques necessary to support applications
in understanding the world implicitly are not yet advanced enough to recognise what
is happening, or predict what will happen, in an environment with consistently high
accuracy.

Approaches to acquire information from the environment, necessary to drive application
behaviour, can be found in many application domains. For example:

• In the area of healthcare and assisted living, strong emphasis has been placed
on recognising “Activities of Daily Living” (KFM+63); a set of tasks, including
personal hygiene, dressing and meal preparation, proposed as a means of judging
the ability of people to care for themselves. There are many works in this area,
that predominantly attempt to identify such tasks through sensors attached to
significant objects in the home (TIL04; vKK07; HNS11a; CFPV12; PvdPS10;
GPBB12; MKSS13);

• In childcare, work has attempted to capture the movements of children (NP13),
and details of their interactions with sensor-embedded toys (WAS+12). This
has application in a wide variety of areas, for example, implicitly assessing a
child’s developmental progress, or recognising “stimming” behaviours in aut-
istic children, such that an automatic journal of the child’s behaviour can be
maintained (MSW+05);

• In sport, works have been conducted on recognising significant body poses of
athletes (EBMM03; BOP97);

• In pet care, projects have recognised the activities and activity level of
dogs (WNKL13; LHH+13) as a means of evaluating their health;

• In travel, research has been conducted on inferring a person’s transportation
mode and route of travel (PLFK03); automatically discerning and labelling
places of significance (LFK07), and identifying regular movement patterns of
individuals (FM11) and crowds (FRMZ11).

Far from being an exclusive list, there are numerous additional areas where infrastruc-
tural and wearable sensing platforms are being used to acquire knowledge, including
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sign language gesture recognition (NN07), mobile advertising (SPJB07), manufacturing
process control (SRO+08), control of video games (Zha12), person-adaptive digital
signs (MEBK09), and sustainability research (FPSD09) to name a few.

As a general principle, all context aware (Dou04) systems and applications require
good awareness of what is happening in their operating environment (be it person-,
building-, or process-centric) in order to realise their behaviour effectively. This is
achieved through extracting data from sensors embedded in the environment, or worn or
carried by people, and using it as a basis for interpreting the state of the world. System
behaviour is then driven by automatically recognising state changes over time, allowing
implicit interaction to be realised.

From sensor design to application development, many challenges must be met to realise
this technological vision. This thesis focuses on one particular sub-component of
the process: The modelling and interpretation of sensor data. More precisely, the
process by which raw sensor data is interpreted as a situation— a symbolic, high-
level representation of environment state, such as working, running, eating, or talking,
suitable for driving application behaviour (SVL01). In particular, we investigate how,
by combining expert knowledge and machine learning, it is possible to develop accurate
decision processes for interpreting sensor data that can be made robust to sensor noise
while remaining understandable to the human eye.

Next, we outline the main challenges facing researchers working in situation recognition,
after which we provide a thesis statement (Section 1.3) and overview the contributions
that this thesis makes towards addressing these challenges (Section 1.4). Finally, we
conclude with an overview of the structure of this thesis (Section 1.5).

1.1 A Note on Terminology

In the literature, the term activity recognition is often used to describe the process of
identifying the physical actions of a person (e.g., walking or climbing stairs), or a task
they are carrying out (e.g., preparing food or talking). McKeever (McK11) describes
situation recognition as having an all-inclusive meaning: Encompassing activities, but
also referring to other scenarios (e.g., weather conditions or a person’s state of health).
In this thesis we use this more general term and meaning. However, in many works, the
two terms are used interchangeably. When referring to the literature, we use the term
preferred by the papers’ authors.
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1.2 Situation Recognition Research Challenges

Situation recognition describes the ability of a pervasive system to discern the situation
or situations occurring at a particular point in time by interpreting available knowledge.
This knowledge may come from a range of sources, both physical (for example, tem-
perature or motion sensors), and virtual (for example, calendar schedule data or web
browsing history).

In this section, we overview research challenges in the field of situation recognition.
The first two are central to the work described in this thesis: Capturing the structural
semantics of knowledge (Section 1.2.1), and making the decision process intelligible
(Section 1.2.2). We discuss these in more detail before briefly overviewing other
research challenges in the field (Section 1.2.3).

1.2.1 Capturing the Structural Semantics of Knowledge

The use of multimodal sensors produces datasets with heterogeneous features, differing
in format, structure, scale, and frequency. Chen et al. (CHN+12) identify that the major-
ity of published work that involves the capture and storage of such sensor information
tends to adopt the use of ad-hoc data structures.

Beyond sensor data, many pervasive applications make use of higher-level encod-
ings, such as ontologies, to describe application level concepts, such that sensor
data can be mapped to the data model and annotated with additional semantic mean-
ing (RMCM03; CFJ04); for example, indicating that a motion sensor is mounted on a
particular door, or that a temperature sensor value corresponds to the concept warm.
Such an encoding, which provides developers with a symbolic model of their software’s
operating environment, captures information used to characterise the situation of entities
in the environment (their context (DA00)) and is commonly referred to as a context

model.

The capture of expert knowledge can contribute to making inferences that cannot be
obtained directly from sensors. For example, the modelling of containment relationships
between physical locations supports the inference of a person’s located in a larger space
when their presence is detected in a space it encloses.

This ability to generalise knowledge can contribute to situation recognition. However,
ontological models in the literature are typically ad-hoc, primarily designed to meet the
needs of particular applications or types of knowledge (SKDN09).

While standards for representing information about sensors and sensor data are emer-
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ging (CBB+12; SHS08), it is not yet the case for these higher-level models. Without
their existence, it becomes that much more difficult to share and reuse data and data
models for situation recognition across applications, platforms, toolsets and research-
ers (SKDN09; YSD+12).

1.2.2 Making the Decision Process Intelligible

Intelligibility concerns the ease with which the decision making process of any recogni-
tion technique can be understood. This ability is particularly important when there is
significant error in recognition accuracy, the cause of which needs to be diagnosed. In
such cases, a lack of transparency can present a challenge.

Situation identification techniques are typically classified into two main categories:
Knowledge-based, where inferences are drawn from rules specified by experts, and
learning-based, where machine-learning techniques discover relations between sensor-
data and situations (YDM12; CHN+12). It is generally the case that, at best, the
decisions of learning-based techniques are not as intelligible as those of knowledge-
based techniques, and, at worst, opaque. However, machine learning techniques usually
outperform knowledge-driven techniques due to their ability to better handle noisy
sensor data.

As the field of situation recognition has matured from constrained prototypes to real-
world systems, the general research trend has seen a move away from knowledge-based
models towards learning-based models. However, the cost of this move has been the
loss of ability to scrutinise the decision making processes, which we have already
identified as useful.

The challenge is to develop recognition models that harness both the power of learning
to attain high accuracy, while retaining the ability to inspect and understand the decision
making process.

1.2.3 Other Challenges

Situation recognition faces a number of additional challenges, that, although important,
are not the focus of this work.

Unsupervised Learning As described above, situation recognition techniques
depend on the availability of high quality training data. While the majority of works
require that this training data be labelled with a complete record of the activities that
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have taken place, there is a research trend towards the development of models that rely
only on partial annotations, or no annotations as all. (HMJ+09; GCTL10; BVMR06;
YS13; YSD14a; SR06; SS09). Developing these techniques to the point where their
accuracy matches the levels attained when fully annotated training data is available is
an ongoing challenge.

Recognition Complexity The majority of work in the literature focuses on single-
subject scenarios involving situations that occur largely in sequence. However many
situations involve interactions between multiple people, or situations that co-occur
or are interleaved (GWW+09). Although some recognition techniques have targeted
this area (MBK08; HY08; HNS11a; SZC11; YS13), significant additional research is
warranted.

Automatic Error Detection and Correction Once a recognition system is set-
up, its performance can degrade for many reasons, including sensor-drift or introduction
of noise, sensor-malfunction, or even changes in the way a situation is realised. While
some work has been published in this area (FD13), approaches to automatically correct
errors or adapt the recognition process in response to drift in sensor readings remain
largely unexplored.

Detecting Anomalous Situations Another challenge to be addressed is the de-
tection of unexpected or rarely occurring situation, the nature of which makes them
difficult or impossible to train for (CHN+12; YDM12), or situations with duration so
short as to make their recognition difficult. Examples include health problems such as a
stroke or heart attack, or an event like a home burglary.

Supporting Transfer Learning Training data is required in order to learn a situ-
ation recognition model and evaluate it. However, the process of collecting such data
is often costly in terms of time and effort required to annotate it with ground truth—a
description of the situations occurring, along with the time they occur. Consequently,
an important target for research in situation recognition is the ability to learn a model in
one environment, for which training data is available, and successfully apply that model
to an unseen environment for which no, or little, training data exists. This task, known
as transfer learning, alleviates the need to collect significant amounts (or ideally any)
training data from the new environment, and reduces the expertise required to install
and initialise the recognition system.
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1.3 Thesis Statement

We have described some of the issues facing situation recognition research, focusing on
the challenge of capturing sensor data and expert knowledge in a standard model that
supports reasoning, sharing, and reuse, and the challenge of making decision processes
intelligible to humans, despite the need for high accuracy when handling real-world,
noisy sensor data.

To address these challenges, we begin by devising a formal model of concepts, relations,
and logical primitives rich enough to support the mapping of sensor data and its
abstraction to higher-level knowledge acquired from domain experts. This knowledge
serves as the basis for developing hybrid situation recognition models, where intelligible,
robust situation recognition models are built by harnessing machine-learning capabilities
to extract patterns and deal with noise.

The hypothesis of this thesis is that:

1. A top-level ontology with associated reasoning framework can simplify domain
and application model development for pervasive environments by providing a
uniform modelling approach to infer and relate new knowledge from that which
is specified, in a principled way;

2. The semantic constructs of the ontology model provide an expressive basis from
which to learn situation recognition models that display comparable performance
with more complex machine learning models, while retaining intelligibility; and,

3. The hybrid semantic model and learning-based approach can be further exploited
to construct ensemble classifiers with either improved recognition accuracy,
intelligibility or both;

Figure 1.1 charts the information flow between the processes to which the hypothesis
relates. The left-hand-side of the figure represents the process of constructing the
conceptual model of the environment (e.g., people, locations, states of interaction), a
task that is manually carried out by a developer. The developer then combines this
model with a set of functions to map sensor to the model concepts (Figure 1.1, top)
to construct a context model, a representation of environment state that relates model
concepts in the form of fact-like statements (Figure 1.1, centre), abstracted from the
raw sensor data. For example, “Bob is in the kitchen”, or “Alice is using the computer”.

The context model plays roles both as part of the process of learning situation recogni-
tion models, and in the subsequent evaluation of the models at runtime. At development
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Figure 1.1: The information flow between situation recognition processes, as described
in this thesis.

time, the mapping of training data into the context model, as described above, serves
as input to the process of generating situation recognition models (Figure 1.1, bottom
centre). This is a wholly automated process, driven by the training data and the context
model, that determines which statements in the context model are relevant to identifying
particular situations, and their relative importance (weights)—the developer has no
part to play in their selection. The thesis explores the use of learning to generate both
standalone and ensemble models as outputs of the above process. The information flow
during the learning phase is indicated by the red arrows in Figure 1.1.

At runtime, the sensor data, which is mapped into the context model in exactly the
same way, is evaluated directly against the learned models (Figure 1.1, bottom right) to
identify the situation occurring in the environment. The information flow in this phase
is indicated by the green arrows in Figure 1.1.

1.4 Thesis Contributions

This thesis presents a novel hybrid approach to sensor-based situation recognition that
combines both knowledge- and learning-based techniques. This combination offers
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improvements over existing techniques in each separate domain, through not sacrificing
the intelligibility of the decision processes that the use of machine learning alone often
implies, and through providing better recognition accuracy through robustness to noise
typically unavailable when knowledge-based techniques are used in isolation.

The core contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• A review of the significant situation recognition techniques in the literature
that have been applied to pervasive environments. The review summarises the
findings of existing literature surveys in the area, and focuses on i) drawing from
the taxonomies of existing surveys to suggest a categorisation for significant
techniques in the field; ii) extending the characterisation of techniques used by
existing surveys; and, iii) including literature not covered by existing surveys.

• An analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of Semantic-Web-based technology
for modelling pervasive systems, contrasted with alternatives. Based on this, we
develop a reusable top-level ontology model that provides a conceptual backbone
for developing domain and application ontologies for pervasive environments.
The model employs set theory to develop a uniform approach to the modelling of
concepts, using a small, core set of semantic properties to relate them. We develop
a context model that relates information across modelled domains, and describe
how reasoning supports the propagation and transformation of information from
its low level definitions to higher level concepts.

• A methodology for applying the semantic constructs of the ontology model
to situation recognition, using a genetic algorithm learning-based approach to
automatically construct intelligible specification models from training data. We
investigate two approaches: The first, a simple model based on weighted contri-
butions of elements of context, and the second based on a decision tree. Both
approaches leverage the logical primitives of the ontology-model for inputs, with
the genetic algorithm employed as a search heuristic during model construction.
We also propose a novel time-sensitive sensor data representation format, beyond
that discussed in the literature, to support learning.

• An investigation into two ensemble recognition methodologies for improving re-
cognition accuracy and intelligibility that leverage aspects of the chosen semantic
and learning approaches: the first, a genetic ensemble, adapts the fitness function
of the genetic algorithm to generate an ensemble of classifiers that treat different
situations preferentially; the second leverages model semantics to group together
similar situations in the form of a semantic hierarchy, with each level refining the
classification performed at the level above.
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• A detailed walkthrough of the processes necessary to prepare a dataset for applic-
ation of the learning techniques, the core aspect of which is the development of
ontology concept hierarchies and the mapping of sensor data to those concepts.

• The evaluation of the recognition accuracy and intelligibility of the situation
recognition techniques developed in this thesis. This includes evaluation of the
standalone and ensemble models, and comparison with standard machine learning
techniques and results published in the literature.

1.5 Thesis Overview

Chapter 2 surveys historically significant and state-of-the-art techniques that have been
proposed in the area of situation recognition.

Chapter 3 focuses on the modelling of pervasive systems. We overview the features
of a selection of modelling technologies from the literature, and discuss their relative
merits. Based on this analysis, we use Semantic Web technologies to develop a reusable
top-level ontology model that provides a conceptual backbone for developing domain
and application ontologies for pervasive environments.

Chapter 4 concerns the automatic learning of situation recognition models from training
data. The approaches described leverage the ontology model developed in the previous
chapter to construct models that are robust to noise, and whose decision processes
remain understandable.

Chapter 5 leverages aspects of the ontology model and learning approach to build
ensemble situation recognition models, with the aim of improving recognition accuracy
over a single model.

Chapter 6 describes the process of readying a dataset for application of the techniques
described in this thesis.

Chapter 7 presents the evaluation of all the techniques proposed in this thesis.

Finally, Chapter 8 draws conclusions from this thesis, and outlines opportunities for
future work.
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CHAPTER

TWO

BACKGROUND AND RELATED
WORK

Situation recognition is a broad and widely studied area. The literature review presented
in this chapter focuses primarily on the topic of situation recognition within sensor-
instrumented pervasive computing environments, but touching on other areas where
relevant.

In Section 2.1 we begin by overviewing existing surveys published in this area, outlining
their scope, contributions, and main findings. We then use this as a basis for defining
our own contributions in Section 2.2, and define a taxonomy for classifying situation
recognition techniques that extends from this prior work. Our taxonomy provides the
structure for discussion between Section 2.3 and Section 2.13, before we summarise
our findings in Section 2.14.

2.1 Existing Situation Recognition Surveys

Ye et al. (YDM12) review approaches to situation identification found in pervasive
computing literature, grouping the techniques into two main categories: specification-

based techniques that rely on manually constructed expert rules and associated reasoning
engines, and learning-based techniques that employ machine learning and data mining
techniques to classify situations from sensor data in scenarios where it is less feasible
to draw on expert knowledge—a high level categorisation we follow here.

Ye et al. find that i) there is an opportunity for a hybrid, ‘best of both worlds’ approach
where expert domain knowledge can be augmented by machine learning’s capability
to extract patterns and handle noise; ii) there is a requirement for reasoning to provide
secondary-knowledge to applications, such as determining the set of more general
situations that are occurring as a consequence of a specific calculation, or determine
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the set of conflicting situations that can cannot happen; and, iii) there are open research
questions surrounding how to detect interleaved situations, situations with multiple
subjects, and rarely occurring, unpredictable situations that are difficult to train for,
such as heart attacks. Ye et al. also identify a need for systems to provide insights as to
how a situation is predicted so that users can form a mental model of how decisions are
made.

A number of the findings from surveys on vision-based human activity recognition
systems are also relevant (MHK06; FAI+05; TCSU08; Pop10; AR11; WRB11; VA13):
i) a major challenge for real world systems is robustness in the face of dynamic con-
ditions (noisy sensor data and missing or incomplete information) (TCSU08; AR11;
VA13; Pop10); ii) techniques need to be robust to variances in how actions are per-
formed (TCSU08); iii) it is difficult and time consuming to capture and label training
data (VA13) especially in large datasets (Pop10); iv) infrequent events are difficult
to train for (VA13) (consistent with the finding of Ye et al. (YDM12)); v) there is
potential bias of algorithms to particular datasets, making findings less generally ap-
plicable (Pop10). Standardised, public testbeds are required to compare algorithms
and assess progress (TCSU08; WRB11); vi) techniques are still limited in the presence
of unknown actions; scenes containing multiple persons; and interactions between
multiple people (WRB11); and, vii) recognition could be improved through integration
with other input modalities (TCSU08).

The findings of Chen et al. (CHN+12) focus on emerging trends, namely that: i)

research into recognising interleaved or concurrent activities and group activities is
still in its infancy; ii) solutions generally suffer from a lack of interoperability and
scalability; it is difficult to generalise solutions to real world use cases; iii) the challenge
of detecting abnormal activities is still to be addressed, iv) difficulties in installing a
sensing infrastructure in existing buildings has led to the development of techniques to
sensorise the “core infrastructure” of a building: water and waste pipes, heating vents,
gas meters, and electrical circuits, with the aim of capturing state changes from which
activities can be inferred; v) there is a trend towards using ad-hoc data structures for
storing sensor information, and a consequent need to develop sensor data models that
promote support sharing and reuse.

2.2 Review Structure and Contributions

In this chapter we build upon the existing surveys in the area of situation recognition,
through three main contributions:
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1. Drawing from the taxonomies of existing surveys, we suggest a categorisation
for all significant techniques in the field.

2. We extend the characterisation of existing techniques in terms of implementation
effort, scenario complexity, intelligibility, evaluation approach, and knowledge
transfer ability. The goal of this analysis is to better identify the distinguishing
features of existing techniques and help researchers identify new opportunities
for combinations of features yet to be explored.

3. Finally, as sensor-driven situation recognition is an active research field, we
provide an updated survey that includes literature not covered by existing surveys.

We structure discussion around our chosen taxonomy: Six core features are selected
from discussion topics in the above surveys, which we extend with implementation
effort, scenario complexity, intelligibility, evaluation approach, and knowledge transfer
ability, a total of eleven, as we focus on key research topics across the breadth of
situation recognition research.

Table 2.2 classifies the features of the situation recognition techniques discussed through-
out this chapter with respect to each of these categories. The table key is provided in
Table 2.1.

We discuss these features in detail in the following sections. Environments, situations,
and application areas discusses the scenarios and phenomena to which situation re-
cognition has been applied. Sensors and sensor data overviews the different types
of single and multi-modal sensor platforms that have been used to observe the world.
Data segmentation discusses techniques to prepare data before situation recognition
techniques are applied. Supervised and unsupervised learning describes the different
training requirements of techniques. Scenario complexity categorises levels of com-
plexity in recognising situations in the real world. Recognition techniques overviews
state-of-the-art machine-learning, knowledge-based, and hybrid situation recognition
techniques. Intelligibility discusses the ability to scrutinise the decision making process
of different techniques. Engineering effort covers the extent of expert knowledge
required to setup and use a technique in an environment. Uncertainty and noise classi-
fies the ability of techniques to operate under the challenge of real-world conditions.
Evaluation approach considers how techniques are evaluated, and, finally, Knowledge
transfer discusses techniques how models learned in one environment can be applied
to another.
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Feature Description
Paper The citation corresponding to the table entry.
Cmp. The level of complexity inherent in the reasoning tasks: Single subject (SS),

Multiple subject (MS), Multiple subject collaborative (MC), or Multiple subject
independent (MI). See Section 2.7 for a detailed description of each.

Sensors The types of sensors employed as part of the research. For example, sensors
attached to objects (obj-att), environmental sensors (env. sensors), or worn
sensors like accelerometers (worn acc.) or microphones (worn mic.).

Situations The types of situations the work attempts to recognise. For example, rooms or
outdoor locations, household or office activities, or Activities of Daily
Living (ADL).

Techniques The recognition technique applied: For example, Bayesian Network (BN),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Hidden Markov Model variants (*HMM),
Conditional Random Field variants (*CRF), Naive Bayes (NB), Decision
Tree, Nearest Neighbour (NN), Neural Network, or Dempster Shafer
(DS). See Section 2.8 for further details and descriptions.

Learning The general class of machine learning technique (Supervised (S),
Unsupervised (U), or Semi-Supervised (SS)). Techniques that do not
use machine learning are marked N/A.

Effort A rough categorisation of the engineering effort required to use the technique.
Either Feature Extraction (FE) or more complex Model Construction (MC).

Intelligible? Whether the decision processes of the described technique are “white box”
or designed to be understood by developers or end users.

Noise/Unc. Whether or not the technique is designed to explicitly handle noise or
uncertainty in data.

Eval. Approach: The approach used to evaluate the work. Either a custom dataset collected for
the purpose (CD), a simulation, publicly available datasets (denoted by
reference to the source), or no evaluation (No).

Segmentation The segmentation technique used to prepare the data for evaluation. The
various named techniques are described in Section 2.5.

Transfer Whether or not the work considers knowledge transfer. Transfer across
homes, test subjects and physical position (pos.) of worn sensors are considered.

Table 2.1: The key for the summary table of related work shown in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: A summary of the surveyed situation recognition techniques.

Paper Cmp. Sensors Situations Technique Learning Effort Intelligible? Noise/Unc. Eval. Approach Segmentation Transfer
(CCKM01) SS RSSI Room location BN S FE No Yes CD N/A No
(RAMC04) SS Obj-att N/A BN N/A MC No Yes No N/A No
(DP04) N/A N/A N/A BN N/A MC No Yes No N/A No
(GPZ05) N/A N/A N/A BN N/A MC No Yes No N/A No
(TLL05b) N/A N/A N/A BN N/A MC No Yes No N/A No
(AE04) SS Simulated Outdoor locations BN S MC No Yes Simulation N/A No
(PLFK03) SS GPS, bus routes Transport mode, route BN U MC No Yes CD N/A No
(ZHY09) SS Obj-att Household SVM S FE No Yes CD static Home
(ADF07) SS Motion, Obj-att Household BN S See Remarks No Yes (ILB+05) static No
(CP99) SS Worn mic/camera Location based HMM U FE No Yes CD static No
(MSW+05) SS Worn acc./mic Woodwork assembly script HMM S MC No Yes CD static Subject
(LCB06) SS Worn acc. Basic physical activities HMM S FE No Yes CD static Sub., pos.
(vKNEK08) SS Obj-att Household HMM/CRF S FE No Yes CD static No
(RAMC04) SS Obj-att N/A Fuzzy First-Order Logic N/A MC Yes Yes No N/A No
(SCSE09) SS Motion, Obj-att ADL HMM S FE No Yes CD sliding No
(HRLL08) SS Motion, Obj-att ADL HMM S MC No Yes (ILB+05) static No
(WNS06) MI Audio, video Office activities HHMM S MC No Yes CD static No
(vKEK10b) SS Motion, Obj-att Kitchen and bathroom SHMM S MC No Yes CD static Home
(DBPV05) SS Camera tracking Kitchen Switching-HMM S MC No Yes CD stream No
(MBK08) SS Simulated profiles Kitchen Interleaved-HMM S MC No Yes Simulation unknown No
(KZSM12) SS Motion, Obj-att Household MMM S MC No Yes (TIL04), (vKEK10a) stream No
(BOP97) SS Video Martial art gestures CHMM S MC No Yes CD static No
(NN07) MI Simulated/vision Body motion, sign language CSHMM S MC No Yes Sim., subset of (VM03) stream No
(WGT+11) MI Obj-att Household CHMM S MC No Yes CD static No
(PvdPS10) SS mic/cam Household HMM U FE No Yes CD stream No
(KMK+03) SS device env. sensors Environment, noise source NB S FE No Yes CD static No
(MBSM04) SS device env. sensors User activity, availability NB S FE No Yes CD static No
(TIL04) SS Obj-att ADL NB S FE No Yes CD dynamic No
(VVL07) MC Positions, velocities Robot Tag Activities CRF S FE No Yes CD static No
(LFK07) SS GPS, street-maps Significant places visited CRF U FE No Yes CD spatially No
(NDHC10) SS Motion, temp Household CRF S FE No Yes CD static No
(WLYjH07) SS Motion, Obj-att Household FCRF S MC No Yes (ILB+05) static No
(HY08) SS Various Various Skip-Chain CRF S MC No Yes (ILB+05), (PFKP05), (CY05) static No
(BI04) SS Worn acc. Body-motion-based Decision Tree S FE Yes Yes CD static Subject
(MCLC04) SS Worn acc. Body motions Decision Tree S FE Yes Yes CD static No
(KNM+06) SS Worn acc. Body motions Decision Tree S FE Yes Yes CD static No
(BSLT05) SS Worn env. sensors Office and Household Decision Tree S FE Yes Yes CD static No
(LHP+07) MC Obj-att, RFID Household Decision Tree S FE Yes Yes CD sliding No
(MRSS06b) SS Worn env. sensors Significant locations Decision Tree S FE Yes Yes CD static No
(MYK+10) SS Worn env. sensors ADL HMM S FE Yes Yes CD static No
(MKSS13) SS Worn magnetic sensor ADL HMM S FE Yes Yes CD static No
(LPLP12) SS Worn acc., vital signs Body motion-based activities Decision Tree S FE Yes Yes CD static No
(EBMM03) SS Vision-based Sporting movements NN S FE No Yes CD static No
(HGKZ07) N/A N/A N/A NN S FE No Yes CD static No
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Table 2.2: A summary of the surveyed situation recognition techniques.

Paper Cmp. Sensors Situations Technique Learning Effort Intelligible? Noise/Unc. Eval. Approach Segmentation Transfer
(VLKS08) SS Env. Sensors Indoor and outdoor activities NN S FE No Yes CD static No
(LHH+13) SS Worn acc. Dog activities NN S FE No Yes CD static Subject
(CGF+10) N/A Gas flow Active appliances NN S FE No Yes CD sliding No
(NP13) SS Worn acc., barometric Body motions NN S FE No Yes CD static No
(BCR09) MC 3D tracking Office activities SVM U FE No Yes CD static No
(CYW05) SS Simulated sensors Body motions SVM S FE No Yes CD static No
(RDML05) SS Worn acc. Body motions SVM S FE No Yes CD static Subject
(HBS07) SS Worn acc. ADL SVM S FE No Yes CD sliding No
(KGS+08) SS Laser rangers Body motion SVM S FE No Yes CD static Subject
(PRK+07) N/A Electricity meter Active appliances SVM S FE No Yes CD sliding No
(SS09) SS Obj-att, RFID Household SVM SS FE No Yes (LHP+07) sliding No
(GPBB12) SS Worn acc., proximity ADL SVM S FE No Yes CD sliding No
(KC14) SS Obj-att ADL SVM S FE No Yes CD multiple No
(YT12) SS Worn mic. Sound-based activities SVM S FE No Yes CD static Subject
(WAS+12) SS Toy-based env. Sensors Interactions with toys SVM S FE No Yes CD sliding Subject
(YWC08) SS Worn acc. Body-motion-based Neural Network S FE No Yes CD sliding Subject
(KTH+10) SS Worn acc. Body-motion-based Neural Network S FE No Yes CD sliding Subject
(HMJ+09) SS Vision-based House, Loading Dock Key Object Sequence U MC No Unknown CD stream No
(YD10) SS Obj-att, RFID Household Context Lattice S MC Yes No (LHP+07), (vKNEK08) static No
(RCHSE11) SS Obj-att ADL Cluster, HMM U FE No Yes CD sliding No
(FRMZ11) SS GPS, street-maps Location based schedules Topic Model U FE No Unknown CD location-time No
(FRMZ11) MC Social media updates Significant locations Topic Model U FE No Unknown CD location-time No
(FGP11) SS GPS, street-maps Location based schedules Topic Model U FE No Unknown CD location-time No
(CWP12) SS Various ADL Patterns, LDA U FE No Yes See (CWP12) stream No
(CFPV12) SS Motion, audio, Obj-att ADL MLN S MC Partial Yes CD sliding No
(HNS11a) SS RFID ADL MLN S MC Partial Yes (PFKP05) sliding No
(GCTL10) SS Obj-att ADL Emerging Patterns U MC No Yes CD stream No
(Lok04b) N/A N/A N/A First-Order Logic N/A MC Yes No N/A N/A No
(HI06) N/A N/A N/A First-Order Logic N/A MC Yes No N/A N/A No
(BGB06) N/A N/A Household Action-Description N/A MC Yes No N/A N/A No
(CNM+08) N/A N/A Household Event Calculus N/A MC Yes No N/A N/A No
(DHKZG08) SS ECG biosensor Blood pressure states Fuzzy Logic N/A MC Yes Yes CD static No
(WSSY02) MC Audio, video Focus of attention DS N/A MC Unknown Yes CD static No
(HNM+09) SS Obj-att Making drinks DS N/A MC Yes Yes N/A N/A No
(ZCZG09) SS Obj-att Household DS N/A MC Unknown Yes MIT House Dataset unknown No
(MYC+10) SS Obj-att Office and household DS N/A MC Yes Yes CD and (vKNEK08) static No
(PG11) N/A N/A Health related Ontology+Rules N/A MC Yes No N/A N/A No
(TMKL06) N/A N/A N/A Ontology+Rules N/A MC Yes No N/A N/A No
(RB11b) SS Simulated env sensors. Home and workplace Ontology N/A MC Yes No Simulation N/A No
(MDEK13) N/A N/A N/A Ontology+SPARQL N/A MC Yes No N/A N/A No
(ANH07) SS Device env. Indoor and outdoor Ontology+Fuzzy Logic N/A MC Yes Yes CD N/A No
(RB11a) SS GP, worn acc. Body-motion-based Ontology+MRE S MC No Yes CD static No
(YS13) MI Obj-att Household Ontology+PMK U MC No Yes (CSE09) stream No
(YSD14a) SS Obj-att Household Ontology+Clustering U MC No Yes (ILB+05), and (vKEK10b) stream No
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2.3 Environments, Situations, and Application

Areas

Situation recognition has been applied in both indoor and outdoor settings to a range
of recognition areas: from capturing physical phenomena, such as posture, gestures
and activities, such as standing, sitting, and walking (LCK+05; LCB06; MSW+05),
speaking and singing (YT12), to recognising more complex situations of cooking,
cleaning, eating and bathing (TIL04; vKNEK08), and interactions with other individu-
als (CYW05). Several of these studies, for example, (PvdPS10; GPBB12; MKSS13),
focus on Activities of Daily Living (ADL) (KFM+63); designed to serve as a meas-
ure of judging the ability of elderly patients to care for themselves. Other studies
have focused on recognising travel schedules (PLFK03), the daily routines of individu-
als (FGP11; FM11), and movement patterns of groups (FRMZ11).

Although situation recognition studies have focused to a large degree on recognising
the activities of young and middle-aged adults, studies have also been carried out
with specific focus on the activities of the elderly (CYW05; vKK07), babies (NP13),
young children (WAS+12), and even dogs (WNKL13; LHH+13). As discussed in
the introduction to this thesis, these techniques have application in a vast range of
application areas including: healthcare and assisted living, personal fitness, child care,
pet care, sport, and travel.

2.4 Sensors and Sensor Data

Different situations lend themselves to recognition by different types of sensors.
Physical activities whose interpretation is closely tied to specific motions, can of-
ten be identified through video analysis (BOP97; CP99; NN07) or simple accelero-
meter data (BI04; MCLC04; RDML05; LCB06; KNM+06). More complex recog-
nition is achieved though augmenting such sensing platforms with additional multi-
modal sensors such as a microphone (KMK+03; MSW+05; WNS06; PvdPS10), light
sensor (MYK+10), magnetic sensor (MKSS13), capacitive proximity sensor (GPBB12),
or vital sign sensors (LPLP12).

While wearable, or phone-based, sensing platforms are necessary for outdoor situ-
ation recognition, indoor solutions often involve instrumenting everyday objects
such as cookers, fridges, beds, computers, and toilets with RFID or state change
sensors (TIL04; vKK07; MYC+10) as a means of capturing information describing
human-object interactions, and infra-red sensors as a means of capturing human mo-
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tion (vKEK10a). To lessen instrumentation requirements, work has also been conducted
on single-point sensing solutions, attached to, for example, an electricity (PRK+07) or
gas meter (CGF+10), with recognition applied to infer appliance use throughout the
home.

While the raw output of sensors can often be fed directly as input to a recognition
technique, it is often useful to first pre-process data to generate features useful for the
recognition process. For example, to generate summary statistics, such as the mean and
variance of a signal (CP99; MSW+05), to convert continuous data into categorical data
through a strict or fuzzy mapping (HNM+09; MYC+10), to retain information about
earlier state transitions (vKNEK08), or to apply a decay function to sensor data that is
infrequently asserted (MYC+10; KC14).

2.5 Data Segmentation

After sensor data has been extracted, analysed, and features selected for the recognition
process, the next pre-processing step is to translate the training data, usually in the
form of a log of continuous sensor readings, into a set of instances that are suitable for
learning.

This process, called segmentation, is achieved by partitioning the data log according to
some criteria, for which the literature describes a number of strategies. By far the most
prevalent are static (and sliding) window techniques, which involve splitting data into
(overlapping) segments of equal temporal length (typically 30 or 60 seconds) (BVMR06;
vKNEK08; YD10), recording the most recent or average sensor value for each sensor
during that period. Another strategy involves generating segments containing a fixed
number of sensor events (PvdPS10; KC14).

Fixed-window approaches are not suited to all environments. A window may bridge
the gap between two situations (thus capturing data from both), or because in some
long lived activities (such as sleeping) there may be a long duration between sensors
firing (YSD14b). Here, dynamic window techniques offer an alternative approach.
The technique involves using windows of variable size based on some criteria. For
example, the average duration of activities (TIL04; MYC+10), a change in the location
associated with consecutively firing sensors (HN09), or the semantic similarity of sensor
events (YS13; YSD14a).
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2.6 Supervised and Unsupervised Learning

The accuracy of a learned situation recognition model depends highly on the quality and
quantity of training data. There are two main approaches to training such models: su-
pervised and unsupervised. Supervised approaches require training data to be collected
and labelled with ground truth – the situations they represent – before a model can be
constructed, while unsupervised approaches attempt to learn a model from data without
such labelling; typically by clustering together similar training instances according to
some criteria.

Supervised recognition, whether driven through the collection of annotations using
a diary (MYC+10), spoken annotations (vKNEK08), or through post-activity ana-
lysis (CYW05) are most common. However, unsupervised approaches (HMJ+09;
GCTL10; BVMR06; YS13) are increasingly prevalent.

Supervised approaches can be limited by the cost to collect and accurately annotate
training data, while unsupervised approaches are typically less accurate and can gener-
ates models that do not correspond to the desired set of situations to be recognised. A
third class of learning, semi-supervision, describes approaches capable of leveraging the
presence of some labelled instances within a predominantly unlabelled collection. This,
largely unexplored, approach in the context of situation recognition has potential due to
the lower cost of asking subjects to record and label small activity samples (SR06), or
through supporting recognition with fewer, less precise annotations (SS09).

2.7 Scenario Complexity

Recognition approaches in the literature are targeted towards classification problems
of varying levels of complexity. The majority of work has focused on single-subject
scenarios, with tasks performed in sequence. However, increasingly, work is invest-
igating approaches to recognising activities that are interleaved, or involve multiple
subjects (CHN+12). Gu et al. (GWW+09) provide a rough categorisation of approaches
as falling into one of four categories:

Single subject (SS) Activities of a single subject. For example, cooking dinner,
followed by taking a bath, followed by sleeping (TIL04; LCB06; vKNEK08;
MYC+10).

Multiple subject (MS) Two or more subjects carry out a sequence of activities together.
For example, drinking coffee or watching television (HY08; WGT+11).
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Multiple subject collaborative (MC) Two or more subjects working together to com-
plete a goal, with each subject working on a different sub-task of the activity. For
example, one subject prepares food while another cooks food (GWW+09).

Multiple subject independent (MI) Two or more subjects carry out activities sim-
ultaneously, but independently. For example, one subject prepares food while
another watches television (YS13; YSD14b).

In their categorisation, Gu et al. assume that the activities of individuals are strictly
carried out sequentially. The complexity of each category is then increased by removing
this requirement and instead allowing activities to be interleaved or to be performed
concurrently. Several of the recognition approaches surveyed focus on this more
complex behaviour (MBK08; HY08; HNS11a; SZC11; YS13).

In the context of multiple subject independent activities, Ye and Stevenson (YS13),
propose a semantics-based approach to partition sensor data streams in such a way that
each partition is treated as describing a single subject performing activities in sequence,
allowing recognition to be supported by the main body of techniques developed for
single subject activities.

2.8 Situation Recognition Techniques

Situation recognition surveys typically categorise techniques into two high-level categor-
ies based on whether they are machine-learning-based or knowledge-based (YDM12;
CHN+12)—each subdivided into a set of general techniques and their extensions. The
former grouping typically operates on raw or minimally processed data: summary statist-
ics, or conversion from continuous to discrete valued data (CP99; MSW+05; PRK+07;
HBS07; BCR09). Their core strength lies in handling noise, and their better capability to
discriminate between different classes of situations than can be achieved manually. The
latter category relies on the domain knowledge of experts and their ability to manually
interpret data and encode the sorts of concepts and relationships that are useful to solving
the situation recognition task at hand (CFJ03; RAMC04; Lok04b; MYC+10; YS13).
The decision processes of knowledge driven approaches tend to be transparent to
developers’ eyes, however, they are often less robust to the presence of noise than
alternative techniques (YD10).

The move towards a third category of techniques that hybridises aspects of both know-
ledge and machine-learning techniques is a recent trend emerging from the literature.
Such a combination of approaches is evidenced in two ways: the use of machine
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learning techniques to mine primitives for activity models (GCTL10), and the use
of manually specified knowledge to augment machine-learning approaches through
additional inferences (CFPV12) or restrictions (YSD14a). To date, all hybrid examples
focus on enriching the knowledge available to the learning algorithm, not on aiding the
inspection and interpretation of the resulting decision processes.

We overview notable techniques from the literature, across all three categories, below.

2.8.1 Learning-based Approaches

Bayesian Network A Bayesian network (Hec99; BG07) is a directed acyclic graph
that represents the conditional dependencies among a collection of random variables
(sensor inputs). Given instances of sensor values, the network calculates the probab-
ility that the inputs are indicative of the set of possible hypotheses (situations) under
consideration. Each network node is associated with a table that describes the node’s
conditional probability distribution across all possible combinations of the nodes it de-
pends on. Nodes without dependencies are associated with a priori probabilities. Given
a set of input values describing the nodes it depends on, a node outputs the probability
of the variable, hypothesis, or unknown it represents, with the classification given by
the hypothesis with highest probability. Bayesian networks rely on the availability of
large amounts of training data with full coverage of the different state combinations that
situations can result from.

Castro et al. (CCKM01) infer a device’s location through observing the signal strength
of visible WiFi access points. The network describes the a priori distribution over a
set of locations, while the hypothesis nodes describe the probability of observing a
discretised RSSI value from each access point given a particular location. Ranganathan
et al. (RAMC04) develop a network to capture the causal relationships between sensor
observations and system state in their environment, Gaia (RHC+02). Abdelsalam et
al. (AE04) create a habit-based location-tracking model for people, incorporating in-
formation about time, speed, routes, and weather conditions. Using GPS and knowledge
of bus routes, Patterson et al. (PLFK03) devise a model to learns a subject’s mode
of transportation and most likely route. Albinali et al. (ADF07) report on optimising
learning from sparse training data by focusing on building a feature profile of an activity
from consistent aspects of the data, rather than capturing the whole activity.

Naïve Bayes A simplification of the Bayesian Network, the Naïve Bayes model,
captures probabilistic relationships between sets of features and classifications under
the assumption that the set of features are mutually independent (Mit97). Although this
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assumption is often invalid, Naïve Bayes classifiers are more practical to implement
than Bayesian Networks, having a smaller number of parameters that must be estimated
and therefore require fewer data to train the classifier, although there is a risk of skewing
towards the underlying dependence (WF05). Naïve Bayes classifiers have been shown
experimentally to exhibit similar accuracy to Bayesian networks while being orders of
magnitude faster (LD05).

Korpipaa et al. (KMK+03), construct a model from the discretised sensor output of a
mobile device to detect whether a person is indoors or outdoors, and to determine the
source of environmental noise (for example, a car, elevator, or a particular genre of
music); significantly higher accuracy is achieved in controlled laboratory conditions
than under real world conditions. Mühlenbrock et al. (MBSM04) differentiate subject
activities and availability states in an office environment based on data collected from
a desktop PC, phone, and mobile PDA, however the scripted evaluation artificially
prevented rapid activity switching, and controlled the mapping of availability to specific
times. Tapia et al. (TIL04) instrument multiple, real homes with state change sensors.
Both a multi-class classifier designed to differentiate all situations, and a set of single
class classifiers to enable identification of concurrent situations are investigated.

Hidden Markov Model Markov Models assume that the conditional probability
distribution of future states depends only on the current state, not any that proceeded it.
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) models such processes, where only the observations
are known, and the states are unobserved (Blu04). Given training data, the prior prob-
abilities of initial states, state transitions, and observations are estimated by computing
the maximum likelihood estimates for the probability parameters (BPSW70). Activity
recognition then proceeds by selecting states that best explain the observations. HMMs
and their variants (AY09) can be expensive in terms of memory requirements, compute
time, and often require large amounts of data to train.

Clarkson et al. (CP99) recognise corse-grained situations such as being in the office or
bedroom from features extracted from a body-worn microphone and camera. Minnen
et al. (MSW+05) use body-worn accelerometers and microphones to uncover patterns
of repeated movement that serve as primitives towards detecting higher level activities.
Lester et al. (LCK+05; LCB06) perform gesture recognition (for example, walking,
sitting, going down stairs) from body-worn sensors. van Kasteren et al. (vKNEK08;
KEK11) use a HMM for recognising household situations from object-attached sensors
in a home setting. Singla et al. (SCSE09) study the recognition of interleaved Activities

of Daily Living that can help identify individuals who may have trouble functioning
independently at home (KFM+63). Hasan et al. (HRLL08) design a HMM for each
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possible situation, wherein sensors are treated as states, and state transition probabilities
correspond to the conditional probability of one sensor being activated after another.

Wojek et al. (WNS06) use a Hierarchical-HMM (FST98), where each state may be
represented as a (Hierarchical) Hidden Markov Model, to improve recognition of office
situations from audio and video features. van Kasteren et al. (vKEK10b) improve on
the recognition accuracy of a HMM in the settings of a Kitchen and Bathroom using
a Semi-HMM (Yu10), where state transition probabilities additionally depend on the
time elapsed since the current state was entered. Duong et al. (DBPV05) combine both
approaches into a Switching-HMM tested on recognising kitchen activities. Modayil et
al. (MBK08) use an Interleaved-HMM, which records the last object observed for each
activity, to improve the recognition of interleaved activities. Kalra et al. (KZSM12) use
a two-stage Multi-Markov model; in the first stage, a sensor data stream is evaluated
against a Markov Chain for each possible activity. The most probable is selected for the
second stage, where a HMM modelling the temporal relations between activities boosts
recognition accuracy (by 2%-3%) by acting as an error-correction layer on top of the
first stage. Finally, Pijl et al. (PvdPS10) find the standard Baum-Welch trained HMM
to outperform a number of variant models in recognising ADL from event sequences
generated from a single wall-mounted camera and microphone.

Conditional Random Fields Conditional Random Fields (CRF) resemble HMMs
in that they model time steps, each with a hidden and observable variable. However,
unlike HMMs, CRFs do not operate under the assumption that observations are in-
dependent and instead model the conditional probability of state sequence instead of
the joint probability of the states and observations. Thus, their strength is in encoding
temporal relationships between states (LMP01).

Vail et al. (VVL07) find CRFs outperform HMMs for simple activity recognition in
simulated robot tag. Liao (LFK07) build a CRF model to capture the relationship
between GPS traces and a street map, and, from there, activity sequences. This is used
to drive the identification and labelling of significant places that a subject visits with
over 90% accuracy. Nazerfard et al. (NDHC10) investigate the use of CRFs for activity
recognition in a multi-inhabitant smart-home, finding an improvement over HMMs for
most activities, although recognition is not person-specific.

As with HMMs, several CRF extensions have been proposed. Wu et al. (WLYjH07) use
Factorial-CRFs to support the recognition of multiple concurrent situations, where co-
temporal connections are introduced to avoid the increase in complexity resulting from
modelling each combination of situations as a new state. van Kasteren et al (vKEK10b)
demonstrate that Semi-Markov-CRFs, where state duration is explicitly modelled,
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do not provide an increase in recognition accuracy. Hu and Yang (HY08) use Skip-
Chain-CRFs to support the identification of concurrent and interleaved situations. The
approach leverages long-distance dependencies in observed data in that, given a newly
observed input, the model calculates the probability of the observation corresponding
to a new situation.

Decision Trees Decision trees take the form of a tree structure, where each node
represents a decision taken with respect to the value of a single feature, the outcome
determining which branch should be followed. Evaluation of a decision tree begins
from a single root node, and continues until a leaf node – representing a classification
– is reached (WF05). A decision tree is constructed by recursively selecting a single
feature with which to partition the training data. Each split reduces the training data
along each path until the point where the remaining data shares a classification. At each
step, the attribute providing the most information gain – that is, that attribute that most
effectively partitions the data – is chosen for the decision.

Bao et al. (BI04), Mathie et al. (MCLC04), Karantonis et al. (KNM+06), Maurer et
al. (MRSS06a; MRSS06b), and Logan et al. (LHP+07) find decision trees outperform a
suite of alternatives for classifying subject activities from whole-body- and waist-worn
accelerometers, wrist worn sensor platforms, and smart-space sensors. Bharatula et
al. (BSLT05) also find a decision tree outperforms other algorithms when considering
the tradeoff between energy consumption and recognition accuracy on a low-power
wearable device, while Lara et al. (LPLP12) augment wearable accelerometer data with
vital sign data (heart and respiration rate, breath and ECG amplitude, skin temperature,
and posture), improving the recognition of five activities by 3% using an Additive
Logistic Regression algorithm (FHT98). Maekawa et al. (MYK+10) collect data from
a suite of wrist mounted sensors (including audio, video, accelerometer, and light)
and later hand-worn magnetic sensors (MKSS13), to classify a range of activities
whose recognition traditionally involves object-attached sensors. Evaluation of several
approaches found that classifying raw sensor data individually using a decision tree and
then processing the results using a HMM performed best.

Nearest Neighbour Nearest Neighbour algorithms classify unseen data based on
its similarity to known training examples. In the standard k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN)
approach, the k training examples whose features are closest to the unclassified data are
selected, with a classification assigned based on a majority vote of the selected neigh-
bouring examples (AKA91). Closeness between data points is defined by a heuristic
chosen for the classification task: Euclidian and Hamming distance, Jaccard similarity,
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and Tanimoto coefficient are typical examples. Nearest Neighbour algorithms can be
limited by the computational requirement to search through all training data to classify
a single data instance (although this can be optimised (FBF77)), and the challenge
in selecting suitable distance metrics and weights to define closeness - especially for
high dimensional, category-structured data. Missing or noisy data can have a great
impact on nearest-neighbour-based approaches, leading to an incorrect identification of
neighbours and consequent misclassification.

Delir Haghighi et al. (HGKZ07) employ kNN to perform situation recognition as part of
an outline architecture for processing data streams on resource-constrained devices. Van
Laerhoven et al. (VLKS08) sense motion, light, and temperature data from a wrist-worn
platform 24 hours a day. Habitual information drawn from the diary data is used to
improve recognition in cases where the recognition step does not provide a conclusive
result. Cohn et al. (CGF+10) describe a single point sensing approach for inferring the
source of gas use, for example, a water heater, pool heater, or fireplace. The audio-based
approach uses a microphone to sense the resonance frequency of the gas regulator, and
attains 95% accuracy for appliance detection. Nam et al. (NP13) investigate activity
recognition for child care, using a waist mounted accelerometer and barometric sensor
to detect 11 situations including crawling, climbing, and walking; kNN outperformed a
selection of other classification techniques with 96% accuracy. Ladah et al. (LHH+13)
investigated activity recognition in dogs by applying KNN to a feature set extracted
from a collar worn triaxial accelerometer.

Support Vector Machine Given a set of training examples, Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) address the challenge of automatically learning the boundaries, or hyper-

planes, that optimally separate multi-dimensional data points. The term support vector

refers to the test data instances that, if discarded, would alter the position of the dividing
hyperplane. The learning process seeks to optimise the placing of the hyperplane such
that it maximises the margin between itself and the support vectors. Where data cannot
be separated by a linear function, it is mapped to higher dimensional plane until it is
possible to gain linear separation (WF05).

Brdiczka et al. (BCR09) sense a subject’s position, velocity, and distance to a table
to define a subject’s role in an interaction. Combined with further inputs from wall
mounted microphone array and subject headset data, situations are discovered and
manually labelled by experts (BVMR06). Chen et al (CYW05) simulate yet-to-be-
realised sensors likely capable of recognising individual human actions, through an
analysis of video and audio footage taken at an elderly care facility. Decision trees are
shown to have the highest accuracy under perfect sensing conditions, with SVMs the
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most resistant to noise. Ravi et al. (RDML05) and Huhny et al. (HBS07) show SVMs
outperform other techniques in classifying activities from body-worn accelerometers.
Patel et al. (PRK+07) use a SVM with an electrical noise sensor to classify appliance use
from electrical events, where the evaluation shows only a small reduction in recognition
accuracy over a six week period, even with a small number of training instances. Stikic
and Schiele (SS09) use a modified SVM to support multi-instance learning (ATH03),
in which “bags” of training instances are annotated based on whether or not at least
one instance of the situation is present in the bag. The goal of the work is to reduce the
effort involved in labelling data, and thus supervised recognition as a whole. Zheng
et al. (ZHY09) bridge between activities in two domains by using web search to learn
confidence weights via a similarity function, which serves as input to a weighted SVM
model. Grosse-Puppendahl et al. (GPBB12) enhance wrist-worn accelerometer based
detection with a capacitive proximity sensor to indirectly measure the distance and
nature of an object within reach, improving the recognition of nine ADLs between
2.4% to 10.7%. Yatani et al. (YT12) describe an acoustic sensor that captures audio
features from the subject’s throat, with performance in the wild within 10% of that under
laboratory conditions. Finally, Westyn et al. (WAS+12) present the detailed design of
a collection of smart toys used to characterise the ways in which a child plays. The
toys are embedded with a sensor platform that detects motion, sound, and touch, with
SVM-based classification found to outperform other techniques.

Other Notable Approaches Yang et al. (YWC08) construct a neural network
with inputs from sensor data acquired from a triaxial accelerometer module mounted
on a subject’s dominant wrist. Summary statistics extracted from the accelerometer
data serve as inputs to neural network classifiers, with 95% accuracy for a set of 8
activities. Krassnig et al. (KTH+10) adopt the same approach, showing that gender
specific classifiers achieve a higher accuracy than gender non-specific.

Ye and Dobson (YD10) propose a context lattice as a formal structure to represent the
relationships between semantics implied by low level sensor data and situations. Each
lattice node represents a single or compound expression formed from a logical con-
junction of context expressions. For any two nodes, there exists a third that represents
the greatest logical expression that is entailed by the logical expression of these nodes.
The learning process labels each node with the frequency its expression is satisfied by
the sensor data and the number of times each situation occurred when the node was
active, allowing the probability that an activity is occurring when this node is active to
be calculated.

Rashidi et al. (RCHSE11) develop a clustering algorithm to identify sensor event
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sequences that appear frequently enough to suggest that they represent an activity that
should be tracked and analysed. The algorithm accounts for the fact that events are
discontinuous and have varied orders. One limitation is that the designer must specify
the number of activities to cluster and model; this presents difficulties in uncontrolled
environments.

Ferrari et al. (FM11) and Gatica-Perez (FGP11) use probabilistic Topic Maps to ex-
tract commonly recurring patterns of temporal movements of individuals, and urban
crowds (FRMZ11) based on location traces and information extracted from social net-
work data respectively. Significant locations are discovered, with transitions between
them labeled with the time of day they occur. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (BNJ03) is
then applied to cluster the set of labels according to the patterns (or topics) they contain.
Chikhaoui et al. (CWP12) apply LDA to activity recognition in a sensor instrumented
home. Recognition is presented as a maximum likelihood optimisation problem in
which sequences of sensor events are modelled as probability distributions over activ-
ities, and activities are, in turn, modelled as probability distributions over sequential
patterns.

2.8.2 Knowledge-based Approaches

With these techniques, expert knowledge is employed to model the relationships between
sensors and situations, with reasoning applied to the models to interpret sensor data at
runtime.

Logic-based Approaches All logic based approaches break down the challenge
of situation recognition into two distinct part parts: i) modelling the application, en-
vironment, scenario, or sensing domain in terms of entities and their relations, and ii)

combining elements of the model in a modular structure using a logical formalism to
describe situations of interest, often in the form of rules and axioms to be interpreted by
a reasoner.

Gu et al. (GWPZ04) use propositional logic to support the inference of high-level con-
text information and situations, while Ranganathan (RAMC04) et al., Loke (Lok04b),
and Henricksen et al. (HI06) all adopt first-order logic descriptions to support infer-
ence on knowledge. Loke (Lok04a) develops a Prolog-like language called LogicCAP
around his model that supports operations such as determining the set of situations a
subject participates in and determining the most likely situation a subject is engaging in
using abductive reasoning. Bouchard et al. (BGB06) propose an approach to identify
everyday activities of a smart home inhabitant using plan recognition (Car01), applying
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lattice theory and Action-Description logic (Bou05) to identify on-going situations from
observing actions and mapping them to the lattice structure. Chen et al. (CNM+08) de-
velop a logic based approach to situation recognition based on Event Calculus (KS86).
In Event Calculus, fluents describe values that can change over time (triggered by
events), while predicates specify the values of fluents that hold at particular points
in time. In Chen’s model, events correspond to sensor firings, while fluents describe
object state and relations that hold between objects. The strength of this approach is
the ability to deduce what will happen if a set of events were to occur, explain how a
particular state of the system was arrived at, or suggest actions that will allow a state to
be reached. However, extensive expert knowledge is required to model the environment
and possible behaviours.

Fuzzy logic provides an approach for reasoning over data that is approximate rather than
exact (Zad73). In contrast with two or three valued logic theories, where something can
be true, false or unknown, fuzzy logic variables have an associated degree of truth, that
takes a value between 0 and 1, representing vagueness in knowledge. This value can
have different interpretations: A value classification where the boundaries of a concept
are hard to define crisply, for example, the temporal concept of lunch time; the extent
to which it is believed a value truly reflects real world state, for example, a person
being located in a particular room; or, a means of expressing a relation between two
concepts that cannot be captured in a precise way, for example, a person’s preferences
for different modes of transport.

Delir Haghighi et al. (DHKZG08) propose a model for fuzzy situation inference based
on mapping sensor values to linguistic terms, each associated with a fuzzy membership
value based on known sensing inaccuracies, and further weight the contribution of
multiple fuzzy terms to calculate the confidence in a situation occurring. Many fuzzy-
logic based approaches have been applied in the context of ontology based systems,
which we return to later.

Dempster-Shafer Theory Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) (Dem68; Sha76) is a
mathematical theory of evidence that provides the ability to combine evidence from
different sources to arrive at a degree of belief in a proposition. It is a probability-based
approach that has the ability to preserve ignorance, that is, it does not require belief
be assigned to all propositions, only to those where it is known. It further supports
the allocation of belief to sets of propositions, not only singletons, supporting its
specification at varied levels of granularity. We discuss DST in detail in Section 5.1.

Wu et al. (WSSY02) apply the theory to monitoring of people conversing in a meeting
room, using an audio and camera sensor to detect the focus-of-attention of a subject.
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They introduce the concept of a dynamic discount factor for sensors that changes over
time, that relies on ground truth availability. Hong et al. (HNM+09) apply DST to
define an evidence based activity model that uses sensor data for activity recognition in
a smart home, with examples of making drinks. Hong et al. expand on Wu’s work by
using evidence propagation to bring evidence up through a hierarchy, so that activities
can be recognised, as opposed to just abstracted contexts. Hong’s approach describes
how belief can be distributed to situations, but does not include a decision stage to
determine occurring situations. Zhang et al. (ZCZG09) use DST for reasoning about
activities. They propose excluding evidence sources with small belief contributions to
both simplify the computational complexity of the model, and as a solution to Zadeh’s
paradox (Zad86), whereby conflicting evidence sources can give paradoxical results
by granting majority belief to a minority opinion. Finally, building on the work of
Strat (Str87), McKeever et al. (MYC+10) devise a temporal extension to DST that
allows sensor data to be temporally projected. This allows evidence that occurs at a
point in time to be projected to a later time, based on the expected duration of a situation
as selected using expert knowledge.

DST heavily relies on expert knowledge in that the evidential hierarchy needs to be
pre-defined and the uncertainty of sensor data needs to be either provided by experts or
derived from sensor manufacturers. When the quality of sensors is not well known or
there are a large number of sensors, this approach may suffer from badly defined expert
knowledge or may require more knowledge than experts might reasonably be able to
provide.

Ontological Reasoning Gruber et al. (Gru95) and Guarino et al. (Gua98) define
an ontology as “a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization”; “a logical
theory accounting for the intended meaning of a formal vocabulary”. Put simply, an
ontology models a particular facet of the world in terms of its concepts and the relations
that exist between them.

Models for representing sensor data have been developed using a number of on-
tology frameworks (BMPM09; w3c; CHL+09; RKT05). However, the main body
of work makes use of Semantic Web technology (BLHL01), principally the De-
scription Logic (BCM+03) based subset of the Web Ontology Language (OWL-

DL) (KPSR+09; GHM+08). OWL’s capability to encode complex knowledge – which
we discuss in detail in the next chapter – supports the representation of sensor data
heterogeneous sources within a uniform model, annotation of the data with its semantics
in relation to the system being modelled, reasoning over the data to derive additional
knowledge, and querying of the model as a basis for driving system behaviours. This
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includes ontologies for encoding sensor datasets (YSD+11b; YSD+12; BMJ+11), or
vocabularies describing sensors, devices, people, services, and other pervasive systems
concepts (CBB+12; SHS08; YCDN07; RMCM03; SKDN09; CFJ03; CFJ04; LLD07;
ZHK10)

Typically, ontology-model-based situation recognition is conducted by augmenting
standard reasoning services offered by ontology reasoners with more expressive tech-
niques. For example, Paganelli et al. (PG11) and Toninelli et al. (TMKL06) use standard
ontology reasoning to determine class subsumption relationships and model consistency,
while developer-supplied production rules, of the form if . . . then, support the inference
of application specific knowledge, such as health alerts from monitored body conditions
and colocation of people from a shared spatial relationship. Zhang et al (ZHK10) use
the Semantic Web Rule Language (HPSB+04) to reason on aspects that cannot be
expressed in OWL, such as specifying that a subject is far from home if their current
location is over 100 miles from their house. Ye et al. (YSD11a) use production rules to
infer complex relationships between domain knowledge and situation concepts (such
as overlap and conflict) that go beyond that expressible solely with OWL. Riboni et
al. (RB11b) show how the introduction of OWL 2 mitigates, to an extent, the need for an
additional rule-based language. Meditskos et al. (MDEK13) propose a general frame-
work for activity recognition that combines OWL 2 with the SPARQL rule language
for additional flexibility. Finally, Anagnostopoulos et al. (ANH07) devise a framework
for situation estimation based on a fuzzy mapping of sensor values to a hierarchy of
concepts. The similarity of specifications defined by an expert is compared with current
inputs to determine the most likely situation and the degree of belief that it is occurring.

Beyond rule languages, some of the learning- and knowledge-based approaches
to situation recognition described above are backed by OWL environment mod-
els. Based on work by Ding (DP04), Gu et al. (GPZ+04; GPZ05) and Truong et
al. (TLL05b; TLL05c; TLL05a) propose a set of probability annotations as an extension
to OWL (KPSR+09) that support the modelling of prior and conditional probabilities
associated with context, and the automatic construction of a Bayesian network from
this information. The Bayesian network and probabilistic approaches of Ranganathan
et al. (RAMC04), and the Event Calculus approach of Chen et al. (CNM+08) also map
to OWL.

2.8.3 Hybrid Approaches

Chahuara et al. (CFPV12) use Markov Logic Networks to recognise daily activities in
the home. Inputs to the Markov Logic network take the form of a manually specified
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set of first-order logic rules that map discretised sensors values to the activity class
they represent, with weights learned for each rule (LD07). The Markov Logic network
outperforms both SVM and Naïve Bayes approaches in a scripted experiment. Helaoui
et al. (HNS11a; HNS11b) also use Markov Logic to specify temporal relationships
between activities to improve the model accuracy. For example, specifying that the
activity of setting the table must precede both the activities of eating breakfast and
clearing the table (HNS11a). The model is trained to identify the start and end times of
activities, allowing interleaved activities to be identified as those that have started, but
not ended.

Riboni et al. (RB11a) support statistical reasoning through multi-class ridge estima-
tion (CH92) by using their ontology model to discard situations as valid candidates if
the ontology model contains information (for example, a person’s location) that conflicts
with candidate results. Ye and Stevenson (YS13), and Ye et al. (YSD14b) leverage the
semantic similarity of concepts as calculated from their ontological relation to partition
streams of sensor events into fragments, each of which corresponds to a single ongoing
activity. A technique based on the Pyramid Match Kernel (GD05) is employed to distin-
guish an unexpected sensor event as either a sensor noise or another concurrent activity.
Ye et al. (YSD14a) also propose an unsupervised situation recognition technique that
comprises automatic segmentation and clustering of streamed sensor data based on
ontological similarity.

Finally, Gu et al. (GCTL10) devise an approach to activity recognition based on mining
web-based activity guides (previously proposed by Perkowitz et al. (PPFP04)), for
example, instructions for making a cup of tea. For a given set of activities, the approach
generates a set of weighted terms for each activity based on the frequency that terms
appear in the written instructions. The process further constructs a set of contrast

patterns, that describe the significant differences between any two activity classifications.
An initial laboratory study based on a wrist-worn RFID reader showed a recognition
accuracy of 92% for a range of household activities.

2.9 Intelligibility

Intelligibility concerns the ease with which the activity recognition process can be
scrutinised and understood by the developer or end user. In pervasive environments
where people need to understand the reasoning process, or where there is a significant
error, the cause of which needs to be diagnosed, a lack of transparency can present a
challenge.
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While the distinction between knowledge-based and learning-based recognition tech-
niques is not as clean as describing one as black-box and the other as white-box, is
generally true that the decisions of learning-based techniques are not as intelligible
as those of knowledge-based techniques at best, and unintelligible at worst. Decision
trees (WF05) provide the clearest example of a machine learning technique where the
decision making process is most easily inspected. It is not straightforward to pinpoint
the limit at which manual inspection of such a learned model becomes impractical,
however, their clarity depends largely on the size of the learned tree and the number of
nodes it contains. The more that noise is present in training data, the less likely it is that
the learned tree will be easily understood.

The decision making processes of knowledge-driven approaches, be they based on
propositional (RAMC04; HI06) or fuzzy logic (ANH07; DHKZG08), Dempster Shafer
theory (WSSY02; MYC+10), pure ontological reasoning (TMKL06; RB11b), or on-
tological reasoning plus rules (ZHK10; YSD11a), are, by their nature, easily open to
inspection; limited only by the complexity of the manually constructed model. To date,
all hybrid approaches (GCTL10; CFPV12; YSD14a) focus on enriching the knowledge
available to the learning algorithms, not on aiding the transparency of their decision
processes.

2.10 Engineering Effort and Expert Knowledge

Requirement

Significant effort is often required to apply or adapt a technique to an individual
pervasive environment, although this effort is not uniform across approaches. With
learning-driven techniques, developers have the requirement to extract features of sensor
data to serve as input to the recognition effort (FE), and perform simple pre-processing
of data, such as generating summary statistics for extracted features that might best serve
the algorithm. For some learning-driven techniques, for example, Bayesian Networks,
expert knowledge is required to define the graph structure (CCKM01) although this
structure can also be learned (Mar03). In contrast, knowledge-driven techniques typic-
ally require significant effort and expert knowledge to manually construct a model (MC).
This can require an expert to specify derivation rules (ZHK10; MDEK13), hierarchies
of concepts and relations of interest (TMKL06; PG11), and to define functions to map
and abstract sensor data to these manually defined constructs (DHKZG08; MYC+10).

No training data is required in pure knowledge-driven approaches, with expert know-
ledge used to define the relationships between model concepts and situations (YSD11a),
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while learning-based approaches often require a considerable investment in effort to
collect the training data necessary to learn a model and its parameters (TSTN06). In
supervised approaches, this is complicated by the need to collect accurate ground
truth concurrently with (vKNEK08) or after (TIL04) the data collection process. Un-
supervised learning approaches provide one way to mitigate the effort required to
collect ground truth along with training data (CP99; PLFK03; BVMR06), although
some manual intervention is often required, for example, specifying the number of
situations represented by the training data (RCHSE11). Knowledge-based and hybrid
approaches can also require the addition of expert knowledge describing intra-situation
dependencies and sequence restrictions, or direct relationships between situations and
sensor data (GCTL10; CFPV12; YSD14a; YSD14b).

It is often assumed that learned models are static, with the introduction of new sensors
or new situations requiring that the models be retrained or redesigned. The problem of
automatically evolving a situation recognition model without this “reset” step has been
largely ignored to date (RCHSE11).

2.11 Uncertainty and Noise

One area where learning-based approaches are generally superior to knowledge-based
approaches is their ability to handle uncertain or noisy sensor data. In addition to
constructing models that learn the associations between sensor data and situations,
some machine learning techniques are capable of accounting for the effect of noise
on these associations. For example, Naïve Bayes approaches mitigate the effect of
missing values in the decision process by ignoring them when computing probabilit-
ies (KZP06). Decision trees can be prone to overfitting when noisy data is present,
however, pruning strategies designed to avoid overfitting can mitigate the impact of
noisy data on the model. Missing or noisy data can have a great impact on nearest-
neighbour-based approaches, leading to an incorrect identification of neighbours and
consequent misclassification.

There are two main reasons why knowledge based approaches are often less tolerant of
noise than machine learning techniques. The first covers the case where the model has no
specific capability for representing or accounting for noise. For example, in early rule-
based and pure ontological approaches (Lok04a; TMKL06). The second encompasses
the limit to which a domain expert can accurately capture noise and uncertainty within
a knowledge-based model, and manually tune the model’s parameters to handle its
effect. For example, the certainty of sensed information can be discounted using expert
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knowledge of the accuracy of the data source (CYL+07), or through a temporal decay
function that serves to lessen the contribution of data as time passes (KC14). Both cases
can be considered as types of fuzzy membership function, encoding data’s degree of
membership to a concept. DST can also deal with missing and incomplete knowledge
by assigning the contribution of sensor data to set of situations, or directly to the concept
of uncertain knowledge (MYCD09b). For particular smart-space datasets, it has been
shown that knowledge-driven techniques can achieve recognition accuracy comparable
to that of machine learning techniques (McK11).

2.12 Evaluation Approach

Standard practices in evaluating situation recognition techniques have evolved from
scripted laboratory sessions (MBSM04; MSW+05) to real world testbeds (TIL04;
ILB+05; vKNEK08). However, by and large, the majority of situation recognition
techniques surveyed are evaluated using custom datasets (CD), collected by their au-
thors solely to evaluate the technique at hand, and not made publicly available. The
lack of a public, standard testbed makes it difficult to directly compare techniques
and results, to verify that a technique operates with datasets other than the proprietary
data on which it is tested, and means that the human investment in effort and time
is often duplicated to collect data for very similar studies (TCSU08; WRB11). Even
where publicly available datasets are used, evaluations often only focus on a subset of
situations, or use different methodologies.

Examples can be selected from the literature to show where any class of technique
outperforms another on a similar recognition challenge. However the reasons why this
is the case are typically opaque.

2.13 Knowledge Transfer

Situation recognition techniques typically require substantial amounts of training data to
recognise relations between situations and sensors, and to mitigate the presence of noise.
While unsupervised learning is one path to lessening this burden, another is knowledge

transfer, the ability to take a situation recognition model learned in one environment,
and apply it to another as means of recognising a known situation, or using it as a starting
point to recognise a new situation. Goals of this research area include reducing the
effort required to set up and train new situation recognition systems, making situation
recognition more versatile and robust, and examining how to effectively reuse existing
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knowledge that has been generated (CFK13).

In systems where recognition is based on wearable or mobile sensing platforms,
assessing the transfer of knowledge between subjects typically forms part of the
standard evaluation, whether adults (BI04; MSW+05; RDML05; LCK+05; YT12),
children (WAS+12), or dogs (LHH+13) are involved. However, techniques support-
ing knowledge transfer in infrastructure-based sensing are less prevalent (vKEK10b;
vKEK10a; ZHY09; RC11). Cook et al. (CFK13) survey further research in this area,
and outline possible grand challenges for the community.

2.14 Summary

This chapter reviewed the set of significant situation recognition techniques in the
literature. We summarised the findings of existing literature surveys, and focused this
review on drawing from and extending the taxonomies of existing surveys to suggest
a categorisation for significant techniques in the field, and on providing an updated
survey that includes literature not covered by existing surveys.

It is clear that there is no “one size fits all” approach to situation recognition. Each of
the techniques discussed has advantages and limitations. Further to this, there exists a
demonstration where each class of technique outperforms the other on similar reasoning
tasks, with little intuition as to why this should be the case. As a consequence, there is
a clear need for a situation recognition benchmark, consisting of datasets that will allow
techniques to be compared. The large majority of surveyed techniques are evaluated
either on proprietary datasets, or on open datasets but using different methodologies.
This often makes the comparison of techniques and their results impossible.

We have also identified that in addition to the high level categorisation of knowledge-
based and learning-based techniques used in other surveys, there is an emerging trend
towards a third category of techniques that hybridises aspects of both. The work
described in this thesis falls into this category. We note that the trend away from the
use of knowledge-based techniques towards complex learning-based techniques has
typically involved the loss of human ability to scrutinise the reasoning process. The
work in this thesis focuses on models where this property is retained.

Our particular interest in investigating a hybrid knowledge- and learning-based tech-
nique lies in the ability to leverage expert knowledge to define a set of rich modelling
primitives for an application domain, while harnessing the strength of learning to dis-
cover patterns and mitigate noise. In taking this approach we seek to develop a model
that is not only expressive and capable of high recognition accuracy, but also has a
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white-box decision process that is intelligible to the human eye, something that no
hybrid technique has yet investigated.

In the next chapter we describe the foundations for our knowledge model, using set
theory to develop a uniform approach to the modelling of concepts and inter-concept
relationships in knowledge domains, that will later provide the basis for our situation
recognition models.
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CHAPTER

THREE

THE SEMANTIC WEB APPLIED TO
THE MODELLING OF PERVASIVE

SYSTEMS

In the previous chapter we overviewed the state-of-the-art in activity recognition. In
particular, we highlighted the recent trend towards hybrid knowledge- and learning-
based techniques that leverage expert knowledge to define a set of rich modelling
primitives for an application domain, while harnessing the strength of learning to
discover patterns and mitigate noise. Existing hybrid examples focus on enriching
the knowledge available to the learning algorithm, not on aiding the inspection and
interpretation of its decision making process. In this thesis we seek to address this
gap by developing a model that is not only expressive and capable of high recognition
accuracy, but also has a white-box decision process that is intelligible to the human eye.

This chapter focuses on the modelling of information in pervasive systems. We begin
in Section 3.1 by overviewing a range of modelling technologies, motivating their use
for modelling context, and overviewing their benefits and limitations over competing
alternatives. Based on this analysis, the remainder of the chapter then focuses on one
particular application of Semantic Web technologies: supporting the representation of
information that informs the situation recognition process in pervasive environments.

In Sections 3.2 to 3.6 we develop a reusable top-level ontology model that provides
a common substrate for developing domain and application ontologies for pervasive
environments. The model employs set theory to develop a uniform approach to the
modelling of concepts, using a small, core set of semantic properties to relate them.
Reasoning supports the correlation of information from its low level definitions to higher
level context statements, inferring the relationships between higher level concepts, and
managing the uncertainty associated with sensed information automatically.
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Section 3.7 presents a detailed worked example that brings together all the concepts
discussed in the chapter as they are implemented. A discussion of the merits and
limitations of the approach is presented in Section 3.8, before we finally conclude in
Section 3.9 with a chapter summary.

Earlier versions of aspects of the work described in this chapter have been published in
Stevenson et al. (SKDN09), Stevenson et al. (SYDN10), Stevenson et al. (SYD10) and
Ye et al. (YSD11a).

3.1 Modelling Pervasive Systems

The path towards realising Weiser’s vision (Wei95) is paved with substantial challenges.
The vast expanse of available information about people, places, devices, services, and
environmental conditions necessitates the development of sophisticated algorithms to
support services in becoming aware of their surroundings: to seek, discover and filter
information relevant to their goals, and to aggregate, interpret and reason over such
information.

As pervasive computing scenarios usually do not assume the existence of proprietary
services through which access to all information is regulated, these responsibilities must
be partitioned across the environment’s participants, with awareness arising from the
interactions between many individuals, each exposing aspects of their own state and
perceiving the states of others to further increase their awareness of their surroundings.
Such context awareness is a key enabler of intelligent service provision (CCDG05).

The openness of this world view and of such interactions therefore makes paramount the
mechanisms by which data is modelled and represented, in order that data or knowledge
may straightforwardly be discovered, distributed and unambiguously interpreted by
collaborating individuals in a pervasive system.

3.1.1 Candidate Technologies

Context models provide the basis for building pervasive systems by providing de-
velopers with a symbolic model of their software’s operating environment. Modelling
techniques have evolved from simple attribute-value representations of people and
places to complex ontological models that provide a means of describing groups of
related resources and the relationships between them. Such models can hold rich,
detailed descriptions of environments, their contents, associated sensing infrastructure,
sensor data, and situations inferred from lower-level data. Here we briefly overview the
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advantages and disadvantages of different formulations of context model found in the
literature: attribute-value and tuple-space models, entity-relationship models, object-
oriented models, and three varieties of markup models: structured, semi-structured, and
unstructured.

Attribute-value (ST94; CLK08) and tuple-space context models (JF02; GDL+04), both
based on dictionary lookup of values or objects via property names, provide simple
techniques for sharing information about entities. The strength of such models lies in
their ease of inspection, comprehension, and manipulation, however they lack schema
to support validation and verification, and are unable to represent complex structured
information at the model level, for example meta-properties (such as the accuracy of
a value). While these may be encapsulated within stored objects, they are opaque
at the model level. Such approaches are best suited to small, proprietary models of
information, where a single party retains overall control of the design and scope of the
model.

Entity-relationship-based context models (JS03; HIM05) provide increased capabilities
at the modelling level, exposing relationships between concepts in different parts of
the model. However, they lack the formality necessary to support model composition.
For example, there is no way to automatically determine if lexically identical terms in
different parts of the model share the same meaning (e.g., “frequency” might refer to
a measurement in Hertz or a period in seconds), or if two different terms are used as
synonyms (e.g.,“room” and “space”).

Object-oriented context models (that is, models developed using UML (Gro07), or
the specific constructs of an object-oriented programming language) in the literat-
ure (CMD99; Bar05) leverage programming language support for distributed compos-
ition and type based validation. As with entity-relationship models, runtime model
composition is difficult without explicit constructs to describe equivalences between
independently developed parts of the model. Constraint modelling is typically also lim-
ited. For example, with cardinalities, a property may take no value (for example, null),
a single value, or many values (a collection type). Although more detailed restrictions
and other forms of structural constraints can be enforced by accessor methods, these
are “black-boxes” that cannot be reasoned on easily. The intertwining of the data model
and the code that manipulates it provides a barrier to ease of model inspection, ease of
data exchange, and portability across devices, platforms and programming languages.

Markup Models Markup models support the annotation of values with tags and
attributes in order to prescribe their meaning. Broadly speaking, there are three classes
of markup model - structured, unstructured, and semi-structured with the literature con-
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taining many examples of each (Bro96; DSA01; RC04; CFJ03; RMCM03; GKK+03;
HLI04; DNC+07).

Structured models take the form of a hierarchy of tags, where each tag has an associated
definition describing what it can legally enclose (other tags, values, and cardinal-
ity or type restrictions), while unstructured models provide no underlying schema
against which to validate or compose data. For example, use of XML (BPSM+) and
JSON (jso13a) can fall into both these categories depending on whether or not they are
used in conjunction with their schema languages, XML-Schema (GSMT+08; PGM+08)
and JSON-Schema (jso13b).

Semi-structured models retain the ability of structured models to formally describe
the concepts and properties in a given domain of discourse, without restricting what a
concept (tag) may legally enclose. Semi-structured models are commonly realised in the
form of ontology languages such as the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (KPSR+09).
The formal basis of this language (where each term and entity is uniquely identifiable
by a URI) makes it possible to straightforwardly combine concepts from different
ontologies. This allows entities of the same class to be described using different sets of
properties depending on what needs to be represented within a given environment — a
strength from a modelling perspective if not a programming one.

No silver bullet technology for developing a context model exists. The suitability of
each of the above techniques is tightly coupled to the requirements of the application
or system being developed: its scope, complexity, size, requirements for distribution,
openness, model proprietary, degree of platform heterogeneity, and so on. However,
among these alternatives, semi-structured models, specifically ontological models,
provide the most flexible option due to the ease with which they can typically express
complex information. This view is shared by Strang and Linnhoff-Popien (SLP04).

3.1.2 Semantic Technologies for Modelling Pervasive Sys-
tems

As a consequence of the above analysis, in this work we choose to model pervasive
system concepts using OWL and the suite of related technologies that fall under the
larger banner of The Semantic Web—a movement led by the World Wide Web Consor-
tium (W3C) to provide standard data formats and a common framework for encoding
and sharing machine processable data across “application, enterprise, and community
boundaries”. We justify this choice over alternative ontology language frameworks with
reference to the availability of open source semantic technologies, the complexity they
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handle, and the large, standards-driven communities that maintain them.

In the following, we overview the important role semantic technologies can play in
the realisation of pervasive systems from the perspectives of knowledge modelling and
representation, inspection and manipulation, discovery and distribution, and support for
integrating with legacy data sources and technology. We also touch upon the limitations
and common criticisms of the technologies.

3.1.3 Knowledge Modelling

Ontologies support the capture and specification of domain knowledge with its intrinsic
semantics through agreed terminology and formal axioms. Based on these, ontologies
provide a set of modelling primitives to define classes, individuals, their attributes and
their relations, each piece of terminology associated with its intended meaning (Gua98).
When an ontological vocabulary models a particular aspect of reality it specifies an
ontological commitment, that is, the underlying conceptualisation about the intended
domain, including domain concepts, attributes, and relations between them. The
vocabulary makes data understandable, sharable, and reusable by both humans and
machines.

A number of computer science fields, including e-commerce (OWL01; ETB04), in-
formation integration (Gui02; VV04; LVB+03), the Semantic Web (GMBM05; SD06),
and pervasive computing (SLP04; PVdBW+04; CFJ04; RSK+06; CNM+09) have iden-
tified ontologies as a promising technique for knowledge modelling, that addresses data,
knowledge, and application heterogeneity.

In the open systems view of pervasive computing, where multi-domain interactions
are based on opportunistic encounters between devices, where one may have no prior
knowledge of the other’s existence or capabilities, successful interactions depend
entirely on a service’s capability to interpret the structure and semantics of the content
that another exposes. Without the use of strong, formal modelling constructs such as
ontologies on which to build a shared interpretation of the environment, this becomes
an intractable problem.

3.1.4 Knowledge Representation

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) (MM04) provides a formalisation of a
directed graph (with nodes representing resources and arcs representing properties). Its
semantics are prescribed by two ontology languages: RDF Schema (RDFS) (GB04)
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and OWL (KPSR+09); the latter being the more expressive of the two. RDFS provides
a basic vocabulary for dividing RDF resources into classes, restricting the classes
of resource a property may legally relate, and introduces subClass and subProperty

properties to capture relations between classes and properties at different levels of
abstraction. OWL provides a more expressive ontology language by, for example,
supporting the expression of functional, transitive, symmetric, and inverse properties.
Equivalent properties and classes may be declared, and cardinality restrictions allow
constraints to be placed on the legal structure of class members.

For pervasive systems, the benefits of these technologies are a direct result of their
formality. RDF’s use of URIs to identify concepts and properties, combined with OWL’s
support for modelling equivalent classes and properties makes determinable whether
lexically identical terms in different parts of the model share the same meaning, or if
two lexically different terms are homonyms or synonyms. This formality has several
advantages: no single authority is responsible for engineering ontologies or producing
data; entities may be described by combining concepts from different ontologies;
and combining both ontologies and data from multiple sources, for example, in the
description of a person or a sensor, is straightforward. Off-the-shelf reasoners, for
example, Pellet (SPG+07), can also be used verify the consistency of environment
models that are described using published OWL vocabularies.

This feature set directly address the limitations of other candidate technologies identified
in the previous section: Complex data structures are supported (a limitation of attribute-
value and tuple space models), rich constraints are made explicit (a limitation of object-
oriented models), terminology ambiguity is resolved (a limitation of all models except
structured and semi-structured markup), and data structures are flexible to support
the dynamic integration of descriptions from multiple sources (a limitation of object-
oriented, entity-relation, and structured markup models), while retaining the ability
to enforce restrictions and validate the model (a limitation of unstructured markup
models).

Further to this, the domain-neutrality of RDF supports the vision of a unified data
model, under which multiple applications across disparate application domains can
execute, each projecting a view onto the model as its needs dictate.

3.1.5 Knowledge Inspection and Manipulation

Technologies for inspecting and updating RDF stores exist in the form of the expressive
SPARQL (SH09) and SPARQL Update (GS09) languages. SPARQL supports queries
consisting of triple patterns, conjunctions, negations, disjunctions, and optional patterns,
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while SPARQL Update supports the conditional insertion and removal of triples from
an RDF store.

The desirability of tight integration between a data model and programming language
can be observed from the plethora of technologies available that strongly integrate
relational and XML models. For example, Hibernate (BK06), Rails (TH06), and
Django (FBC08). Several commentators advocate mapping from ontologies to strongly-
typed programming languages in order to eliminate a large class of typographic errors
at compile time that might only be discovered at runtime or go undetected if a dynamic
approach were taken (Gol03; VBRM+07).

Goldman (Gol03) describes two classes of ontology-based applications: generic, where
only knowledge of the ontology language is required to construct the application, and
ontology-specific, where an understanding of the semantics or meaning of any particular
term inside an ontology is important. Validators and verifiers belong to the first class of
application, while context-aware applications (e.g., a program that locates the nearest
petrol station to your current location) fall into the second.

Approaches for working with RDF-based data models sit along a spectrum ranging
from the ontology agnostic to the domain-specific. The most generic APIs (e.g., the
model APIs of Jena (McB02) and NG4J (BCW05)), provide operations that support
manipulation of the data-graph (e.g., the addition and removal of triples or quads).
Tramp (tra14) binds RDF nodes to Python dictionary structures, allowing indexing by
property names, while SETH (BH06), supports dynamic schema extension through the
writing of inline RDF/OWL snippets in Python code. Increasing the level of abstraction,
The OWL API (HB11), and O3L (Pog09) are libraries based on OWL concepts and
semantics that provide reflection-like capabilities for indexing into a data model using
classes such as OWLClass, OWLProperty, and OWLRestriction.

Towards the domain-specific end of the spectrum sit tools that map from object-oriented
representation to ontology-oriented representation and vice versa. The former cat-
egory of tools, to which Jenabean (jen14), Sommer (som14), Spira (spi14), and Em-

pire (emp14) belong, operate through manual annotation of the fields of Java Bean
style objects, from which ontological descriptions are then extracted or persisted to a
back-end. While this approach removes the need for developers to construct ontologies
natively, these tools realise only a small subset of the RDFS and OWL specifications.
Of the latter category, Sparta (spa14) binds RDF nodes to domain-typed Python objects
and RDF arcs to attributes of those objects, while ActiveRDF (ODG+07) provides RDF
data inspection capabilities via a Ruby-based virtual API that intercepts method calls
and dynamically maps them onto SPARQL queries against a data model. ActiveRDF
does not use schema information as part of its mapping process, and while this allows
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for great flexibility in terms of the ability to easily manipulate schema and structure of
individuals at runtime), this comes as a necessary trade off against the ability to verify
application code both in terms of type correctness and typographical errors against an
ontology.

There are also tools that generate domain-specific APIs for weakly-typed languages, and
strongly-typed programming languages directly from an ontology. RDFReactor (Vok06)
generates Java libraries for RDFS models that act as a proxy to a triple store back-
end at runtime, while Owl2Java (owl14) gives OWL ontologies a similar treatment.
OntoJava (Ebe02) and the work of Kalyanpur et al. (KJ04) (on which Jastor (jas14) is
based), perform the conversion of both ontology axioms and rules into executable code.
In carrying out this research we developed Sapphire (SD11), a tool that builds on the
foundations of this final class of tools to provide improved support for OWL’s feature
set, offering novel features in the form of an extensible type mapping system, support
for reification, support for the open-world assumption, and support for the dynamics of
multiply-classified OWL individuals.

For pervasive systems, the union of RDF, RDFS, OWL, SPARQL, SPARUL, and
any of the object mapping technologies provide a complete framework within which
to represent information using terms from the most appropriate vocabularies for a
particular environment, or set of applications, and inspect and update their contents
using mainly standard tooling.

3.1.6 Knowledge Distribution and Transfer

RDF’s data model supports the seamless merging of data from heterogeneous and
distributed sources. Both benefits are a direct consequence of RDF’s use of URIs
to identify resources that provide triples with unambiguous global semantics: An
unambiguous statement can be made about any object for which you have a URI. This
can be contrasted with, say, traditional database schemata such as entity-relationship
models, whose terms and relations have no prescribed semantics, and XML Schema,
which is concerned with the hierarchical structure of data elements and not with
capturing the relations between data elements. In addition, neither technology is
predisposed to easy integration of data adhering to multiple schemata.

The formal, agreed terminology that serves as the foundation of RDF’s distributed
data model, makes it possible to share and reuse data and knowledge across different
components in a system and across different systems (RSK+06; CNM+09).

For pervasive systems, the implication is that a realisation of a data model based on
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semantic technology also inherits this predisposition to ease of distribution.

3.1.7 Knowledge Discovery

The diversity of service offerings in a pervasive computing environment gives rise to
the need to balance the flexibility of resource descriptions with the consequent diffi-
culty in constructing requests to discover them—a process called matchmaking. A
matchmaking algorithm takes a request and a set of resource descriptions as input, and
outputs the set of resources that satisfy the request. Many matchmakers adopt simple
syntactic schemes; for example, named interfaces or predefined categories (Wal00),
or sets of attribute-value pairs to which string and numeric comparisons can be ap-
plied (GPVD99). Such approaches are limited by an inability to compare semantically
equivalent but syntactically different concepts or handle approximation. As a result,
these are insufficient for open, and unstructured worlds, necessitating the investigation
of alternative approaches.

In the context of knowledge discovery, OWL’s standard classification mechanism can be
re-cast as a resource discovery technique—matching ontologically-founded descriptions
of resource to requests in the form of template-like OWL class descriptions.

A more expressive approach involves the use of resource and class descriptions as part
of a semantic matching algorithm—resolving the fuzzy membership relation of the
resource to the request to a degree p, p ∈ [0 ∶ 1], while accounting for concept similarity.
As with a standard OWL class description, a request expresses the intersection of a num-
ber of properties, each named concept or existential restriction belonging to a resource.
Semantic matching is then conducted by assessing the similarity of the constituent
components of the request and resource description. Paolucci et al. (PKPS02) and Li et
al. (LH03) introduce ordered degrees of matching to categorise the semantic compatib-
ility between a request and a resource, of which there are five: exact, plugin, subsume,
intersection, and disjoint. Bandara et al. (BPd+08) extend this model with scoring mech-
anisms to support differentiation of matches falling within the same category by scoring
their semantic distance, for example, by using a heuristic based on the number of inter-
mediate concepts that relate two terms (SSS07). In Stevenson et al. (SPM+13; SVY+)
we use bio-inspired mechanisms to realise semantic-matching-based resource discovery
in a distributed pervasive ecosystem.
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Figure 3.1: The Linking Open Data cloud diagram showing datasets that have been
published in Linked Data format, by contributors. Reproduced from linkeddata.org
under the CC-BY-SA 3.0 Unported License.

3.1.8 Knowledge Integration

A final benefit of adopting RDF as an implementation technology is that an environment
model can be built upon, and interlink with, existing ontology-based domain knowledge
through the principles of Linked (Open) Data—a set of best practices for exposing,
sharing, and connecting pieces of knowledge on the Semantic Web (BHBL09). The
premise of Linked Data is that by using URIs to link to data sources, a semi-structured
interlinking of ontologies and ontologically-represented data emerges as a web of data
that can be navigated and explored. Figure 3.1 illustrates the extent to which existing
datasets have been made publicly available through publication in a Linked Data format.

For pervasive systems, Linked Data has two implications. Firstly, it provides a structured
means of accessing and integrating data from existing “non-pervasive” data sources
with existing RDF representations (or via an RDF wrapper for legacy data sources
and technologies). This has potential to bootstrap systems with the knowledge held
by myriad social information sources on the web (SSDN09; RDM+11). Secondly, by
designing pervasive systems to make use of RDF and OWL, and supplementing it with
an appropriate web-facing interface, it provides a means for new data generated within
a pervasive system to be straightforwardly linked and exposed to the outside world, and
made accessible to web-based applications—for inspection, additional processing, or
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archival purposes.

The Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets ontology is one emerging effort to express
metadata about RDF datasets, with the goal of providing a bridge between the publish-
ers and consumers of RDF data, for the purposes of data discovery, cataloging, and
archiving of datasets (ACHZ11).

3.1.9 Semantic Technology Limitations and Criticisms

While the above discussion provides support for the use of Semantic Web technologies
– and it is our view that it is currently the most promising solution available – it is no
panacea. In particular there are a number of important features where it is limited, such
as lack of native support for representing and reasoning over dynamic knowledge, lack
of enterprise-grade tooling, and slow adoption in the developer community.

There is a significant gap between the currently available Semantic Web technologies
and the need for native temporal data modelling and reasoning. In addition to “home-
brew” strategies that use the standard RDF data model (SYD10), extensions to the
model semantics and the SPARQL query languages have been proposed (LLPG05;
GHV07; PUS08; TB09; EWK90), however, there is yet to be movement towards the
development of standards.

Another issue is that state-of-the-art Semantic Web technologies are designed to handle
large volumes of static data, while pervasive systems bring the need to work with
highly dynamic data, often with real-time reasoning and query responsiveness require-
ments (SYD10). A consequence is that the majority of off-the-shelf reasoners do not
provide support for deletion of facts after their insertion, requiring all inferences to be
re-computed after any operations on the knowledge base. The Pellet reasoner (SPG+07)
is one notable exception that provides support for handling knowledge base updates
incrementally.

Technologically, the readability and accessibility of serialised RDF data models has
been criticised. The ‘standard’ serialisation, RDF/XML, is verbose, not human friendly,
requires RDF’s terminology (of resources, properties, literals and blank nodes) to
be recast as XML elements and attributes, and requires a graph to be encoded as a
tree. However, this is primarily an issue of implementation, rather than a criticism
of the model itself. The development of alternative ‘pretty’ syntaxes (for example
N3 (BLC11)), although not yet endorsed as W3C standards, alleviate this concern and
are widely understood by tooling.

A more pressing concern is the steep learning that Semantic Technologies may present
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to developers, and the commitment required by developers and companies to adopt
them. Considerable familiarity with namespace semantics, ontologies, reasoners, and
the vocabulary and associated semantics of RDF, RDFS, and OWL are required before
development of simple systems can begin. The marketplace for assistive ontology
development tools is currently small, with only a few choices available for developing
and validating RDF/OWL ontologies. Protégé (NFM00), TopBraid Composer (top),
and NeOn Toolkit (neo) are among the most prominent.

The decision to adopt Semantic Web technologies, whether taken by an individual or
organisation, comes as a tradeoff between its advantages and risks. The ability to define
a structure for knowledge that exactly matches a chosen sub-domain, to describe the
richness of this structure, to have it compose cleanly with other such descriptions of
complementary sub-domains defined independently – and to be able to exchange all this
knowledge with anyone on the web is clearly desirable. However, the current reality
is far from this vision. Adopters are buying into a vision with the hope or expectation
others will follow suit, without it being clear to what extent that this will be the case.
In December 2013, the W3C announced that all Semantic Web Activities are being
superseded by the Data Activity, with a “focus on deployment and integration within
the broader landscape” (Zai13).

Should it be the case that the Semantic Web is not realised using the currently proposed
technology suite, it is likely that any successor technologies will support many of the
desirable features of RDF and OWL, and will provide migration paths. For example,
recent emphasis on JSON in the web community has given rise to JSON-LD, a light-
weight Linked Data format based on JSON that aims to help JSON data interoperate at
Web-scale (Lan13). The JSON-LD specification contains the concept of a “context”,
which provides basic interoperability with the RDF model by allowing object properties
in a JSON document to be linked to properties defined in an ontology.

3.1.10 Summary

The suite of Semantic Web technologies has the potential to play an important role in
knowledge management of pervasive systems from the perspectives of modelling and
representation, inspection and manipulation, discovery and distribution, and support for
integrating with legacy data sources and technology. The technology suite is expressive
and flexible, although adoption requires mastering a steep learning curve.

Most is to be gained from the Semantic Web at the point where it is fully realised –
adopted by the masses – and there is a distinct possibility that this may not come to
fruition. However, even if only partially realised, the Semantic Web provides the ability
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to capture a set of data and metadata, to reason on the captured information, and to
openly exchange said data and model in a domain neutral way. These features improve
upon the interoperability and semantic clarity over alternative technologies, supporting
the view that developing pervasive systems using Semantic Web technologies remains a
promising approach.

3.2 A Semantic Model of Sensed Information

and Situations

In the literature, most approaches to designing ontologies for pervasive computing
systems focus on the particular needs of applications and systems under development,
with little consideration for reuse. This, in many ways, is a natural reflection of the state
of the research field. Much work has focused on small lab-based research prototypes,
with large, open, pervasive ecosystems (VZSD12) some way from realisation. It is also
a reflection of the time investment required to produce high-quality ontologies, and
the lack of established standards—although initial attempts at developing standards
have been undertaken by groups such as the W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator
Group (w3c13b) (closed in 2011), and the W3C Provenance Working Group (w3c13a)
(closed in 2013).

Giving proper consideration to the shared semantics between applications and across
applications domains – the Linked Data vision – can confer many benefits: reducing
the need for ontology engineers to reinvent the wheel, therefore lowering required
engineering effort; reducing the risk of encoding bias, where data representation choices
are tightly coupled to a specific use rather than the general case; and, making easier the
sharing of data across application and system boundaries through the use of common
terminology and interlinked vocabularies. A rough analogy can be drawn with the art of
developing a program, where an experienced software engineer will draw from existing
libraries, customising their use and taking advantage of extension points in preference
to rewriting the functionality provided by the library from scratch.

For these reasons, it is desirable to build domain ontologies on a substrate of a founda-
tional ontology model, where domain concepts and knowledge are modelled uniformly
among different types of information. In this section we propose such a model, using
set theory to underpin the description of relations between concepts in an information
domain (for example, time, location, mobility, or temperature).

The contribution of this approach is a reusable top-level ontology model that provides a
conceptual backbone for developing domain and application ontologies for pervasive
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environments, and a basis for using a common set of techniques to reason about
knowledge expressed in any domain ontology that extends from the top-level ontology.

The model enables automated reasoning on the underlying correlation across the levels
of information, inferring the relationships between higher level concepts. The resultant
knowledge can be used, for example, to check knowledge consistency and to aid the
process of application design by allowing actions to be triggered by the presence of
information at different levels of granularity. While such a model can be used as the
basis for any pervasive application, our focus in subsequent chapters is on describing
its use as the basis for a situation recognition technique.

Section 3.3 starts by describing a small, core set of semantic relations common to most
dimensions of an information space: equality, subsumption, disjoint, overlapping, and
adjacent relationships. These common semantics provide a uniform way to represent
and reason on domain knowledge. Ontologies built using them are straightforwardly
interpreted by evaluating and comparing these underlying semantics of the concepts
and terms they define.

Building upon the context model and its semantics, Section 3.4 describes a context
model, that provides a general approach to derive knowledge about contextual state-

ments, two-dimensional product spaces of information, in a structured manner. The
context model provides a means of making fact-like assertions about the state of the
environment through relating concepts. Through reasoning about the relationships
between contextual statements, we can infer relationships at a higher level of abstrac-
tion, and detect inconsistency between context; that is, when two pieces of context
report conflicting states of reality.

Section 3.5 and Section 3.6 then discuss use of the ontology model to represent tempor-
ally qualified contextual statements and to manage the propagation of state information
associated with contextual statements, with a focus on the features we later use in
developing situation recognition techniques.

Aspects of these models draw from work we present in Stevenson et al. (SKDN09),
Stevenson et al. (SYDN10), Stevenson et al. (SYD10) and Ye et al. (YSD11a). Dis-
cussion relating to the modelling of adjacent concepts and propagation of uncertainty
are extensions to this work, while the discussion on activity recognition from Ye et
al. (YSD11a) is supplanted by the work in the following chapters.
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3.3 Concept model

This section introduces a domain-neutral approach for representing and relating in-
formation within a formal ontology model. The model serves as a common basis for
reasoning about different types of information based on their shared semantics.

3.3.1 Information Dimensions

Newby et al. define an information space as “the set of concepts and relations among
them held by an information system. [An] information space is produced by a set
of known procedures, and is changed through intentional manipulation of its con-
tent.” (New96). Here, we think of an information system as termed by Newby, as the
sensing capability of a collection of devices, or more generally the sensing capability of
an environment such as a room, building, street, or city.

Information spaces, capturing all that can be sensed in an information system, can be
subdivided into multiple dimensions of information, each with its own structural and
relational characteristics. For example, within the information system of a house, one
dimension of information is temperature, represented by a combined numeric value and
scale; for example, 23°C, or 73.4°F , or a concept with meaning to a person like hot

or cold. Another dimension with multiple representations is location, represented as
a point or region within a 2D or 3D coordinate system, or with a symbolic name, like
kitchen. Time (as an instant) also has multiple representations, for example 2:59pm or
14:59 in 12hr and 24hr clocks.

The set of relevant information dimensions varies with the information system being
modelled. For example, a system tracking a mobile entity may be concerned with speed,
acceleration, distance travelled, or distance to destination, while a personal health
monitoring system may be concerned with heart rate, blood pressure, or respiration.

3.3.2 Abstracting Information

A small number of axiomatic definitions provide a formal basis for modelling dimen-
sions of information. We begin with the concept of units—the set of smallest values that
can be measured in an information dimension. Units are disjoint and exhaustive so as to
cover anything representable in the dimension, whether finite or infinite, continuous or
discrete. Examples of units for different information dimensions are given in Table 3.1.

In dimensions where multiple unit representations exist – for example, temperature
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Dimension Features Units

Temperature Continuous, Finite Celsius (or Fahrenheit, Kelvin)
Boolean Discrete, Finite True or False
Time Continuous, Infinite Millisecond (typically)
Number of Interactions Discrete, Infinite Count (Integer)
Location Continuous, Infinite Cartesian coordinate system

Table 3.1: Ground value measurements in different information dimensions.

values can be equally well expressed in Celsius, Fahrenheit, or Kelvin – we assume a
primary measurement system, to which others are mapped.

While irreducible units of measurement can be used, the ability to measure units is
a practical consideration that serves to simplify a model. For example, milliseconds
typically serves as a good representation for temporal instants, despite being sub-
divisible.

Building on unit measurements, each information dimension can have a set of concept

values, or simply concepts – symbolic terms that are human-understandable or useful
to the application at hand – to which unit values are mapped. For example, in the
temperature dimension ranges of Celsius unit values might be mapped to the concepts
cold, warm, and hot; in the location dimension, a region of a cartesian coordinate space
may be mapped to a room, building, or city; and values in the speed dimension to slow

or fast.

We formalise this mapping in Definition 1.

Let V g be the unit value set of a dimension of information. A set of concept
values V a are defined via a mapping function µ ∶V a→P(V g), where P(V g) is
the power set of V g.

Definition 1 (Mapping unit values to concepts).

3.3.3 Information Semantics

Using a set-theoretic approach, Definition 2 formalises how the semantics of concept
values common to all information dimensions – equal, subsume, overlap, adjacent, and
disjoint – are evaluated from their mappings from unit values. These relations are also
illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Given two concepts in the same information dimension: va
i , va

j ∈V a:

• va
i equals va

j , denoted as va
i = va

j , iff µ(va
i ) = µ(va

j);

• va
j subsumes va

i , denoted as va
i ⊲va

j , iff µ(va
i ) ⊆ µ(va

j).

• va
i overlaps va

j , denoted as va
i ○○va

j , iff µ(va
i )∩µ(va

j) ≠∅, µ(va
i ) ⊈ µ(va

j),
and µ(va

j) ⊈ µ(va
i ).

• va
i is adjacent to va

j , denoted as va
i ∥va

j , iff µ(va
i ) ∩ µ(va

j) = ∅, and
∃k ∈ µ(va

i ) such that k+ ε ∈ µ(va
j), where ε is the smallest unit value

increment.

• va
i is disjoint with va

j , denoted as va
i ⊠va

j , iff µ(va
i )∩µ(va

j) =∅;

Definition 2 (Primary semantic relations between concepts).

The semantics in Definition 2, allow us to define further semantics through their
composition by logical OR (∨) or use of negation (¬), as listed in Table 3.2.

Each of the semantic relations is interpreted in the context of the information dimension
it is applied to. Illustrating with temperature, as shown in Figure 3.3, we might define

V ai

jV
a

V ai
jV
aV ai

jV
a

V ai
jV
a

V ai
jV
a

Equal Subsume Overlap Adjacent Disjoint

V ai jV
a V ai jV

a V ai jV
a V ai jV

a V ai jV
a

Figure 3.2: Relationships between concepts in an information dimension. Each circle
represents the unit value set to which a concept maps.

Symbol Name Composition

≠ Not equal ¬ =
⊴ Subsumed by or equal to ⊲∨ =
⊳ Subsumes ¬⊴
⊵ Subsumes or equal to ¬⊲
/○○ Not overlapping ¬○○
∦ Not adjacent ¬∥
� Not disjoint ¬⊠

Table 3.2: Composed semantic relations between concepts.
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four concepts: freezing, cold, warm, and hot. In this example, i) cold subsumes freezing;
ii) freezing is disjoint with warm and hot, iii) hot is adjacent to cold; and, iv) warm

overlaps both cold and hot.

The process is similar for other dimensions:

• In a dimension with a boolean property, there are only two concepts, correspond-
ing to true and false, which are disjoint.

• In the time dimension, concepts such as afternoon or weekend are mapped to unit
value sets containing time instances, which are comparable. For example, the
concept weekend subsumes the concept Saturday.

• In the location dimension, concepts take the form of symbolic locations, with
their relationships evaluated by projecting their associated coordinate sets onto
a coordinate system and comparing them (SYDN10). For example, the concept
kitchen may be adjacent to the concept dining room. We develop a worked
example using location in Section 3.7.

3.3.4 Relation properties

To this point we have defined an approach to inferring basic semantic relations between
concepts in an information dimension, solely through a domain expert mapping concepts
to sets of unit values. This allows concepts in an information dimension to be compared
in a uniform way, regardless of the type information being modelled, be it speed,
location, or membership of an organisation.
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Figure 3.3: An illustration of the semantic relations between concepts in the temperature
domain.
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In this section we use these semantics to develop a general approach to reasoning
over a modelled domain, uncovering the implicit knowledge in any single dimension.
The starting point of this derivation process is the axiomatic properties of the five
relationships introduced in Definition 2, presented in Definitions 3 – 7.

Equal relationships are reflexive, transitive, and symmetric.

Definition 3 (Properties of the equals relation).

Subsume relationships are reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric.

Definition 4 (Properties of the subsume relation).

Overlap relationships are symmetric and irreflexive.

Definition 5 (Properties of the overlap relation).

Adjacent relationships are symmetric and irreflexive.

Definition 6 (Properties of the adjacent relation).

Disjoint relationships are symmetric and irreflexive.

Definition 7 (Properties of the disjoint relation).

In addition to the intrinsic properties of the semantic relations, further knowledge can
be derived by considering the interactions between multiple relations:

• If two concepts are adjacent, they are necessarily disjoint (directly from Defini-
tion 2).

• If two concepts are disjoint, then any pair of abstract values they subsume, one
taken from each set, must also be disjoint (Lemma 1);

• If one concept is subsumed by two concepts, neither of which subsumes the other,
then the latter two values overlap (Lemma 2).
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• The subsume, overlap, and disjoint relationships form an exhaustive and mutu-
ally exclusive set of relationships between any two concepts; that is, any two
concepts must have one and only one of these three relationships. If two of these
relationships are known not to hold, the third must (Lemma 3).

∀va
i ,v

a
j ∈V a, if va

i ⊠va
j , then ∀va

i′ ⊴va
i and ∀va

j′ ⊴va
j , va

i′⊠va
j′ .

Proof. From Definition 2,
va

i ⊠va
j ⇒ µ(va

i )∩µ(va
j) =∅ (1),

va
i′ ⊴va

i ⇒ µ(va
i′) ⊆ µ(va

i ) (2),
va

j′ ⊴va
j ⇒ µ(va

j′) ⊆ µ(va
j) (3),

From (1), (2), (3)⇒ µ(va
i′)∩µ(va

j′) =∅, and by Definition 2⇒ va
i′⊠va

j′ .

Lemma 1 (Subsumed concepts inherit disjointness).

For va
i ,v

a
j ,v

a
k ∈V a, if µ(va

k) ≠∅, va
k ⊴va

i , va
k ⊴va

j , va
i ⋬va

j , and va
j ⋬va

i , then va
i ○○va

j .

Proof. From Definition 2,
va

k ⊴va
i ⇒ µ(va

k) ⊆ µ(va
i ) (1),

va
k ⊴va

j ⇒ µ(va
k) ⊆ µ(va

j) (2),
From (1) and (2)⇒ µ(va

k) ⊆ µ(va
i )∩µ(va

j) (3).
From (3) and µ(va

k) ≠∅⇒ µ(va
i )∩µ(va

j) ≠∅ (4).
va

i ⋬va
j ⇒ µ(va

i ) ⊈ µ(va
j) (5),

va
j ⋬va

i ⇒ µ(va
j) ⊈ µ(va

i ) (6),
From (4), (5), (6), and by Definition 2⇒ va

i ○○va
j .

Lemma 2 (Concepts sharing a subsumed concept overlap).

For va
i ,v

a
j ∈V a,

(i) if ¬(va
i ○○va

j), va
j ⋬va

i , and va
i ⋬va

j , then va
i ⊠va

j ;

(ii) if ¬(va
i ⊠va

j), va
j ⋬va

i , and va
i ⋬va

j , then va
i ○○va

j ;

(iii) if ¬(va
i ○○va

j), ¬(va
i ⊠va

j), and va
j ⋬va

i , then va
i ⊲va

j ;

(iv) if ¬(va
i ○○va

j), ¬(va
i ⊠va

j), and va
i ⋬va

j , then va
j ⊲va

i .

Lemma 3 (Subsume, overlap, and disjoint relations are exhaustive).
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Definitions 3 – 7 and Lemmata 1 – 3 provide a sound basis for deriving further know-
ledge from that which is explicitly provided. The main benefit of this approach is that
time can be saved in the knowledge specification process. A domain expert need only
define the mapping from concepts to the unit value set for an information domain, or
specify the primary relationships between concepts directly, in order for these derivation
rules to be applicable.

A worked example demonstrating this process is given in Section 3.7.

3.4 Context model

Dourish (Dou04) describes context as a “slippery notion”; it is highly application
specific, giving rise to definitions that are too restrictive to obtain consensus or too
broad to be meaningful. Many have attempted to formalise this notion of context as it

applies to computer systems. For example, Schilit et al. (SAW94) state:

“[three] important aspects of context are: where you are, who you are with,
and what resources are nearby ... [context] includes lighting, noise level,
network connectivity, communication costs, communication bandwidth,
and even the social situation; e.g., whether you are with your manager or
with a co-worker”.

while Dey et al. (DA00) define context more generally as:

“any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity.
An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the
application themselves”.

more broadly again, Yao et al. (YHGY06) and Loke (Lok04b) describe context as:

“any information acquired from a system or an environment”.

This final form most closely resembles the definition of an information space given by
Newby et al. introduced in Section 3.3.1.

We define a context model that expands upon the concept model present above by
relating concepts across dimensions of information. Thus, Alices’s living room may be
hot, her kettle switched on, her car may be stationary, and 3 people may be in her house.
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Figure 3.4 illustrates these examples, and other relationships between dimensions of
context. Concepts sharing an information domain are denoted by shared colour. Note
that often the same knowledge can be expressed in multiple ways. For example, we
can equivalently state that Alice’s house contains Alice’s living room, or Alice’s living

room is contained by Alice’s house.

Alice's
Kettle

Alice's 
House

Bob

Mary

Alice's 
Kitchen

Hot

Alice's 
Living Room

Stationary

Alice

On

Alice's
Car

Alice's 
Garage

3containsPeople

hasTemperature

locatedIn
locatedIn

containedBy
containsRoom

containsRoom

containsObject

hasState
locatedIn

hasSpeedState

locatedIn

containedBy

containsPerson

Figure 3.4: An illustration of relationships between information dimensions.

3.4.1 Context statements

Given two information domains, a context statement represents a relation between a pair
of concepts, mapping to the cartesian square or product set of the information domains.

We represent a context statement as a triple, [:s, :p, :o], where :s and :o, termed the
subject and object respectively, are concepts in two information dimensions, and :p,
termed the predicate, represents the named relation that exists between the two concepts.
This naming scheme and notation is similar to RDF and its markup language Notation

3 (BLC11), a mapping we explore further in Section 3.7.

We say that a (context) statement holds when the pair of concepts from two informa-
tion domains are present in the product space of a predicate. For example, from the
illustration given in Figure 3.4, the (subject, object) pair (mary, alice’sKitchen) is
present in the product space of predicate locatedIn and therefore the statement [:mary,
:locatedIn, :alice’sKitchen] holds. Definition 8 formally defines a context statement.
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Let Sa and Oa be two information domains and let predicate p be a relation
mapping to their cartesian product Sa×Oa, the set of ordered pairs of concepts
(s,o) where s ∈ Sa and o ∈Oa.
We represent a context statement as [:s, :p, :o], where s ∈ Sa and o ∈ Oa. We
say the pair (s,o) entails the statement [:s, :p, :o] under p.

Definition 8 (A context statement).

Further to this, Definition 9 defines four general types of predicate that support the
inference of additional statements beyond the statement directly entailed by the presence
of a given pair of concepts. Given a subject-associative predicate, if the subject of a
statement is subsumed by any concepts, the set of corresponding statements with the
subject substituted for each of these subsuming concepts also holds. Given an object-

associative predicate, if the object of a statement is subsumed by any concepts, the set
of corresponding statements with the object substituted for each of these subsuming
concepts also holds. Given an all-associative predicate, if the subject or object are both
subsumed by concepts, the set of corresponding statements with all combinations of the
subject and object being substituted for their subsuming concepts also holds. Finally,
given a not-associative predicate, no additional statements are directly inferred.

It is the responsibility of the model designer to define which, if any, of these types apply
to a particular predicate and, further, to restrict the domains describing the subject, object
or both where the predicate type applies. For example, the predicate locatedIn may be
defined to be object-associative on the information domain describing locations and
their containment relationships. This allows the statement [:alice, :locatedIn, :alice’s

house] to be inferred from the statement [:alice, :locatedIn, :alice’sLounge]. Similarly,
the same predicate could be defined to be subject-associative on the information domain
describing residency relationships of people in the house. For example, to support
inference of the statement [:houseResident, :locatedIn, :alice’sLounge]. If locatedIn is
defined as all-associative on these domains, the statement [:houseResident, :locatedIn,
:alice’sHouse] can be inferred.

However it would be incorrect to apply a subject-associative locatedIn relation to
familial relationships (for example, incorrectly inferring the statement [:mary’sFamily,
:locatedIn, :alice’sKitchen]). Similarly, the hasTemperature relation is not subject-
associative on the information domain describing locations and their containment
relationships; that is, [:alice’sKitchen, :hasTemperature, :hot] does not support the
inference of the statement [:alice’sHouse, :hasTemperature, :hot].
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Following on from Definition 8, let ps, po, pa, and pn be subject-associative,
object-associative, all-associative, and not-associative predicates respectively,
such that:

• If s⊴s′, [:s, :ps, :o] entails context statement [:s’, :ps, :o], ∀s′ ∈ Sa .

• If o⊴o′, [:s, :po, :o] entails context statement [:s, :po, :o’], ∀o′ ∈Oa .

• If s⊴s′, o⊴o′, [:s, :pa, :o] entails context statement [:s’, :pa, :o’], ∀s′ ∈
Sa, ∀o′ ∈Oa.

pn describes a predicate where no entailment rule applies.

Definition 9 (Predicate types).

3.4.2 Relationships between context statements

We build upon the relations we have defined to this point to study the semantic rela-
tions between context statements in the same manner as concepts. Returning to the
example in Figure 3.3 we can see that the statement [:edinburgh, :hasTemperature,
:freezing] is subsumed by the statement [:edinburgh, :hasTemperature, :cold], and is
disjoint with the statements [:edinburgh, :hasTemperature, :warm] and [:edinburgh,
:hasTemperature, :hot]. Similarly, the statement [:dublin, :hasTemperature, :hot] is
disjoint with the statement [:dublin, :hasTemperature, :freezing], is adjacent to the
statement [:dublin, :hasTemperature, :cold], and overlaps with the statement [:dublin,
:hasTemperature, :warm]. Definition 10 provides these definitions formally.

These relationships can also be inferred directly from the relationships in their corres-
ponding dimensions of information, details of which are relegated to Appendix A.

As with concepts, this provides an approach for deriving information from that which
has been explicitly profiled or sensed from the environment. We demonstrate the utility
of this approach further via a worked example in Section 3.7.
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Given two context statements [si, p,oi] and [s j, p,o j] that share the same
relation p: Sa×Oa,

• [si, p,oi] equals [s j, p,o j], denoted [si, p,oi] = [s j, p,o j], iff ∀(s,o) ∈
Sa×Oa where (s,o) entails [si, p,oi], [s j, p,o j] also holds; and ∀(s,o) ∈
Sa×Oa where (s,o) entails [s j, p,o j], [si, p,oi] also holds;

• [s j, p,o j] subsumes [si, p,oi], denoted [si, p,oi] ⊲ [s j, p,o j], iff ∀(s,o) ∈
Sa×Oa where (s,o) entails [si, p,oi], [s j, p,o j] also holds; and ∃(s,o) ∈
Sa×Oa where (s,o) entails [s j, p,o j] such that [si, p,oi] does not also
hold;

• [si, p,oi] overlaps with [s j, p,o j], denoted [si, p,oi] ○○ [s j, p,o j], iff
∃(s,o),(s′,o′),(s′′,o′′) ∈ Sa ×Oa, (s,o) such that both [si, p,oi] and
[s j, p,o j] hold, (s′,o′) such that [si, p,oi] holds but [s j, p,o j] does not,
and (s′′,o′′) such that [s j, p,o j] holds but [si, p,oi] does not;

• [si, p,oi] is adjacent to [s j, p,o j], denoted [si, p,oi] ∥ [s j, p,o j], iff
∃(s,o) and (s,o′) or (s′,o) ∈ Sa ×Oa, s∥s′, o∥o′ where (s,o) entails
[si, p,oi] but not [s j, p,o j] while either (s′,o) or (s,o′) entails [s j, p,o j]
but not [si, p,oi];

• [si, p,oi] is disjoint with [s j, p,o j], denoted [si, p,oi] ⊠ [s j, p,o j], iff
/∃ (s,o) ∈ Sa×Oa where (s,o) entails both [si, p,oi] and [s j, p,o j].

Definition 10 (Primary semantic relations between context statements).

3.5 Temporal Qualification of Statements

Context statements are optionally associated with a time range that denotes the period
of time over which the context statement should be interpreted as holding (SYD10),
as described by Definition 11. Context statements without associated time ranges are
assumed to always hold.
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A temporally qualified context statement is a context statement with an associ-
ated time period over which the statement is assumed to hold. We represent it
as [:s, :p, :o]ts

te , where ts and te respectively denote the start and end instants
that the statement [:s, :p, :o] holds.

• A context statement [:s, :p, :o]ts
te holds if [:s’, :p, :o’]ts

te holds, and s′⊴s,
o′⊴o.

• A context statement [:s, :p, :o]t′s
t′e

holds if [:s, :p, :o]ts
te holds, ts ≤ t′s < te,

and ts < t′e ≤ te.

Definition 11 (A temporally qualified context statement).

3.6 Representation and Propagation of State In-

formation

Context models are instantiated by extracting information profiled from people or
sampled by physical or virtual sensors (HIM05) and mapping it to the relational struc-
tures defined by experts. A standard mapping approach might adopt a boolean logic
view of the world, conveying whether statements are true or false at a given point in
time. However, it is often desirable to capture uncertainty as part of this model. We
achieve this by associating statements with a numeric confidence value, as defined
in Definition 12.

An uncertain context statement is a context statement with an associated
degree of truth, representing the confidence that the statement reflects the
true state of the sensed or profiled phenomenon. We represent it as [s, p,o] ∶ c,
where c ∈ [0 ∶ 1]. 0 and 1 correspond to the boolean values of false and true
respectively.

Definition 12 (An uncertain context statement).
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Given two context statements [si, pi,oi] ∶ ci and [s j, p j,o j] ∶ c j,

• ci = c j if [si, pi,oi] = [s j, p j,o j];

• c j = 1−ci if predicate p j = p−1
i , is the inverse of pi.

Definition 13 (Relations between statement confidence values).

Definition 13 presents two trivial results that follow from Definition 12, namely, that
two statements defined to be equal share the same confidence value, and two statements
defined as the inverse of each other (a special case of disjointness) have confidence
values that sum to 1.

Of the other relationships presented by Definition 10, only subsumption provides a
useful means of associating derived statements with confidence values. The exact nature
of this derivation depends on the relation and context being modelled. However three
general propagation schemes are intuitively useful: i) boolean propagation; ii) additive
propagation; and iii) fuzzy propagation. The remainder of this section gives examples
of each.

3.6.1 Boolean State Propagation

Consider a kitchen containing several appliances, for example, a Kettle, Fridge, and
Stove, all of which are types of KitchenAppliance. We assume that these concepts and
relations are expressed using subsumption relationships.

At some point while Alice cooks dinner, the following statements may be present in the
model:

[:alice, :interactsWith, :Kettle] ∶ true

[:alice, :interactsWith, :Stove] ∶ true

From which, given the defined subsumption relationships between the concepts and
by Definition 10, we can derive:

[:alice, :interactsWith, :KitchenAppliance] ∶ true
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3.6.2 Additive State Propagation

Consider a simple building containing two disjoint floors floorA, and floorB, and each
floor containing two disjoint rooms A1, A2, B1, B2. The building contains a tag based
positioning system, supporting the placement of tagged people in the building, and
the model defines subsumption relationships between the rooms, floor, and building
concepts.

Assume that the output of the positioning system, allows us to realise the following
three statements about Bob.

[:bob, :locatedIn, :A1] ∶ 0.6
[:bob, :locatedIn, :A2] ∶ 0.2
[:bob, :locatedIn, :B3] ∶ 0.2

Given these statements, the defined subsumption relations between the concepts, and
by Definition 10, we can add together the confidence values for subsumed concepts to
firstly derive:

[:bob, :locatedIn, :floorA] ∶ 0.8
[:bob, :locatedIn, :floorB] ∶ 0.2

And, finally, by repeating this process we derive:

[:bob, :locatedIn, :building] ∶ 1

3.6.3 Fuzzy Propagation

Returning to the previous example, we modify the building layout so that instead of
being disjoint, rooms A1 and A2 overlap (A1 ○○ A2). Here, we cannot use additive
propagation to assign a confidence value to the statement [:bob, :locatedIn, :floorA],
as there is no way of telling whether the 0.2 confidence assigned to the statement [:bob,
:locatedIn, :A2] is covered by the 0.6 confidence in the statement [:bob, :locatedIn,
:A1].

To address this, we can instead use a fuzzy function (Zad73) – in particular, the
fuzzy maximum, defined as max(c1,c2) – to derive a confidence value, resulting in the
statement:

[:bob, :locatedIn, :floorA] ∶ 0.6
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Finally, by repeating by using additive propagation to combine the confidences of the
disjoint concepts floorA and floorB, we derive:

[:bob, :locatedIn, :building] ∶ 0.8

We discuss the interpretation of a context statement’s “state” further in the next chapter,
and give an example mapping from raw location sensor data to conceptual room values
in Section 6.2.3.

3.7 Mapping to Semantic Web Technologies: An

Example

In this section we present an example with a dual purpose: Firstly, to provide a worked
example of using the conceptual model, mapping the floor plan of a home to a set of
concepts and demonstrating the derivation of information from that which is explicitly
specified using the definitions and lemmas above. Secondly, to demonstrate how the
conceptual model is realised using Semantic Web technologies, by providing an example
vocabulary and a set of reasoning rules that operate over it, augmenting OWL’s native
axioms to implement the model.

The implementation uses the Named Graphs for Jena (NG4J) software library (BCW05),
an extension of the Jena Semantic Web framework (McB02). NG4J supports the mod-
elling of Named Graphs, a concept for identifying statements or groups of statements
which, as we will discuss, allow us to easily model temporal quantification and relations
between context predicates. Given our need to infer relations between statements, and
the lack of a suitable reasoner for doing so, the original implementation presented in
Ye et al. (YSD11a) approximated the desired functionality by bolting-on a number of
custom functions to the general purpose rule engine feature of Jena.

After publication, we extended the NG4J library to integrate it with the Jess (jes11)
rule engine, allowing us to develop a rule engine for OWL where Named Graphs
are treated as a first-class feature. This provides us with a cleaner separation of
concerns, and an easier, natural way of expressing the rules that realise our reasoning
framework, simplifying the process of inspecting and expressing relations between
context statements and their associated constraints.

As noted above, these particular tools, and, more generally, the Semantic Web formalism
are but one approach to realising the conceptual modelling framework described in this
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chapter. Any interested party may realise the same model using other formalisms or
software tools of their choosing.

3.7.1 Model Overview

Figure 3.5 depicts the floor plan of a small residential house that we use to demonstrate
the conceptual modelling approach described in this chapter. The house consists of a
kitchen, dining room, lounge, bathroom, and bedroom split across two floors, with a
connecting staircase (excluded from the model). Even for a simple layout such as this,
it requires a considerable amount of knowledge engineering effort to manually describe
each of the relations between concepts in the building (O(n2) for n concepts).

Kitchen

Lounge

Dining Area

Bedroom

Bathroom

Downstairs Upstairs

Hall

Figure 3.5: An example layout of a one bedroom house

Given the layout shown in Figure 3.5, we now construct a model of the house and
illustrate that: i) our ontology model allows developers to specify a smaller percentage
of the total knowledge, deriving the remainder automatically, and ii) the common
semantics across contexts can be used to automate the detection of any inconsistent
knowledge that is specified.

There are two possible approaches to begin this task: By defining directly a minimal
set of relations between concepts, or, alternatively, by defining the mapping from the
unit value set to concepts and deriving all relations automatically. We illustrate both
approaches below, and then proceed by describing the implementation supporting each.
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Approach A: Manually Specifying Relations Table 3.3 lists the set of 12
relations between concepts – consisting only of direct subsumption and adjacency
relationships – that must be specified in order that the remaining relations can be
inferred automatically. These 25 additional relationships are shown in Table 3.4, along
with reference to the Definitions and Lemmata that support their derivation.

Approach B: Mapping from Unit Values Approach A demonstrates that the
majority of the relational knowledge between concepts can be inferred from an initially
specified 12 relations. These same 12 relations may also be inferred by providing a
mapping from unit values to concepts. For simplicity of illustration, consider a 2D
cartesian coordinate system projected over the house, from which the regions of space
associated with each of the concepts can be defined. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6
(the two floors and house as a whole are not shown).

By defining each of the concepts as the 2D region they represent, Definition 2 provides
the means to infer each of the relationships in Table 3.3, and from this the relationships
shown in Table 3.4 follow as before.

3.7.2 Implementing the Concept Model

Using OWL, we define properties representing the common semantic relations (and
properties derived therefrom) that two concepts in one dimension may share, as de-
scribed in Section 3.3.1, realised as the Ontonym domain ontology (SKDN09).

OWL supports the definition of Reflexive (owl:ReflexiveProperty), Irreflex-

No. Relation

1. Upstairs ⊲ Building
2. Downstairs ⊲ Building
3. Hall ⊲ Upstairs
4. Bedroom ⊲ Upstairs
5. Bathroom ⊲ Upstairs
6. Lounge ⊲ Downstairs
7. Kitchen ⊲ Downstairs
8. DiningArea ⊲ Lounge
9. DiningArea ⊲ Kitchen
10. Bathroom ∥ Hall
11. Bedroom ∥ Hall
12. Upstairs ∥ Downstairs

Table 3.3: The minimal relation set required to derive the complete relational model.
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No. Relation Derivation Path

13. DiningArea ⊲ Downstairs (from 6, 8, by Definition 4)
14. Hall ⊲ House (from 1, 3, by Definition 4)
15. Bedroom ⊲ House (from 1, 4, by Definition 4)
16. Bathroom ⊲ House (from 1, 5, by Definition 4)
17. Kitchen ⊲ House (from 2, 7, by Definition 4)
18. Lounge ⊲ House (from 2, 6, by Definition 4)
19. DiningArea ⊲ House (from 8, 17, by Definition 4)
20. Hall ∥ Bathroom (from 10, by Definition 6)
21. Hall ∥ Bedroom (from 11, by Definition 6)
22. Downstairs ∥ Upstairs (from 12, by Definition 6)
23. Kitchen○○ Lounge (from 8, 9, by Lemma 2)
24. Lounge○○Kitchen (from 23, by Definition 5)
25. Bedroom ⊠ Hall (from 1-24, by Lemma 3)
26. Hall ⊠ Bedroom (from 25, by Definition 7)
27. Bedroom ⊠ Bathroom (from 1-26, by Lemma 3)
28. Bathroom ⊠ Bedroom (from 27, by Definition 7)
29. Hall ⊠ Bathroom (from 1-28, by Lemma 3)
30. Bathroom ⊠ Hall (from 29, by Definition 7)
31. Upstairs ⊠ Downstairs (from 1-30, by Lemma 3)
32. Downstairs ⊠ Upstairs (from 32, by Definition 7)
33. Hall ⊠ Downstairs (from 3, 31, by Lemma 1)
34. Bedroom ⊠ Downstairs (from 4, 31, by Lemma 1)
35. Bathroom ⊠ Downstairs (from 5, 31, by Lemma 1)
36. Kitchen ⊠ Upstairs (from 7, 32, by Lemma 1)
37. Lounge ⊠ Upstairs (from 6, 32, by Lemma 1)
38. DiningArea ⊠ Upstairs (from 13, 32, by Lemma 1)

Table 3.4: The set of inferred relations and their derivation paths.

ive (owl:IrreflexiveProperty), Transitive (owl:TransitiveProperty), Symmetric
(owl:SymmetricProperty), and Antisymmetric (owl:AntisymmetricProperty) prop-
erties, covering the axiomatic definitions 3 – 7. Listing 3.1, encoded using Notation

3, an RDF shorthand notation (BLC11), shows some of these definitions. Listing 3.1
also references a set of namespaces (unique pointers to RDF and OWL vocabulary
definitions) used in the document, for example owl:, rdf:, and rdfs:. The namespace we
use for the common semantic property definitions is domain:, while the namespace g:

is used to denote graphs—groupings of statements. Namespace definitions are omitted
from subsequent listings for brevity.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we use the Jess (jes11) rule engine
as part of our implementation. In addition to the rules defined within our context
model, the developed ruleset includes those defined by the OWL specification. For
example, the rule associated with the owl:SymmetricProperty property is shown in
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B) KitchenA) Lounge C) DiningArea

E) BedroomD) Hall F) Bathroom

Figure 3.6: Shaded regions representing regions of space, mapped to each concept.

1 @prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
2 @prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
3 @prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
4 @prefix domain: <http://ontonym.org/2011/01/domain#> .
5 @prefix g: <_:graph> .
6

7 g:definitions{
8 domain:equalTo
9 a owl:ReflexiveProperty, owl:TransitiveProperty, owl:SymmetricProperty.

10 domain:subsumedBy
11 a owl:ReflexiveProperty, owl:TransitiveProperty, owl:AntisymmetricProperty.
12 domain:overlapsWith
13 a owl:IrreflexiveProperty, owl:SymmetricProperty.
14 domain:adjacentTo
15 a owl:IrreflexiveProperty, owl:SymmetricProperty.
16 domain:disjointWith
17 a owl:IrreflexiveProperty, owl:SymmetricProperty.
18 }

Listing 3.1: Defining common semantic properties using OWL.

Listing 3.2. Lines 2 and 3 on the left-hand-side of the inference rules respectively match
any property, ?p defined as being symmetric, and any statement of the form [?s, ?p, ?o]
using the property, while lines 5-7 on the right-hand-side of the inference rule generate
a new statement taking the form [?o, ?p, ?s] and places it in a graph with the identifier
_:inf.
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1 (defrule prp-symp (declare (salience 100))
2 (logan-quad (graph ?g)(subject ?p)(predicate "rdf:type")(object "owl:SymmetricProperty"))
3 (logan-quad (graph ?h)(subject ?s)(predicate ?p)(object ?o))
4 =>
5 (assert
6 (logan-quad (graph "_:inf")(subject ?o)(predicate ?p)(object ?s))
7 ))

Listing 3.2: Defining the effect of the owl:symmetric property using Jess.

Going beyond what we can specify using “pure” OWL-DL (the subset of OWL based
on a decidable Description Logics fragment), we realise the more complex properties
specific to our model from Lemmata 1–3 using the rules shown in Listing 3.3. For
brevity, the listings present only the core part of the rule, omitting some features, such as
checking that statement subjects and objects share the same concept type. In particular,
note that the rule associated with Lemma 3 is triggered only after all other deductions
are made, to prevent incorrect inference of disjointness.

1 ;; Subsumed concepts inherit disjointness (from Lemma 6)
2 (defrule disjoint-inherit (declare (salience 100))
3 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c1)(predicate "domain:disjointWith")(object ?c2))
4 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c11) (predicate "domain:subsumedBy")(object ?c1))
5 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c22)(predicate "domain:subsumedBy")(object ?c2))
6 =>
7 (assert
8 (logan-quad (graph "_:inf")(subject ?c11)(predicate "domain:disjointWith")(object ?c22))
9 (logan-quad (graph "_:inf")(subject ?c11)(predicate "domain:disjointWith")(object ?c2))

10 (logan-quad (graph "_:inf")(subject ?c22)(predicate "domain:disjointWith")(object ?c1))
11 ))
12

13 ;; Concepts sharing a subsumed concept overlap (from Lemma 7).
14 (defrule derive-overlap (declare (salience 90))
15 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c1)(predicate "domain:subsumedBy")(object ?c2))
16 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c1) (predicate "domain:subsumedBy")(object ?c3))
17 (test (neq ?c2 ?c3))
18 (not (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c2)(predicate "domain:subsumedBy")(object ?c3)))
19 (not (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c3)(predicate "domain:subsumedBy")(object ?c2)))
20 =>
21 (assert
22 (logan-quad (graph "_:inf")(subject ?c2)(predicate "domain:overlapsWith")(object ?c3))
23 ))
24

25 ;; Subsume, overlap, and disjoint relations are exhaustive (from Lemma 8)
26 (defrule derive-exhaustive (declare (salience 10))
27 (not (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c1)(predicate "domain:subsumedBy")(object ?c2)))
28 (not (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c2)(predicate "domain:subsumedBy")(object ?c1)))
29 (not (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c1)(predicate "domain:overlapsWith")(object ?c2)))
30 (not (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?c1)(predicate "domain:equalTo")(object ?c2)))
31 =>
32 (assert
33 (logan-quad (graph "_:inf")(subject ?c1)(predicate "domain:disjointWith")(object ?c2))
34 ))

Listing 3.3: The Jess implementation of Lemmata 1–3

Each dimension of information, be it location, temperature, or heart rate has its
own structure and relationships. In order to exploit the common semantic relation-
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ships defined and implemented above, a domain ontology developer need only define
relevant properties as being sub-properties of the corresponding Ontonym proper-
ties. For example, the developer of a location ontology with properties loc:contains
and loc:nextTo need only add the statements [loc:contains, rdfs:subPropertyOf,
domain:subsumedBy] and [loc:nextTo, rdfs:subPropertyOf, domain:adjacent] to
their ontology to ascribe the meanings of the subsumed and adjacent relations to
the loc:contains, and loc:nextTo properties respectively.

Next we illustrate how relationships between locations are inferred from a mapping to
unit values, using Definition 2. For simplicity, assume that a location’s area is defined
as a regular two dimensional rectangle, with lower and upper bounds denoting the
position of the lower left and upper right corners of the area in a Cartesian coordin-
ate system. Four properties, loc:lowerLeftX, loc:lowerLeftY, loc:upperRightX and
loc:upperRightY are defined for this purpose. Listing 3.4 gives an example definition
of the concept DiningArea, specified with coordinates (0.0,10.3),(11.1,21.4).

1 :DiningArea a loc:SymbolicLocation ;
2 loc:lowerLeftX [ a muo:QualityValue ;
3 muo:numericalValue "0.0"^^xsd:double ;
4 muo:measuredIn ucum:metres ] ;
5 loc:lowerLeftY [ a muo:QualityValue ;
6 muo:numericalValue "10.3"^^xsd:double ;
7 muo:measuredIn ucum:metres ] ;
8 loc:upperRightX [ a muo:QualityValue ;
9 muo:numericalValue "11.1"^^xsd:double ;

10 muo:measuredIn ucum:metres ] ;
11 loc:upperRightY [ a muo:QualityValue ;
12 muo:numericalValue "21.4"^^xsd:double ;
13 muo:measuredIn ucum:metres ] .

Listing 3.4: Defining the DiningArea concept from the location example.

With the other regions of the house similarly defined, we write a mapping function
that uses the unit values to infer the semantic relations between concepts. For example,
Listing 3.5 shows how to write a rule to map the containment relationship between two
abstract locations to the loc:contains relationship, which is defined as a sub-property
of the domain:subsumes relationship. Mappings of the other generic relationships are
similarly realised either through defining a rule or writing procedural code, allowing us
to infer the relations described in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.

The above examples demonstrate two approaches to defining common semantics in
individual dimensions of information, which link the top-level ontology with domain or
application specific ontologies. One of the advantages of defining the common semantic
relationships between domain concepts is that we can use generic rules to derive new
knowledge; this reduces the knowledge engineering effort required of developers.

We remarked earlier that there exists O(n2) relationships among n concepts, given
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1 (defrule location-contains (declare (salience 50))
2 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?a)(predicate "loc:lowerLeftX")(object ?allx))
3 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?a)(predicate "loc:lowerLeftY")(object ?ally))
4 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?a)(predicate "loc:upperRightX")(object ?aurx))
5 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?a)(predicate "loc:upperRightY")(object ?aury))
6 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?b)(predicate "loc:lowerLeftX")(object ?bllx))
7 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?b)(predicate "loc:lowerLeftY")(object ?blly))
8 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?b)(predicate "loc:upperRightX")(object ?burx))
9 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?b)(predicate "loc:upperRightY")(object ?bury))

10 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?allx)(predicate "muo:numericalValue")(object ?allxv))
11 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?ally)(predicate "muo:numericalValue")(object ?allyv))
12 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?aurx)(predicate "muo:numericalValue")(object ?aurxv))
13 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?aury)(predicate "muo:numericalValue")(object ?auryv))
14 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?bllx)(predicate "muo:numericalValue")(object ?bllxv))
15 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?blly)(predicate "muo:numericalValue")(object ?bllyv))
16 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?burx)(predicate "muo:numericalValue")(object ?burxv))
17 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?bury)(predicate "muo:numericalValue")(object ?buryv))
18 (>= ?allxv ?ballxv)
19 (>= ?allyv ?ballyv)
20 (<= ?aurxv ?baurxv)
21 (<= ?aurxv ?baurxv)
22 =>
23 (assert
24 (logan-quad (graph "_:inf")(subject ?b)(predicate "loc:contains")(object ?a))
25 ))

Listing 3.5: Inferring containment from unit value-based location definitions.

that any two concepts can either be equal, disjoint, overlap, or share a subsumption
relationship, without accounting for other relationships that might exist. Using the
approach we outline here, ontology developers need only i) define adjacency and
immediate subsumption relationships between concepts in the model, or ii) provide
the mapping to unit values with associated set of evaluation functions, in order for the
relationships defined above to be derived automatically.

3.7.3 Implementing the Context Model

Definition 8 defines a context statement as a triple consisting of a subject, a predicate,
and object, taking the form [s, p,o], where the subject and object are concepts in two
domains. Definition 11 later extends this model with temporal qualification.

We realise the entailment of context statements (Definition 9) and temporally qualified
context statements (Definition 11), based on the occurrence of any context statements
they subsume. Listing 3.6 gives the implementation of the rule for subject-associative
predicates; the others follow similarly. The left-hand side of the rule matches any
statement where the subject has a concept that subsumes it, where a relation between the
subsuming concepts does not already exist, where the relation is declared to be subject-
associative on the subject type. When matched, the rule right-hand-side generates a
new identifier for the graph that will contain the inferred statement, and annotates the
graph with the same period of temporal qualification as the statement it subsumes.
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1 ;; Entailment of subject-associative context statements
2 ;; N.B. Inferred statements are added to new graphs, not the general inference graph
3

4 (defrule definition-nine (declare (salience 80))
5 (logan-quad (graph ?g1)(subject ?s)(predicate ?p)(object ?o))
6 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?s)(predicate "rdf:type") (object ?x))
7 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?s)(predicate "domain:subsumedByEq")(object ?s1))
8 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?p)(predicate "domain:subjectAssociativeOnType")
9 (object ?x))

10 (logan-quad (graph ?g1)(subject ?g1)(predicate "time:temporalRelevance")(object ?time))
11 (not
12 (and (logan-quad (graph ?g2)(subject ?s1)(predicate ?p)(object ?o))
13 (logan-quad (graph ?g2)(subject ?g2)(predicate "time:temporalRelevance")
14 (object ?time))
15 )
16 )
17 =>
18 (bind ?newGraph (str-cat "urn://" (UUID.randomUUID)))
19 (assert
20 (logan-graphname (graph ?newGraph))
21 (logan-quad (graph ?newGraph)(subject ?s1)(predicate ?p)(object ?o))
22 (logan-quad (graph ?newGraph)(subject ?newGraph)
23 (predicate "time:temporalRelevance")(object ?time))
24 ))

Listing 3.6: Entailing subject-associative context statements from the existence of
statements they subsume.

To illustrate the rule’s application, consider that it supports the inference of the statement

[ex:houseOccupant, position:locatedIn, ex:downstairs]2014−01−08T 10∶57∶43Z
2014−01−08T 10∶59∶43Z

from the presence of the statement

[ex:bob, position:locatedIn, ex:lounge]2014−01−08T 10∶57∶43Z
2014−01−08T 10∶59∶43Z

assuming that the concept ex:houseOccupant is defined as subsuming or being equal
to ex:bob, and the concept ex:lounge is defined as being subsumed by or equal to
ex:downstairs.

We use Named Graphs to express relations between context statements as described
in Definition 10. Named Graphs provide a pointer to a statement or a set of statements,
and we express a relation between two (or more) statements as a relation between
the graphs that contain them. For example if a named graph g:G1 contains context
statements S1 and S2, and a named graph g:G2 contains statement S3, we can ex-
press that S3 is disjoint with both S1 and S2 by writing [g:G1, domain:disjointWith,
g:G2]. We interpret the presence of this statement in the model as the pair of relations
(S1⊠S3,S2⊠S3).

Statements may be present in multiple graphs if multiple relationships need to be
described. For example, Listing 3.7 models the scenario where Bob is reported in
dining area (graph g:G1). From this, we infer that he is in part of the lounge and kitchen
(by their overlapping definitions), and in the house (G2⊳G1).
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1 g:G1{
2 ex:bob position:locatedIn ex:diningArea .
3 } .
4 g:G2{
5 ex:bob position:locatedIn ex:kitchen .
6 ex:bob position:locatedIn ex:lounge .
7 ex:bob position:locatedIn ex:house .
8 } .
9 g:G3{

10 g:G2 domain:subsumes g:G1 .
11 } .

Listing 3.7: Expressing relations between context statements.

We cater for temporal constraints associated with context statements by only inferring
relationships between them if their durations overlap. To illustrate, consider a model that
contains two context statements that describe Bob’s presence in the bedroom (Sbe) and
the bathroom (Sba). With no frame of temporal reference, these statements are disjoint
(Sbe⊠Sba), however if both statements hold during non-overlapping time periods, then
there is no conflict.

To illustrate this, Listing 3.8 extends the previous example, adding a temporal constraint
to g:G1 and introducing temporally qualified graphs placing bob in the bathroom and
bedroom. While the statement placing Bob in the bathroom temporally overlaps with
the statement placing him in the dining area (g:G7 and g:G8), the statement placing
him in the bedroom does not (g:G9). Therefore, only the first two statements conflict
(g:G10).

3.8 Discussion

To conclude this chapter, we discuss the utility of the top-level ontology model we have
presented, discussing both conceptual aspects and practical considerations for adopting
the model for the development of pervasive systems.

3.8.1 Formal Relations

The concept model proposed in this chapter takes set theory as its basis, using it to
formulate a mapping between concepts and unit values in an information domain.

The model partitions the problem of how to transform raw sensor data into conceptually
higher-level statements that can exploited by reasoners and applications as a set of
uniform, clearly defined steps. No matter the information domain being modelled,
the application of each step is governed by general purpose rules that inform the
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1 g:G5{
2 ex:bob position:locatedIn ex:bedroom .
3 } .
4 g:G6{
5 ex:bob position:locatedIn ex:bathroom .
6 } .
7 g:G7{
8 :G1 time:validDuring [a owlt:Interval ;
9 owlt:hasBeginning [a owlt:Instant ;

10 owlt:inXSDDateTime "2014-01-08T10:00:00Z"] ;
11 owlt:hasEnd [a owlt:Instant ;
12 owlt:inXSDDateTime "2014-01-08T10:30:00Z"] .
13 } .
14 g:G8{
15 :G5 time:validDuring [a owlt:Interval ;
16 owlt:hasBeginning [a owlt:Instant ;
17 owlt:inXSDDateTime "2014-01-08T10:05:00Z"] ;
18 owlt:hasEnd [a owlt:Instant ;
19 owlt:inXSDDateTime "2014-01-08T10:15:00Z"] .
20 } .
21 g:G9{
22 :G6 time:validDuring [a owlt:Interval ;
23 owlt:hasBeginning [a owlt:Instant ;
24 owlt:inXSDDateTime "2014-01-08T12:40:00Z"] ;
25 owlt:hasEnd [a owlt:Instant ;
26 owlt:inXSDDateTime "2014-01-08T12:59:00Z"] .
27 } .
28 g:G10 {
29 :G1 domain:disjointWith :G5 .
30 } .

Listing 3.8: Conflict between temporally qualified context statements.

transformation or augmentation of knowledge from one step to the next.

In implementing the model we utilise the constructs of OWL-DL (a particular decidable
subset of Description Logics), and extend this functionality, using the Jess rule engine,
to support the entailment of context statements based on the more complex definitions,
where such inference procedures cannot be represented using OWL alone. We also
use Jess to support reasoning over the named graphs, supporting temporal constraints,
which is non standard functionality.

Unlike other general purpose information space models or data stores where there is
no strict governance to regulate how stored information relates, a key result of this
approach is the automated, traceable association of knowledge across all the steps in a
sound reasoning schema.

3.8.2 A Rich Semantic Model

Five relations are proposed as primitives for modelling structural relations between
concepts, each of which is formally defined against the unit value sets they relate. This
core set of relations serve as primitives for associating context statements; this is again
formally defined against concept relations, allowing such deductions to be made directly
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from the conceptual mappings to unit values.

The semantics of these statements are extended in three ways. Firstly, the introduction of
temporal qualification allows context statements to be bounded by time, and derivative
reasoning likewise bounded. Secondly, the use of temporal semantics allows the
relationships between temporally qualified statements to be inferred and represented.
Thirdly, the introduction of degrees of truth describes the extent to which a statement
reflects the reality of the world it models (see Section 3.6 for an example of how
uncertainty can be assigned), and derivative reasoning allows confidence values to be
propagated and assigned to related context statements using a variety of schemes as
appropriate—all of which enhances the expressiveness of the model and the quality of
knowledge it can represent.

3.8.3 Uniformity of Approach

The same set of semantic relations are applied both at the concept and statement levels.
This uniformity not only simplifies the modelling of an information space, supporting
the automatic derivation of knowledge from that which is explicitly specified, but also
has utility in the debugging of pervasive systems. That is, the formal semantic model
provides a kind of provenance. The existence of two disjoint statements in the model
(where the statements are disjoint and their temporal bounds overlap) means that the
model can be determined to be in an inconsistent state. Consequently, we can pinpoint
the specific context statements that are the root cause of the inconsistency.

Resolution of such inconsistencies are outside the scope of the model, however, their
identification provides useful feedback to ontology engineers, or can serve as input to
tools or helper agents capable of analysing or resolving such conflicts (YMC+08).

3.8.4 Extension to Higher Level Activity Concepts

Although not presented in this thesis, Ye et al. (YSD11a) describes an extension of this
context model to represent activities, by reapplying the same set-theoretic approach
once more. Here, activities are treated as another dimension of information, whose unit
values are not directly measured, but take the form of a set of descriptions or terms that
represent aspects of the activity. For example the activity of watching television may be
defined on descriptions of a person being in the same room as a television, sitting in a
seat, and the television being switched on (Roy et al. (RGD10)). Such descriptions can
be realised through associating activities with a derivation rule based on the presence of
a collection of context statements that describe it, as illustrated in Listing 3.9.
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1 ;; One approach to deriving activities from context statements
2

3 (defrule definition-nine (declare (salience 80))
4 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?person)(predicate "pos:locatedIn")(object ?room))
5 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?tv)(predicate "pos:locatedIn")(object ?room))
6 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?tv)(predicate "rdf:type")(object "device:Television"))
7 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?tv)(predicate "state:hasState")(object "on"))
8 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?person)(predicate "state:isSitting")(object "true"))
9 =>

10 (bind ?newGraph (str-cat "urn://" (UUID.randomUUID)))
11 (assert
12 (logan-graphname (graph ?newGraph))
13 (logan-quad (graph ?newGraph)(subject ?person)(predicate "situation:engagingIn")
14 (object "situation:watchingTelevision"))
15 ))

Listing 3.9: One approach to infer the activity of watching television through a context-
statement-based derivation rule.

One advantage of modelling activities as just another information dimension is that it
becomes possible to infer knowledge about the relationships between activities from
their context statements. Intuitively, if one activity subsumes another, then at points in
time when we consider a person to be engaging in the former activity then they must
also be engaging in the latter (for example, watchingTV ⊲ leisureActivity), or, if two
activities are disjoint, we can deduce that a person cannot engage in both simultaneously
(for example, eating ⊠ sleeping).

The following chapters provide an alternative to the derivation-rule-based approach to
activity specification, primarily due to the difficulty in manually specifying such rules
when uncertainty is present. However, this does not preclude the manual specification
of direct subsumption relationships between activities, allowing other relationships to
be automatically derived. Consequently, the output of the work described on situation
recognition in the following chapters can be used to generate statements about which
activities a subject engages in. Combined with the specification of inter-activity rela-
tionships, these statements can be used as a basis from which to derive other statements,
in the same manner as all other information dimensions.

3.8.5 Extensible Derivation Rule Model

By augmenting the core model with additional rules, the common semantic relationships
can be straightforwardly used to derive new knowledge across dimensions of informa-
tion. That is, using the relations between concepts in one dimension as an analog for
a relation in another. For example, given a collection of statically positioned objects,
we can use the semantics that describe the spatial relations between their physical loca-
tions to make disjoint any context statements that describe simultaneous interactions
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between a person and objects that are not co-located. That is, inconsistencies in the set
of physical object interactions declared in a model can be inferred directly from the
semantic relationships shared by their locations. This is illustrated in Listing 3.10: The
left-hand-side of the rule matches any two statements describing object interactions,
where the objects are located in separate rooms, and the locations are declared to be
disjoint. If matched, the right-hand-side declares the two statements describing the
interactions to be disjoint (by placing each in a Named Graph, and declaring the Named
Graphs to be disjoint).

1 ;;; Deriving information across information dimensions to detect inconsistencies
2

3 (defrule definition-nine (declare (salience 80))
4 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?o1)(predicate "pos:locatedIn")(object ?l1))
5 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?o1)(predicate "pos:locatedIn")(object ?l2))
6 (logan-quad (graph ?)(subject ?l1)(predicate "domain:disjointWith")(object ?l2))
7 (logan-quad (graph ?g1)(subject ?person)(predicate "state:interactsWith")(object ?o1))
8 (logan-quad (graph ?g2)(subject ?person)(predicate "state:interactsWith")(object ?o2))
9 =>

10 (bind ?newGraph1 (str-cat "urn://" (UUID.randomUUID)))
11 (bind ?newGraph2 (str-cat "urn://" (UUID.randomUUID)))
12 (bind ?newGraph3 (str-cat "urn://" (UUID.randomUUID)))
13 (assert
14 (logan-graphname (graph ?newGraph1))
15 (logan-graphname (graph ?newGraph2))
16 (logan-graphname (graph ?newGraph3))
17 (logan-quad (graph ?newGraph1)(subject ?person)(predicate "interaction:with")(object ?o1))
18 (logan-quad (graph ?newGraph2)(subject ?person)(predicate "interaction:with")(object ?o2))
19 (logan-quad (graph ?newGraph3)(subject ?newGraph1)(predicate "domain:disjointWith")
20 (object ?newGraph2))
21 ))

Listing 3.10: An example that applies semantic relations in one information domain to
detect inconsistencies in another.

This technique provides another way in which to simplify model development and
increase the amount of knowledge that can be automatically inferred. In Ye et
al. (YSD11a) we provide an example of this approach using a dataset from the PlaceLab

smart home environment (LHP+07), where 32,170 relationships between 605 objects
are inferred from their spatial relations.

3.8.6 Consequences for Software Engineering

Simplicity The main advantage of defining the common semantic relationships
between domain concepts and using general rules to derive new knowledge is that it
greatly simplifies the process of developing a context model that fully relates the data
it contains. The structured, step-by-step, application of reasoning automates much
of the otherwise time consuming process of generating a knowledge base, requiring
developers to only specify a small percentage of knowledge in the information space.
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This specified knowledge takes the form of adjacent and direct (i.e., not transient)
subsumption relationships between concepts, or through providing the function that
maps from unit values to concepts, allowing all other relationships to be derived
automatically.

Consistency Another advantage of the mostly automated nature of this approach is
that there is consequently less opportunity for the developer to specify incorrect know-
ledge. If they do so, and the reasoning process results in the presence of inconsistent
knowledge in the model, this can be detected, highlighted, and the reasoning process can
be worked backwards to identify the statements that supported the incorrect inference.
In the case where model errors are due to the omission of knowledge, inspection of the
fully generated model may highlight this through the absence of an expected relation.

Concept Hierarchy Construction If a non-trivial information domain is to be
modelled, a developer might apply well established analysis techniques, such as formal
concept analysis (GWF97), to aid in deriving a concept hierarchy from a collection of
objects and their properties. At the other end of the spectrum, a developer might look
towards a range of automated or semi-automated techniques for constructing a concept
hierarchy (MS01; MWDB13). In both cases, and with other similar techniques, the
outputs of these processes can be mapped to the model.

Opportunities for Sharing and Reuse Another key advantage of the approach,
if one accepts the tenets of Linked Data – the exposing, sharing, and connecting of
pieces of knowledge via Semantic Web technology – is that the developed ontologies,
mapping functions, and environment models are reusable across multiple applications.
Consequently, although significant effort may be required to develop an initial model
of an information space as part of designing a new application, the development of
subsequent applications requires less investment, the process being bootstrapped by
previous efforts.

3.8.7 Limitations of the Approach

In addition to the benefits of modelling information spaces as described above, the
approach described in this chapter also has some limitations that point towards potential
future areas of investigation.

The model relies on the mapping of unit value sets to concepts, with the implicit
assumption that the mapping of sensor output – the data entry point into the model –
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directly follows. While in most cases this process is straightforward, there are some
sensing modalities that present difficulties. For example, there’s no obvious direct
mapping between the output of a video stream and the context model; and it may be the
case that information across multiple domains can be extracted from a single video feed
(for example, presence, threats, and interactions). Such information source may require
extensive pre-processing to extract interesting features, a process that sits outside our
model. However, the output of this process, even if high level, can still be represented
by the model.

Whether a centralised or decentralised implementation is used, as the volume of sensor
data increases, it becomes infeasible to store a permanent record of generated states. The
model presented here does not suggest a solution, however in Stevenson et al. (SYD10),
we suggest that through capturing properties that describe data dynamics, policies may
be defined to prioritise the discard of data that is asserted frequently but has a slow rate
of change (for example, ambient temperature) over data that is frequently asserted but
changes rapidly (for example, a subject’s coordinate location) or pseudo-static data that
is infrequently asserted (for example, building layouts).

The process of reasoning over a large data model can also be a significant performance
bottleneck, however knowledge about the dynamics of data might inform an appropriate
reasoning strategy. In Stevenson et al. (SYD10) we suggest reasoning on static data as
it is generated, adding the inferred knowledge directly to the model, while performing
reasoning on highly dynamic data only at the point where an application query is
executed. Based solely on data’s temporal properties, it may be possible to devise a
general scheme to partition, reason on, and integrate data over several stages so as to
optimise reasoning.

Relatedly, sensor-driven systems often place a significant amount of their functionality
on devices with memory, computation, and communication constraints, therefore direct
deployment of the model to such platforms using Semantic Web technologies is currently
not practical. However, optimised versions for restricted domains or with restricted
reasoning capability, given knowledge of specific information sources or application
requirements, could be developed.

Finally, many systems may be interested in the complete lifecycle of data, including the
transformations that have been applied to it. For example, it may matter whether the
unit value data from a positioning sensor is raw or smoothed, the details of any sampling
process, when and where reasoning was applied, and the provenance of the software
that executed it. It is therefore vital for many systems that provenance is maintained
along the data pathway. However, the lack of a standard vocabulary for capturing,
interchanging and reasoning on provenance metadata challenges the realisation of these
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goals. While such considerations have not been catered for in this work, the model
developed in this chapter could, in the future, be extended to incorporate the findings of
the Provenance Working Group (w3c13a).

3.9 Summary

We began this chapter by overviewing a range of technologies to assess their suitability
for developing a model of context for an information space. The analysis showed that no
single technology outshines the advantages of all others; the suitability of each technique
is tightly coupled to the requirements of the system under development. However,
among competing alternatives, ontological models provide the most flexible option due
to the ease with which they can typically express and share complex information.

The remainder of the chapter then focused on the use of ontology-based technology,
as realised by OWL, to develop a reusable top-level ontology model that provides a
common substrate for developing domain and application ontologies for pervasive envir-
onments. The model employs set theory to develop a uniform approach to the modelling
of concepts and describes a small core set of five semantic relations common to most
dimensions of an information space: equality, subsumption, disjoint, overlapping, and
adjacent relationships. These common semantics provide a uniform way to represent
and reason on domain knowledge. Ontologies built using them are straightforwardly
interpreted by evaluating and comparing these underlying semantics relations between
concepts and the statements they help define.

The chapter proceeded to develop an integrated reasoning schema to support the auto-
mated derivation of context statements from the relationships between the concepts they
describe. In turn, the relations between the concepts were shown to be directly inferable
from unit values—the irreducible set of smallest values that can be measured in an
information dimension. We introduced the concepts of temporally bound and uncertain
context statements, adding the ability to restrict the times during which a statement is
deemed to hold true, and provided a means of representing the confidence that a context
statement reflects the true state of a sensed or profiled phenomenon—providing schemes
to automatically manage the propagation of this information as new information is
inferred from old. We presented a detailed worked example that brought together all
the concepts discussed in the chapter and presented, in tandem, the implementation
of the context model, using Semantic Web technologies, in our reasoning framework,
Logan. Finally, we presented a discussion of the modelling approach described in the
chapter, outlining several of its merits, as well as identifying some limitations that point
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to future topics of research.

The resultant ontology model complements the existence of domain and application
ontologies. Ontology engineers still need to define concepts and model a subset of
model relationships or functions to map from unit values to concepts. They must
also define rules to relate information across multiple information domains. Although
these processes still involve an amount of engineering effort, our ontology model
can assist in reducing the effort required, and, through Linked Data, aid in exposing,
sharing, and connecting of pieces of knowledge via Semantic Web technology. Well
constructed ontologies and domain models are potentially reusable across multiple
applications and environments. Consequently, over time, less effort needs invested
where the development process can be bootstrapped by an existing model.

In the next chapter we use the model developed in this chapter as a basis for developing
an approach to the learning of situation models. The approach leverages the automated
reasoning, semantic relations, and representation of uncertainty between concepts and
context statements to generate models that describe semantically meaningful classifica-
tions of system state, allowing their occurrence to be determined from the information
space model to which sensor data is mapped.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

AN APPROACH TO LEARNING
SITUATION RECOGNITION MODELS

In the previous chapter we used set theory to develop a uniform approach to the
modelling of concepts, context statements and semantic relationships in information
domains, towards the goal of providing a common substrate for application ontology
development.

In this chapter we describe how this conceptual model is applied within one particular
application domain, that of representing and learning intelligible situation models—
white-box constructs from which semantically meaningful classifications of system
state can be determined and differentiated from observed context. The requirement
for transparent decision processes aids developers in constructing a mental model of
how classification are made, and supports them in debugging poor performance and
identifying how recognition may be improved.

In Section 4.1 we present mathematical models for constructing human-understandable
situation specifications that are based on the information space model described in the
previous chapter, followed, in Section 4.2, with a brief overview of mapping different
interpretations of the information space to the recognition models. We then motivate,
in Section 4.3, the use of learning to support the automatic construction of these models
from training data as a means of overcoming the limits of human perception, and
develop a genetic-algorithm-based approach to achieve this. Section 4.4 discusses
how the efficacy of the generated models can be evaluated quantitatively and analysed
through inspection, before we summarise the approach in Section 4.5.
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4.1 Intelligible Situation Specification Models

In this section we outline two white box situation recognition models we examine in
detail in this thesis. Considering the hypothesis of this work, we wish to investigate
the extent to which such models can achieve high levels of accuracy, whilst producing
decision processes that are intelligible to system designers.

4.1.1 Situation Specification Sets

A situation specification can be thought of as an inference rule that associates a particular
combination of context statements (as discussed in the previous chapter) with a symbolic
name that is application or human understandable. Or, put another way, a situation
specification allows the conclusion as to whether or not a particular situation is occurring
to be drawn from the output of a function that takes as input the set of model statements
that currently hold.

Equation (4.1) gives an example of a simple specification that describes the situation of
watching television as occurring when the television is switched on and someone is sat
on the couch. The specification is described using boolean logic, with the conjunction
(∧) of the two concepts interpreted as supporting the inference (←) of the situation.

watch_tv← [:tv, :state, :on]∧ [:someone, :satOn, :couch] (4.1)

Given a set of situations that are interesting to an application, each is associated with an
inference rule that specifies a conjunction of context statements thought to be indicative
of the situation. Like the information space model that underpins them, such rules
are constructed by a domain expert who is familiar with the constraints of the sensing
technologies being used and the peculiarities of the environment within which they are
deployed.

More formally, consider the set of context statements, S, expressible within the inform-
ation space describing an environment, and a particular subset of these {s1, s2, . . . ,
sn ∈ S} deemed relevant to detecting the occurrence of a particular situation, X . Each
statement can be resolved to a boolean value of true or false, denoted as {µ(s1), µ(s2),
. . . , µ(sn)}, where µ(si) evaluates whether or not the context statement currently holds.
Using this notation, situation X is specified as shown in Equation (4.2):

X ← µ(s1)∧µ(s2)∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∧µ(sn) (4.2)
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That is, at any time where statements s1 . . . sn all hold, we infer situation X to be
occurring at.

For simple systems, where model statements can readily be associated with the situations
under consideration, boolean-logic-style-rules can be intuitive to specify. However,
such a model relies on the availability of accurate sensor data, an assumption that often
does not hold. To illustrate this idea, consider the watch_tv specification described
above where inference of the statement [:someone, :satOn, :couch] is predicated on
the ability to sense that a person is sat on the couch. If a person is sat on the couch
from time t0 to t5, a pressure sensor installed for the purpose of detecting this fact
may fire only at times t0,t3, and t5, leading to an oscillation in the situation inference.
Consequently, alternative techniques are required to deal with this artefact of the real
world.

The Presence of Uncertainty Information space models commonly include prop-
erties with which the uncertainty of data can be characterised. For example, a pos-
itioning sensor using GPS may be characterised as having a precision of one metre,
indicating that the true position of the object being tracked lies with a sphere of radius
1 metre whose origin is the reported location. The sensor may also have a reported
accuracy of 99%, meaning that, on average, for one in every hundred readings the true
position of the tracked object lies outside the sphere’s bounds.

The effect of uncertainty is not limited to physical sensors; for example, a virtual sensor
that “observes” a person’s personal calendar may be associated with a measure of
confidence that reflects how accurately a person’s calendar matches his or her true
schedule, or reflects that the temporal extremities of events are rarely precise, and
better characterised by techniques that gracefully increment the confidence in events
commencing and ending as their calendar-stated bounds are encountered (ANH07).

More generally, uncertainty can result from the combined effect of a large number
of factors that includes: sensor technical limitations, environmental noise, source
trustworthiness, human misuse, and degradation of sensor quality over time (HIR02;
CLC+02). Many of these factors are difficult to quantify or to learn, however, the
consideration of uncertainty has been demonstrated to have an impact on the quality of
situation recognition techniques (MYCD09b; YDM12).

Given the ubiquitous uncertainty of sensor data, a key requirement for developing a
situation specification model is to move away from the simple boolean-logic-based
approach outlined above towards one that incorporates uncertainty handling mechan-
isms (DHKZG08).
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An Uncertainty-Aware Situation Specification Model Fuzzy logic provides
one approach for reasoning over data that is approximate rather than exact (Zad73).
In contrast to traditional boolean logic, where a variable evaluates to either true or
false, fuzzy logic variables have a numeric truth value that lies in the range [0 ∶ 1],
the extremities of 0 and 1 equating to their boolean counterparts of false and true
respectively. Degrees of truth provide a mechanism for representing vagueness in
knowledge both in cases where a concept is difficult to define crisply, as in the earlier
example of a meeting start time, or where missing information, as demonstrated in the
example of the couch pressure sensor, need not necessarily imply a sharp state transition
from 1 to 0.

Using this notion of fuzziness, both sensor data and context statements derived therefrom
may be associated with a numeric confidence value c,c ∈ [0 ∶ 1], that reflects the extent
to which we believe the value truly reflects real world state.

In this work, we make the simplifying assumption that it is reasonable to quantify the
different types of uncertainty described above in the same manner, through reduction to
a degree of truth, representing the confidence that the statement reflects the true state of
the sensed or profiled phenomenon, as described in Definition 12.

We can adapt the situation specification model developed above to incorporate this
notion of confidence by three main steps:

• replacing the boolean evaluation of whether or not a context statement holds with
their confidence-based counterparts;

• substituting the logical conjunction operator for an arithmetic alternative; and,

• changing the meaning of the specification implication (←) from “a situation
holds”, to “a situation is assigned score sc”, as calculated from the right hand
side of the expression. This score could equate to a confidence that the situation
holds, although this need not necessarily be the case, as we shall soon return to.

Given the stated goal of retaining simplicity in the specification model, there are two
leading choices of arithmetic operator to replace logical conjunction: multiplication
and addition. Redefining the function µ(..) to now return the confidence value that a
statement holds, the earlier example of the watch_tv specification above is reformulated
using both of these operators in Equation (4.3) and Equation (4.4) respectively.

sc(watch_tv)← [:tv, :state, :on]× [:someone, :satOn, :couch] (4.3)

sc(watch_tv)← [:tv, :state, :on]+ [:someone, :satOn, :couch] (4.4)
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Of the two approaches, use of the multiplication operator results in the formulation
closest to the original logical conjunction form. To illustrate, if the confidences in
both the television being on and the couch being occupied are 0.99, the overall score
assigned to the situation watch_tv is 0.98. The advantage of this approach is that the
concept of situation score can be seen to have an intuitive link to situation confidence if
we consider all confidences as probabilities under a naïve independence assumption.
However the approach is limited by the likelihood of situation scores tending towards
0 in specifications constructed from a large number of statements or, as might happen
more frequently, where one or more statements are associated with low confidence.

The additive model does not retain the strength of link between the concepts of situation
score and situation confidence but does address both limitations of the multiplicative
model. Further to this, associating each sensor input with a weighting, allows the
contributions of each part of the specification to be considered according to its relative
importance (DHKZG08). Using this approach, the overall confidence in a situation
occuring may be calculated by summing the weighted confidence values of those
statements deemed by a domain expert to contribute to its identification. For example,
weighing determination of the television state as four times more important than whether
or not somebody is sat on the couch, as illustrated in 4.5.

sc(watch_tv)← 0.8[:tv, :state, :on]+0.2[:someone, :satOn, :couch] (4.5)

For these reasons, we adopt the addition-based model as the basis for specification con-
struction. Although this approach relaxes the direct link between score and confidence,
learning techniques provide a basis for scoring situations, which we will return to in the
next section.

We express this model more formally as follows: consider the set of context statements,
S, expressible within the information space describing an environment, and a particular
subset of statements {s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ S} deemed relevant to the detection of a particular
situation, X . The confidence that each statement holds is evaluated by a function µ ,
{µ(s1), µ(s2), . . . , µ(sn)}, denoted more simply as {c1, c2, . . . , cn}. Furthermore, let
{w1, w2, . . . , wn} be the weighted contribution of each sn to the specification. Using
this notation, the specification for scoring a situation X can be expressed as shown in
Equations 4.6 to 4.1.1:

sc(X)←
n
∑
i=1

wi.ci (4.6)

where
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n
∑
i=1

wi = 1

and

0 ≤ ci ≤ 1,∀ci ∈ {c1,c2, . . . ,cn}

Thus a situation’s score is calculated as the sum of n weighted atoms, each representing
the confidence that a context statement, accurately reflecting the true state of the world,
holds.

Specification Sets Using the uncertainty-aware specification model, the next step
is to provide a framework for choosing the situation that best characterises the set
of context statements that hold in the information space at a given time from among
competing alternatives. This is straightforwardly realised by selecting the situation
associated with the highest scoring specification from among all candidates.

4.1.2 Decision Trees

The second recognition technique we investigate in this thesis is the decision

tree (WF05). Among all the standard machine learning techniques surveyed
in Chapter 2, Decision trees uniquely have the potential to produce decision pro-
cesses that are understandable to the human eye, depending on the complexity of the
underlying phenomena they model.

To recap, decision trees take the form of a tree structure, where each node represents a
decision taken with respect to the value of a feature, the outcome determining which
branch should be followed. As with the specification set model, we consider the set
of features to correspond to the set of all possible context statements expressible by
the model, while the values on which decisions are made correspond to a particular
interpretation of that context statement: Either a boolean value of true or false, or the
real-valued confidence that each statement holds, as described in Definition 12.

Instead of composing specifications that correspond to individual situations, as with
the specification set model, a single decision tree defines a unified decision process for
selecting the most likely situation from among all possibilities, given the state space of
the information space. Its evaluation begins from a single root node, and continues until
a leaf node – representing a classification – is reached (WF05). Figure 4.1 illustrates
a partial decision tree that might recognise the watch_tv situation from the same two
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context statements identified earlier.

4.2 Alternative Information Space Interpreta-

tions

To this point, we have focused discussion only on the interpretation of the current state
of the information space model. However, it is possible to construct specification sets
and form decision trees by projecting different aspects of state onto the information
space model.

To illustrate, van Kasteren (vKNEK08), whose dataset we use later, proposes three
different interpretations of sensor data: raw, where a sensor returns the value 1 when
firing and a 0 otherwise, change point, where a sensor takes the value of 1 only at
times when its state changes, and last changed, in which the last sensor to change state
evaluates to 1 and changes to 0 when a different sensor fires.

It is possible to construct information space models analogous to all three of these
representations, that is: raw where a context statement evaluates to true, false, or its
confidence value depending on whether it currently holds (i.e., the model discussed to
this point), change point, where a context statement evaluates to true (or its confidence
value) only at the point in time when its state changes, and last changed, in which
only the last context statement to experience a state change evaluates to true (or its
confidence value), changing to false when another state change occurs.

4.2.1 The TimeSince Interpretation

In addition to those representations discussed above, we propose an additional inter-
pretation for context statements in an information space, called TimeSince, that aims

[:tv, :state, :on]

[:someone :satOn, :couch]

>= 0.7

< 0.7

WATCH_TV

...

>= 0.4

< 0.4

...

Figure 4.1: An illustration of how a decision tree may infer the occurrence of the
watch_tv situation from the confidence values associated with two context statements.
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to capture the recency with which state changes in the information space have taken
place. This interpretation is inspired by the work of McKeever et al. (MYC+10) who
found projecting sensor state forward in time beyond the point of change to be useful
in capturing the recent occurrence of a sensor firing regardless of any subsequent state
changes.

When the TimeSince representation is used, context statements do not evaluate to true,
false, or their confidence value, but instead to a numeric value representing the time
elapsed since the statements last held. This is calculated from the temporal qualification
of the context statements expressed in the model. For example, if the time now is given
by tnow, and the following is the most recent occurrence of a particular statement in the
model

[:somebody, :satOn, :couch]ts
te

the TimeSince interpretation of the statement evaluates to tnow− ts, that is, the elapsed
time between the statement first holding and the time of interpretation. Figure 4.2 illus-
trates how this model interpretation may be combined with the standard interpretation
as part of a decision tree. By specifying the statement [:someone, :satOn, :couch] in
terms of the time since it most recently held, we mitigate the state oscillation problem
outlined in the previous section.

4.3 An Algorithm for Learning Situation Recogni-

tion Models

In the following, we proceed by developing an algorithm for learning specification sets
and decision trees, leveraging the constructs of the information space ontology model.

[:tv, :state, :on]

[:someone :satOn, :couch]

> 0.7

< 0.7

WATCH_TV

...

<= 2 minutes

> 2 minutes

...

Figure 4.2: An illustration of a decision tree using the TimeSince model interpretation.
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4.3.1 Motivation for Learning

Our choice of models for constructing situation recognition techniques is motivated by
a desire to retain easy human understanding of specifications, at the possible expense of
performance levels that might be attained through additional complexity. Given this
motivation, it is fair to ask why it should then be necessary to adopt an approach to
learning specifications and decision trees, where the model simplicity would suggest
the possibility of manual construction.

Although we posit that for some environments and some situation sets it is possible to
manually construct a specification set or decision tree, in general it can often be difficult
for humans to write good models, even when the comprehension of such models is
relatively straightforward. Here we offer six reasons as to why the process of manually
constructing situation recognition models and decision trees can often be difficult:

Mental model A designer’s mental model of which context statements and their cor-
responding state interpretations are most indicative of a situation may not match
the real world. This may be caused by an incorrect understanding of the bounds
of the situation to be recognised, by uncertainty inherent in sensor data mapped
to the information space model, or by sub-optimally selecting context statements
to characterise the situation.

Abstraction level Selecting the correct level of abstraction at which to represent in-
formation in a specification can be difficult. Selecting a representation that is too
fine grained risks capturing only a subset of conditions that satisfy the situation,
resulting in false-negatives. Conversely, selecting a representation at too coarse a
granularity risks capturing conditions that lie outside the situation, resulting in
false-positives.

Weight selection (specification set) Although the relative weightings of context state-
ments in a written specification may be straightforwardly comprehended, it does
not follow that selecting the correct weights is equally simple.

Boundary values selection (decision tree) Similar to the problem with weight selec-
tion, although a decision node based on the interpreted value of a context state-
ment (e.g., confidence or TimeSince) may be straightforwardly comprehended,
selection of the boundary value is not necessarily simple.

Consideration of relative scoring (specification set) The specification set model re-
quires the specification associated with the situation that best characterises the
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environment to score highest among all specifications. The designer must there-
fore consider simultaneously the relative scorings across the complete set of
specifications. This can be difficult where there are a large number of situations
to be specified, where situations are only subtly differentiated, or where a con-
text statement (or a related statement at a different abstraction level) appears in
multiple rules with different weights associated.

Use of contrast as a differentiator Finally, in cases where the sensing capability of
an information space does not adequately support the construction of the context
statements one might wish to use to specify a situation, it may be possible to
describe a situation based partially or wholly on the negation of the context
statements critical to the other situations in the set. That is, the presence of a
situation can be inferred through the non-occurrence of the other situations. Such
a specification by contrast can be difficult to construct manually.

We use these factors as motivation for developing an approach to specification set and
decision tree learning while noting that retaining the ability for experts to easily inspect
specifications can lead to insights about why a learned set of specifications may look or
perform differently than an expert might expect, namely, those self same factors that
complicate manual specification development. We return to this point later.

4.3.2 Algorithm Goals

Considering the formulations of the specification set model presented in Section 4.1.1
and the decision tree model presented in Section 4.1.2, the common goals of an al-
gorithm to learn both models are expressed as follows:

1. To identify the context statements most relevant to the identification of a set of
situations from that expressible in an information space;

2. To identify the most useful level of abstraction and logical primitives for inter-
preting information contained in context statements; and,

3. To restrict the size of the models generated to aid intelligibility.

For the specification set model, the learning algorithm is used to construct the specific-
ation sets. That is, to weight the contribution of each interpreted context statement
appropriately with respect to both its containing specification and the set of specifica-
tions to be identified as a whole.
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For the decision tree model, we use the standard approach to constructing trees using
information gain. Here the learning algorithm is applied as a search heuristic, using the
above criteria to guide the generation and selection of a model from among all possible
decision trees.

4.3.3 Motivation for using a Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithms (Hol92) provide an approach to solution search and optimisation
through the use of heuristics. Based on the principle of natural selection (Dar59), a
population of candidate solutions is evolved towards an optimal solution.

Genetic algorithms start with an initial population of solutions, usually of some fixed
size, and discard those evaluated to be poor candidates. The population is then replen-
ished by generating new solutions through the mating of promising solutions, with
offspring inheriting the traits of their parents. Random modifications to the solution,
called mutations, are introduced to prevent the population from reaching a homogeneous
state. This process mimics biological evolution, which can be phrased as the search for
organisms capable of reproducing in their environment, where the solution space is the
set of all possible genetic sequences (Mit98).

Solution Search Space Genetic algorithms are suited to problems that have a
potentially large number of possible solutions and can benefit from parallelism by
exploring many different possibilities simultaneously, which is the case here. Consider,
for example, a specification set that takes the form of a specifications, each constructed
from context statements whose object values are taken from b possible information
domains. Each domain is described by one of c possible permutations containing
an average of d concepts (the number of concepts per permutation, varying from a
maximum value where all statements that constitute the domain are considered indi-
vidually, through intermediate values depending on concept subsumption relationships,
to a single, all subsuming, concept at the top of the hierarchy). Each statement that
relates a different concept is associated with a weight e and any combination of f

ontological relations (e.g., ⊲, ∥,○○, ¬) may be evaluated in combination when calculating
statement scores. This search space, the number of unique solutions, is characterised by
a×b!×c×d×e× f !.

Consider the example of a search for a set of specifications for 7 situations in an
environment described by context statements that take values from 6 domains, each
with 16 possible concepts permutations, an average of 1.7 concepts per permutation. To
simplify the set of possible statements that can be represented, assume that the subject
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and predicate of each statement is fixed. Each statement also has a weighting between
0 and 1 considered to 2 decimal places, and 3 ontological relations: overlap, adjacency,
and compliment (containment is accounted for by the permutations). This results in a
total solution space of 82,252,800 possibilities (7×6!×16×1.7×100×3!)

The search space of the decision tree model is smaller, given that i) no weighting or
negation is required, and ii) a single model is constructed using a common set of inputs
statements. This example, perhaps indicative of a small sensor installation in a house,
evaluates to 58,752 candidate solutions. While such a solution space might be searched
brute force, this approach would likely not scale to larger models, such as a large-scale
sensor installation in a house, exhibition hall, or business campus.

Suitability of the Problem Domain The use of a genetic algorithm requires that
the problem domain satisfies three main requirements:

• Firstly, it must be possible to evaluate the relative quality of one solution to
another;

• Secondly, the solution must be constructed from building blocks that are allowed
to vary independently; and,

• Thirdly, a good solution must be considered acceptable, as the best solution is
not guaranteed to be found.

The problem posed by the generation of specification sets and decision trees satisfies all
three of these criteria:

• The relative quality of one solution to any another can be quantitatively assessed
by evaluating the solutions against training data;

• As evidenced from the characterisation of the search space above, specification set
solutions are described by the composition of a number of situations, within which
appear context statements involving domain concepts, weights, and ontological
relations, while the decision trees are described by a subset of these elements. All
of these characteristics can be allowed to vary independently.

• The critical role played by uncertainty, both in human behaviour, sensor operation,
and the extent to which training data captures all the ways in which a situation is
realised, precludes the existence of an optimal solution for most scenarios. Were a
solution with 100% recognition accuracy in training to be found, it does not follow
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that the solution would achieve perfect recognition when deployed. Similarly,
given two solutions A and B that achieve 87% and 88% accuracy respectively
during learning, it does not necessarily hold that B will always outperform A,
even if a similar level of recognition accuracy is maintained. The uncertainty
inherent in the problem domain justifies why a good solution will often suffice in
place of the best solution.

4.3.4 Genetic Algorithm Concepts

In a genetic algorithm, problem solutions are encoded as chromosomes. A chromosome
consists of a number of genes, each of which represents a possible value, or allele,
of a candidate solution variable. Typically genes take the form of integers, strings,
or boolean values, although others gene types are possible. Composite genes, called
supergenes, may be used to group related genes together.

To test a solution, chromosome values are “plugged” into their corresponding variables
in a program of fixed structure (this is in contrast to Genetic Programming (Koz92),
where the program structure is evolved as part of the solution). The efficacy of the
solution this produces is evaluated by a fitness function—an algorithm designed by the
programmer to yield a numeric rating of the solution; the lower (or higher) the fitness
value, the better the solution relative to other solutions evaluated by the same function.

A B C D E
1p 2p 5p 10p 20p

[Int] [Int] [Int] [Int] [Int]

] denomination
] variable
] type

gene
chromosome

Figure 4.3: The construction of the chromosome to represent solutions to the coin
problem.

We illustrate these concepts with an example1. Consider the problem of calculating the
minimum number of coins of the pound sterling that add up to a total closest to but no
greater than 100 pence, using only the coins: 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, and 20p. Here, candidate
solutions represent a total amount of money calculated from a combination of these

1Based on the JGap tutorial: http://jgap.sourceforge.net/doc/tutorial.html
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coins. The design of a chromosome to represent a solution to this problem is shown
in Figure 4.3. It consists of five genes, one for each coin denomination, each restricted
in the values it can take by a type (integer). Each gene is associated with a variable
name, allowing it to be mapped to programs, given in Equation (4.7) and Equation (4.8),
which calculate the sum of money and number of coins respectively represented by a
solution i.

Totali = Ai+2Bi+5Ci+10Di+20Ei (4.7)

Counti = Ai+Bi+Ci+Di+Ei (4.8)

To determine whether one solution is better than another, we design a fitness function to
return a numeric representation of the quality of the solution described by a particular
chromosome. For this example, the fitness function must consider both the total value
of the coins and the total number of coins a solution represents.

Equation (4.9) represents one possible fitness function suitable for this problem. Here,
the fitness value is calculated as the magnitude of the difference between the desired
total and total indicated by the solution, modified by the total number of coins. The
closer the fitness value of a solution is to 0, the better the solution is considered to be.

FVi = ∣Desired−Totali∣+0.01×Counti (4.9)

A B C D E
1p 2p 5p 10p 20p

1 2 3 4 0
i)

A B C D E
1p 2p 5p 10p 20p

77 0 0 0 0
iii)

A B C D E
1p 2p 5p 10p 20p

6 10 0 5 0
ii)

A B C D E
1p 2p 5p 10p 20p

0 1 1 1 3
iv)

17.1 1.21

0.060.77

Figure 4.4: Instantiated chromosomes representing solutions to the coin problem with a
target of 77 pence.

Figure 4.4 shows the encoding of four possible solutions and their fitness values for a
desired total of 77 pence: solution i) totals 60 pence with 10 coins and scores worst.
Solution ii) totals 76 pence using 21 coins but is outscored by solution iii) which totals
the correct value using 77 coins; this results from the fitness function prioritising the
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correct total over the number of coins used. Finally, solution iv) is the optimal solution,
representing the desired total using 6 coins.

A genetic algorithm typically executes as follows:

1. An initial population of n chromosomes (called a genotype) is generated by
randomly generating values for each of the genes in each chromosome.

2. The fitness of each chromosome in the genotype is evaluated to produce a numeric
measure of the quality of each candidate solution.

3. The best b individuals are selected from the population based on their fitness,
with the remaining chromosomes discarded.

4. The genotype is repopulated to capacity n by repeatedly:

(a) Selecting two parents from the individuals retained from the previous geno-
type to breed.

(b) Crossing over the pair of chromosomes, with probability pc, at a randomly
chosen point to construct two offspring. If no crossover takes place, two
offspring that are clones of their parents are created.

(c) Mutating each gene of the two offspring chromosomes with probability pm.

(d) Placing the two offspring into the genotype.

5. As the offspring share some characteristics of their parents, each successive
generation of the genotype generally has an increased average fitness as a result
of it being bred from the fittest organisms of the previous generation.

6. The process recurses from step 2 for either a fixed number of generations, a fixed
length of time, or until the fitness of the best solutions in the genotype converges.

The algorithm above has three key parameters—population size n, mutation rate pm,
and crossover rate pc. We describe the effect of each below.

Population size This is the size of the genome, and its selection represents a tradeoff
between different performance aspects. A small population may be unable to find a
good solution in an acceptable number of generations, while the fitness of a large
population may take a long time to evaluate.
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Mutation rate As with population size, selection of the mutation rate is also a
trade off. Choosing a low probability of mutation may not allow an algorithm to
escape a local-minimum, resulting in premature convergence of the population’s fitness.
However a high mutation rate may discard good solutions from the genome.

Crossover rate Similarly to mutation rate, the choice of crossover rate, which
determine how genes from parent chromosomes combine to produce a child, may have
positive or negative effects depending on the problem domain.

4.3.5 Encoding Specification Sets Solutions as Chromo-
somes

As discussed previously, the solution space of the learning problem is the set of all
possible specification sets. A chromosome model must be capable of representing
all possible solutions, with an instantiated chromosome representing one possible
solution—a particular specification set among all possibilities.

Informally, we achieve this by forming the chromosome from the combination of
multiple, identical subparts, each representing an individual situation specification. Each
situation specification is in turn constructed from a set of supergenes—each representing
a context statement template of the form [?s, p, ?o] described by the information space
model, where p is a fixed relation, and ?s and ?o take either fixed values, or are
assigned context domains that are allowed to vary. For example, the template context
statement [:bob, :locatedIn, ?o[Space]] represents the set of statements that relate Bob
to a location (a concept with type Space), where the location is variable.

The datasets we use in this work (see Chapter 6) consider only single person envir-
onments, with only one relation associated with each concept. That is, ?s and ?p are
always fixed in the set of statements we consider. Therefore, in the following, we
simplify the model by representing only the object domain as the variable part of the
solution (that is we model domain permutations instead of statement permutations),
although the principle is the same.

Accounting for this simplification, each supergene is further decomposed to support the
representation of all possible concept permutations in the object domain of the context
statement; this is achieved by associating each concept with a flag indicating whether
or not the concept is present in the specification, a numeric weighting, and further flags
for each of the possible semantic operators that can be applied in the process of scoring
the context statement.
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Figure 4.5: An illustration of the chromosome used to encode a set of situation specific-
ations.

The resulting chromosome structure is represented in Figure 4.5. More formally, given
a set of situations, Θ, the solution chromosome is divided into n parts, n = ∣Θ∣, each part
encoding the specification of a single situation (Figure 4.5 (a)).

For the set of concept domains D, each specification then comprises m domain su-
pergenes, m = ∣D∣, that is, one for each domain described by the concept model (Fig-
ure 4.5 (b)).

The domain supergenes themselves are further decomposed into two parts (Figure 4.5
(c)). The first part is a single gene, that takes a boolean value, represents whether or not
the domain, considered in its entirety, is active in the specification. The second part is a
set of p genes, p = ∣X ∣, where X is the set of concepts modelled by the domain.

Finally, the representation of each concept is subdivided into three parts (Figure 4.5 (d)).
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An activity gene taking a boolean value represents whether or not the concept forms
part of the specification. Next, a weighting gene taking a real value between 0 and 1
describes the importance of the concept in the specification. Finally, a set of q boolean
genes, q = ∣R∣, where R is the set of semantic operators, represent which combination of
the semantic operators (i.e., overlap, adjacency, and complement) are applied in scoring
the context statement.

Note that a concept with a weight of 0 is equivalent to the same concept with its activity
gene set to the value false. The inclusion of the activity gene increases the probability
of generating specifications that use different combinations of concepts (and will more
likely generate specifications with redundant concepts removed) than if the weight value
is used alone. To illustrate this, consider that an activity gene has two possible states,
while a weight gene, even if we only consider its value to two decimal places, has 100
possible states. That is, each time an activity gene mutates, there is a 50% chance that
a concept will be “switched on” or “switched off”, while using only the weight gene,
there is only a 1% chance of this behaviour occurring upon mutation.

4.3.6 Encoding Decision Tree Solutions as Chromosomes

The chromosome required to represent a decision tree solution is a subpart of that re-
quired to represent the specification set: A single model is constructed for all situations,
with the tree construction delegated to the standard model based on information gain.
Thus only levels (b) to (e) of the chromosome depicted in Figure 4.5 are necessary, with
the genes corresponding to weight and negation disabled throughout.

4.3.7 Fitness Function Selection

A fitness function provides a numerical measure of a solution’s quality, and allows two
solutions to be ordered according to their relative quality.

The standard approach to evaluating situation recognition accuracy is through measuring
precision and recall against a dataset. Precision is defined as the ratio of times a situation
is correctly inferred (Ncor) to the total number of times it is inferred by the recognition
technique (Nin f ). Recall is defined as the ratio of times a situation is correctly identified
(Ncor) to the number of times it occurs in the dataset (Nocc). Both equations are shown
in Equation (4.10) and Equation (4.11).

The F-measure combines both precision and recall into a single measure, variants of
which can be used to weight the importance of one factor over the other. The standard F-
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measure, shown in Equation (4.12), is calculated as the harmonic mean of the precision
and recall, with each factor weighted equally.

Precision = Ncorr

Nin f
(4.10)

Recall = Ncorr

Nocc
(4.11)

FMeasure = 2 ⋅ precision ⋅ recall
precision+ recall

(4.12)

Accordingly, we construct a suite of fitness functions for the genetic algorithm based
on this standard evaluation criteria, accounting for the type of model generated.

Specification Set Fitness Function Given a training dataset, the algorithm scores
each candidate solution by calculating the average F-measure across all situations in
the dataset. We augment this by imposing a penalty for the number of active statements
that appear in the solution. This produces a selection pressure that helps to prune
unnecessary statements from rules. That is, given two equally scoring specification sets,
the set described by the fewer number of statements is deemed superior. This results in
the fitness function shown in Equation (4.13).

Fitness = ∑
n
i=1 FMeasure(θi)

n
−0.005× ∣statements∣ (4.13)

A strength of the genetic algorithm approach is that the fitness function can easily be
changed to support different requirements (e.g., to use the F0.5-measure or F2-measure
where precision is deemed more important than recall or vice versa). We explore this in
the next chapter as part of an approach to ensemble classification.

Decision Tree Fitness Functions As with the specification set model, we investig-
ate the effect on the decision tree model of imposing a penalty for the number of active
statements in the solution (shown in Equation (4.13)). In addition, we also investigate
the effect of penalising solutions based on the total size of the generated tree, as given by
the fitness function shown in Equation (4.14), with a view to improving intelligibility.

Fitness = ∑
n
i=1 FMeasure(θi)

n
−0.005× ∣treeNodes∣ (4.14)
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4.3.8 Executing the Genetic Algorithm

Using the chromosome model for either the specification set or decision tree, a fitness
function, and training data, the genetic algorithm executes following the standard
process described in Section 4.3.4.

The algorithm is initialised using mutation and crossover rates of 1
∣genes∣ . That is, each

gene has the same probability of mutating and of being the crossover point, with the
rates proportioned according to the size of the chromosome. The initial population
is created through instantiating a set of candidate solutions with randomly generated
values for all their genes (active, weight, and relation).

Finally, the criteria for convergence, and termination of the algorithm, is set to be
the point at which the maximum fitness of the population has not increased for 20
successive generations.

4.4 Evaluating an Intelligible Situation Specifica-

tion Model

After the genetic algorithm has executed, the generated set of specifications may be
evaluated in three complementary ways:

• Through automatically evaluating its recognition accuracy on unseen (test) data;

• Through visually inspecting the confusion matrix (Ste97) produced from the
evaluation on test data; and,

• Through visually inspecting the generated specification set or decision tree.

The first approach, evaluation on test data, provides the main indicator of the expected
performance level of the model when deployed in the target environment, and is the
means by which we assess the efficacy of generated specifications in this work. If the
performance level is satisfactory, there is likely little need to inspect the detail of the
generated specifications further.

Situation A B C
A 0.95 0.05 0.00
B 0.00 0.99 0.01
C 0.02 0.77 0.21

Table 4.1: A confusion matrix showing recognition performance on three situations.
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If the performance of the generated model is not satisfactory, visual inspection of its
confusion matrix is the next step. Using the output from the test data evaluation, a
confusion matrix tabulates the situation classifications output from the specification set
against the expected (ground truth) situation classifications. This provides a means of
identifying the situations that are commonly confused, that is, where the specification
set commonly classifies one situation as another. This is illustrated in Table 4.1, where
it can be seen that among three situations (A, B, and C), instances of situations A and B

are correctly classified 99% of the time, while 77% of the time C is misclassified as
situation B.

From this, we finally move to manual inspection of the generated specifications, which
serves three main purposes: i) diagnosing the underlying reasons for any confusion
identified from the confusion matrix; ii) diagnosing general performance issues; and,
iii) gaining insight into steps that might improve the recognition. This is the main
benefit of using a white box decision process. Although detailed analysis requires the
designer’s expert knowledge of an environment, there are some common insights that
can be gained from simple inspection:

• A poorly recognised situation described by a large number of statements or many
tree decision paths may indicate a situation with few identifying characteristics
that can be directly sensed.

• Similarly, the presence of the compliment operator in a situation specification
may indicate that an important factor cannot be directly sensed and must be
inferred from the lack of activity in sensors associated with other situations.

• The presence of the adjacency operator can indicate that sensors in the environ-
ment are not accurate enough or are affected by noise. For example, an activity
described by a specification that incorporates location information adjacent to a
space, may indicate a poorly calibrated positioning system.

• The omission of an expected term from a closely linked situation may indicate a
faulty sensor, a situation being performed in an unexpected way, or an error in
the model construction.

Application of the above combination of evaluation techniques may lead to either an
application redesign to disregard situations that cannot be reliably identified; deployment
of additional sensing technology in the environment to improve the ability to recognise
particular situations; or, in some cases, the selection of a different learning technique.

The generation and evaluation of specifications may be conducted as an iterative process
until a satisfactory level of performance is achieved.
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4.5 Summary

We began this chapter by outlining two intelligible situation recognition models based
on different interpretations of the information space model developed in the previous
chapter, and motivated the automatic learning of these models due to several factors
that are inherently difficult to account for manually.

After this, we justified the selection of a genetic algorithm for this learning task by
demonstrating that the learning problem satisfies three criteria: i) the ability to evaluate
the relative quality of one solution to another; ii) the solution being constructed from
building blocks that are allowed to vary independently; and, iii) the discovery of a good,
rather than optimal, solution being an acceptable outcome of the learning process.

We then introduced the core Genetic Algorithm concepts, and described the process by
which the constructs of the information space model developed in the previous chapter
are mapped to the chromosome structure required by the Genetic Algorithm. We also
formulated several fitness functions that incorporate aspects of performance along with
concept and tree size restriction.

Finally, we discussed one possible methodology for analysing the results of the specific-
ation generation process: Performance evaluation on test data, inspection of a confusion
matrix, and manual inspection of specifications—outlining common problem indicators
and corrective actions that may be taken in response.

In Chapter 7, we evaluate all the techniques presented in this chapter, however first, in
the next chapter, we expand the approach described here towards the construction of
ensemble classifiers, and investigate techniques that can be used to structure reasoning
with the aim of improving classifier performance and intelligibility.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

ENSEMBLE CLASSIFICATION

The previous chapter described how the conceptual model of an information space
that we developed in Chapter 3 is applied to the task of representing and learning
situation recognition models; in particular, specification set and decision-tree constructs
that allow semantically meaningful classifications of system state to be determined
and differentiated, based on abstracting observed sensor values to associated context
statements.

This chapter extends the work of the previous chapter, investigating approaches to
construct recognition model ensembles. The core idea of an ensemble methodology is
to combine a set of models, each of which contributes to solving the original task, to
obtain a better composite global model, with more accurate and reliable decisions than
can be obtained from using a standalone model. Here, we seek to combine multiple
specification sets or decision trees (which we collectively refer to here as classifiers),
which, when interpreted, provide improved situation recognition accuracy over one used
alone. We outline approaches investigated under two main headings: the first, a genetic

ensemble, adapts the fitness function of the genetic algorithm to generate an ensemble
of classifiers that treat different situations preferentially; the second leverages model
semantics to group together similar situations in the form of a semantic hierarchy, with
each level refining the classification performed at the level above.

We outline the approach to the genetic ensemble in Section 5.2, followed by the
semantic hierarchy in Section 5.3. In describing each of the ensembles, we overview the
underlying concepts, outline the methodology that describes the process of designing,
generating and evaluating the ensembles, and provide an example illustrating their use.
However, we first begin in Section 5.1 with a brief primer on Dempster-Shafer Theory,
a mathematical theory of evidence that plays a key role in constructing the genetic
ensemble.
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5.1 A Dempster-Shafer Theory Primer

The literature describes many approaches to construct an ensemble classification scheme,
including, for example, majority voting (AP96) and performance weighting (OS96).
An approach that has proven popular in the area of pervasive- and sensor-systems, and
situation recognition is Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) (Dem68; Sha76), a mathematical
theory of evidence that provides the ability to combine evidence from different sources
to arrive at a degree of belief, or confidence. The theory’s popularity stems both from its
ability to preserve ignorance (uncertainty), where sources need only assign confidence
values to a subset of all possibilities, and the possibility of assigning confidence to sets
of situations (for example, working or reading) as well as situations individually.

Approaches in the literature that employ DST (WSSY02; SF02; ZCZG09; MYC+10)
in the construction of situation recognition models, which we discussed in Chapter 2,
do so at the sensor level—relying heavily on expert knowledge to define the evidential
hierarchy and to quantify the uncertainty of sensor data. Contrastingly, in this work we
use DST in a different manner, applying it not to individual sensors but to individual
classifiers, whose uncertainty is qualified automatically through evaluation on test data.

5.1.1 Features of Dempster-Shafer Theory

Dempster-Shafer Theory combines independent pieces of information to calculate a
consensus belief in an event. The approach consists of three main elements: the frame

of discernment, mass function, and evidence combination.

Frame of Discernment The Frame of Discernment represents the set of all possible
hypotheses, h1,h2 . . .hn ∈ H, to which belief can be applied. Hypotheses can take the
form of single classifications (for example, meeting), or sets of classifications (for
example, working OR reading).

Given a scenario with n possible classifications, the Frame of Discernment has size 2n,
i.e., the power set that describes all possible classification combinations in the frame.

Mass Function The mass function describes how an evidence source applies belief
across the hypothesis described by the Frame of Discernment. Each source has a
finite amount of belief to allocate, totalling to the value of 1. Absolute uncertainty is
quantified by assigning belief to the hypothesis containing all elements of the frame
(i.e., a commitment to no hypothesis).
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In a typical sensor-led use of DST, the mass function describes the allocation of belief
based on how representative a sensor reading is of a particular situation. However, in
this work, the mass function describes how representative a particular evaluation of
a classifier is of a particular situation, as evidenced by training data. That is, given a
scenario that describes n situations, a recognition model’s mass function describes n

possible belief allocations—one for each possible situation classification.

For each possibility, belief is computed as the ratio of instances where situation sh is
incorrectly classified as si (Nsi

sh) to the total number of times si is inferred (Nsi
inf), as

shown in equation 5.1.

belief =Nsi
sh/N

si
inf (5.1)

Consider the three-situation scenario of working, reading, and meeting. Table 5.1
illustrates the mass functions of two classifiers. When classifier one evaluates to the
situation working, 95% of the belief is allocated to working, 2% to reading, and 3%
to meeting situation. Other outcomes are similarly interpreted. In particular, note that
when the first classifier evaluates to meeting it is actually reading that is the most likely
to be occurring. The mass function allows this uncertainty to be straightforwardly
captured and adjusted for.

Evidence Combination The next step in applying DST is to combine the evidence
from multiple sources to achieve a consensus result. This is achieved using Dempster’s
rule of combination to aggregate evidences, the core idea of which is to reinforce
evidences that are commonly agreed and to normalise out evidence that is in conflict.
The fusion function (Dem68) is:

m12(A) = ∑∀X ,Y ∶X∩Y=A m1(X)∗m2(Y)
1−Z

(5.2)

where

Z = ∑
∀X ,Y ∶X∩Y=∅

m1(X)∗m2(Y) (5.3)

m12(A) is the combined belief for a hypothesis, A, and X and Y represent all possible
subsets of the frame of discernment. The numerator of the equation represents the
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Classifier One

Classification Belief Allocation

Working { [Working, 0.95], [Reading, 0.02], [Meeting, 0.03] }
Reading { [Working, 0.10], [Reading, 0.50], [Meeting, 0.40] }
Meeting { [Working, 0.00], [Reading, 0.55], [Meeting, 0.45] }

Classifier Two

Classification Belief Allocation

Working { [Working, 0.60], [Reading, 0.30], [Meeting, 0.20] }
Reading { [Working, 0.10], [Reading, 0.90], [Meeting, 0.00] }
Meeting { [Working, 0.00], [Reading, 0.25], [Meeting, 0.75] }

Table 5.1: The mass function of a classifier with three possible outcomes.

combined evidence that agrees with hypothesis A, while the denominator provides a
normalisation factor, where K is a measurement of conflict that represents the combined
evidence that does not match A.

To illustrate this application of DST more concretely, Table 5.2 shows the calculations
used to combine the output from Table 5.1, given that both report the result meeting.
The calculation proceeds as follows (SF02):

• To calculate the combined basic probability assignment for a particular cell, we
multiply the mass assignment from the associated column and row.

• Where the intersection is nonempty, the masses for a particular hypothesis from
each source are multiplied.

• Where the intersection is empty, this represents conflicting evidence and is also
calculated.

• For Z as defined in Equation 5.3 there are two cells that contribute to conflict
represented by empty intersections. Z = 0.41+0.11 = 0.52.

• Finally, the normalised probabilities for the two nonempty intersections are
calculated, as defined in Equation 5.2:

Classifier Two
Working (0) Reading (0.25) Meeting (0.75)

Classifier One
Working (0) 0 ∅+0 ∅+0
Reading (0.55) ∅+0 0.14 ∅+0.41
Meeting (0.45) ∅+0 ∅+0.11 0.34

Table 5.2: Combining evidence using Dempster’s rule of combination.
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m1(Reading)m2(Reading) = (0.55)(0.25)/[1−0.52] = 0.29
m1(Meeting)m2(Meeting) = (0.45)(0.75)/[1−0.52] = 0.71

Limitations of Dempster’s rule of combination have been identified in the literature.
Most notably, Zadeh’s paradox (Zad86) identifies that when sources of evidence broadly
disagree, belief is disproportionately assigned to any small overlap in a way that is
counter intuitive. Alternative approaches to evidence combination that aim to address
this problem are discussed in detail by McKeever et al. (MY13). However, for the
purposes of work described here, sources are broadly in agreement, therefore the
standard rule of combination suffices.

Our use of DST at the level of classifiers confers two main advantages: Firstly, the
quantification of uncertainty associated with each classifier does not need to be manu-
ally defined, but comes directly from evaluation on a training dataset; and, secondly,
quantifying the uncertainty of a classifier should, to some extent, mitigate minor errors
in the evaluation of each classifier. We compare our use of DST to other methods of
ensemble construction in Section 7.3.5.

5.2 Genetic Ensemble Approach

The first approach developed to improve situation recognition accuracy is based on
manipulating the fitness function of the genetic algorithm during the classifier generation
process. The genetic ensemble involves the generation of a set of classifiers, one for
each situation, with the overall result computed by combining the output of each. That
is, we build a suite of classifiers over the same data, each targeting recognition of
a specific situation, rather than building a single classifier to select from among all
possibilities. The methodology and a worked example are outlined below.

5.2.1 Methodology

The process of constructing a genetic ensemble is as follows. Given a set of S situations,
we generate ∣S∣ classifiers, each treating the recognition of a different situation preferen-
tially. For example, in the three-situation scenario of working, reading, and meeting,
three classifiers are generated.

For each classifier to favour the precision and recall of a particular situation over the
others, we modify the original fitness function (shown in equation 4.13), weighting
the f-measure of the target situation, sn, higher than the average f-measure of the
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set of situations as a whole. Note that the selection of weights in construction of
the fitness function has the overall effect that the genetic algorithm prioritises: i) the
recognition of the target situation over everything else, ii) next, the average recognition
of the remaining situations as a collective, and iii) finally, the simplification of the
specification through the pruning of redundant statements.

Fitness = 10×FMeasure(θt)+
∑n

i=1 FMeasure(θi)
n

−0.005× ∣statements∣

Using the classification accuracy achieved on the training dataset, we associate each
possible situation classification with a probability distribution across each of the n

situations, as illustrated in Table 5.1.

At runtime, we perform the situation classification task with each situation set, mapping
the outputs to n probability distributions. For example, in the three-situation scenario,
the output of performing the initial classification is three probability distributions, one
for each of the working, reading, and meeting situations.

Next, we apply Dempster’s rule of combination to combine the n probability distribu-
tions, as described in Section 5.1, before finally selecting the most probable result from
the combined probability distribution as the output of the classification task.

5.2.2 Example

Consider the construction of a genetic ensemble for an expanded classification task
involving six situations: Break, Working, Reading, Coffee, Lunch, and Meeting.

Specialised classifiers are generated for each possible situation, creating an ensemble
consisting of six classifiers. Figure 5.1 depicts one particular execution of these classifi-
ers, with the evaluated probability distributions of each depicted in red.

Table 5.3 next illustrates the application of Dempster’s rule of combination to calculate
a consensus result across the set of specifications (from left to right, in 5 stages). When
complete, this process yields the classification of Working: the classification with the
highest belief (95.7%).

5.3 Semantic Hierarchy Approach

The second approach developed to improve situation recognition accuracy is based on
exploiting expert knowledge about how situations are related. The semantic hierarchy
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Genetic Ensemble Classifier

Break 

Break: 0.15
Working: 0.6
Reading: 0.0
Coffee: 0.0
Lunch: 0.15
Meeting: 0.1

Aggregated Result (Dempster's Rule of Combination)
Break Working Reading Coffee Lunch Meeting
0.042 0.957 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001

Working 

Break: 0.22
Working: 0.55
Reading: 0.02
Coffee: 0.0
Lunch: 0.01
Meeting: 0.2

Coffee 

Break: 0.35
Working: 0.4
Reading: 0.0
Coffee: 0.05
Lunch: 0.1
Meeting: 0.1

Reading 

Break: 0.49
Working: 0.3
Reading: 0.01
Coffee: 0.0
Lunch: 0.1
Meeting: 0.1

Lunch 

Break: 0.2
Working: 0.49
Reading: 0.0
Coffee: 0.0
Lunch: 0.01
Meeting: 0.3

Meeting 

Break: 0.34
Working: 0.45
Reading: 0.1
Coffee: 0.0
Lunch: 0.01
Meeting: 0.1

Figure 5.1: An illustration of the genetic ensemble.

Combination Combined Classification

B&W { [W, 0.858], [B, 0.086], [M, 0.052], [L, 0.004], [R&C, 0] }
B&W&R { [W, 0.844], [B, 0.138], [M, 0.017], [L, 0.001], [R&C, 0] }
B&W&R&C { [W, 0.871], [B, 0.124], [M, 0.004], [R&C&L, 0] }
B&W&R&C&L { [W, 0.942], [B, 0.055], [M, 0.003], [R&C&L, 0] }
B&W&R&C&L&M { [W, 0.957], [B, 0.042], [M, 0.001], [R&C&L, 0] }

Table 5.3: Applying Dempster’s rule of combination to Figure 5.1. Situation names are
abbreviated to their initials.

ensemble involves the generation of multiple classifiers, exploiting the “semantic
closeness” of situations to successively refine a classification. The approach begins
with a high level grouping of related situations in the scenario, that is progressively
refined through classifiers that focus on disambiguating those situations that are most
closely related. Results are computed by following a execution path through the set
of classifiers, where the output of one situation set governs the selection of the next
classifier to execute.

5.3.1 Methodology

The process of constructing a semantic hierarchy is as follows. Using expert knowledge
of how situations are related, either physically, or through some other shared semantic
feature, we group situations into related categories and name the abstractions. For
example, in the three-situation scenario of working, reading, and meeting, we might
group together reading and working into a category of cubicle.

Next, using the grouped abstractions, we design the structure of a hierarchy of classifiers.
At the top level, or root, of the hierarchy we place a classifier designed to distinguish
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only between situations or groupings of situations at the most abstract level. At the
lower levels, we design classifiers to disambiguate the situations (or groupings of
situations) within individual groupings. We can design the hierarchy to an arbitrary
depth as the scenario dictates.

In the three-situation scenario, two situation sets are required: One at the root level to
differentiate between meeting and cubicle, and a second to differentiate between the
cubicle activities reading and working.

Next, we use training data along with the standard fitness function to generate each
classifier using the genetic algorithm. To generate the classifiers with grouped situations,
we first transform the training data to replace all entries grouped at that level of the
hierarchy with the associated group term. For example, replacing all instances of the
terms reading and working with cubicle. This is carried out at all levels of the hierarchy.

At runtime, the root classifier is first used to classify instance data. If the returned result
corresponds to a singleton situation, the classification is returned as the output. If the
result corresponds to a grouping of situations, the appropriate classifier from the next
level of the hierarchy is selected and executed. This process is repeated until the result
of a classification is a singleton situation, at which point it is returned.

For example, in the three-situation scenario, if the classification output from the root
classifier is meeting, it is returned as the result. However, if the output is cubicle, the
situation set corresponding to the cubicle grouping is then executed to disambiguate
between the two possible situations reading and working.

Hierarchical Ensemble Classifier

Cubicle
Working Reading

0.76 0.34

Root
Break Cubicle Café Meeting
0.08 0.89 0.02 0.01

Café
Coffee Lunch
? ?

Figure 5.2: An illustration of the semantic hierarchy ensemble.
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5.3.2 Example

Expanding on the above example, consider the construction of a semantic hierarchy
ensemble for a classification task involving six situations: Break, Working, Reading,
Coffee, Lunch, and Meeting.

To design the hierarchy, we use knowledge that coffee and lunch breaks take place in
the building’s café, while the activities of working and reading take place in their office
cubicle. Given that each pair shares the feature of location, we create two groupings of
situations to aid their disambiguation:

Café = Coffee ∪ Lunch

Cubicle = Working ∪ Reading

Using these groupings, we design the two-level structured ensemble illustrated in
Figure 5.2. At the root of the ensemble, a classifier is trained to disambiguate between
Break, Meeting, Café, and Cubicle, while at the lower level two further classifiers are
trained to disambiguate exclusively between Working and Reading, and Coffee and
Lunch.

Figure 5.2 also illustrates one particular execution pathway through these classifiers,
with the evaluated pathway highlighted by the opaque red arrow. In the depicted instance,
evaluation of the root classifier yields the output Cubicle. This in turn necessitates
the evaluation of a specification-set at the second level corresponding to the Cubicle

grouping, the execution of which yields the Working situation (with a known evaluated
accuracy on training data of 76%).

5.3.3 Handling Idle Time Slices

Some datasets, including van Kasteren’s House A dataset (vKNEK08), which we use
later as part of the evaluation, include the notion of idleness: periods of time over
which any non-specific situation occurs. The literature describes approaches to situation
recognition that both include and ignore idleness, and we later evaluate this work taking
both into consideration.

In both a standalone classifier and in the genetic ensemble, classification of idle situ-
ations can only be achieved by treating idle time slices as a regular situation. However,
given that idleness does not describe a fixed phenomenon, but the set of all activities not
otherwise specified, generation of a concise and intelligible specification set or decision
tree to represent idleness can be difficult.
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The semantic hierarchy approach more easily accommodates the notion of idleness,
through incorporating its detection within various classifiers in the hierarchy as a
filter-like construct. We have designed a two-fold approach to achieve this. Firstly,
all singleton specifications are re-designated as a paired grouping consisting of the
singleton and the idle situation:

Situation’ = Situation ∪ Idle

Secondly, classifiers are generated at each of the leaf nodes to support differentiation of
the singleton from the idle situation. This process can be used to redefine the standalone
classifier as a two-level classification task, or can be applied to the semantic hierarchy
already constructed. The latter approach is depicted in Figure 5.3.

Hierarchical Ensemble Classifier (+ Idleness)

Cubicle'
Working' Reading'

Root
Break' Cubicle' Café' Meeting'

Café'
Coffee' Lunch'

Coffee'
Idle Coffee

Lunch'
Idle Lunch

Working'
Idle Working

Reading'
Idle Reading

Break'
Idle Break

Meeting'
Idle Meeting

Figure 5.3: An illustration of the semantic hierarchy ensemble, extended to handle idle
time slices.

This approach is based on the assumption that it is easier to generate multiple classifiers
capable of profiling idleness when compared to singleton situations, than to have a
single model that attempts to differentiate idleness from the set of all situations. Further
to this, it allows the higher layers of the classifier to be trained only on situation specific
data, and offers the potential to customise how the idle situation is disambiguated at the
level of each situation.

5.4 Summary

This chapter discussed approaches to constructing ensembles with the goal of obtaining
more accurate and reliable decisions than a standalone model and, in the case of
the semantic hierarchy, to simplify the recognition process through modularising the
structure of the recognition task.
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We began with a primer on the use of Dempster-Shafer theory, a mathematical theory of
evidence for combining information from multiple sources, that is popular in the design
of pervasive- and sensor-systems. Its ability to preserve uncertainty and the possibility
of assigning confidence to sets of situations, not only situations individually, plays a
later role in consensus finding.

Next, we outlined two different approaches to constructing ensembles: the genetic
ensemble and the semantic hierarchy. For each we overviewed the underlying concepts,
design and implementation methodology, and gave an example illustrating their use.

The genetic ensemble is based on manipulating the fitness function of the genetic
algorithm during the classifier generation process. It involves the generation of a set of
classifiers, one for each situation, with the overall result computed by combining the
output of each.

The semantic hierarchy exploits expert knowledge about how situations are related.
It involves the generation of multiple classifiers to successively refine a classification
from abstract groupings to specific situations. Results are computed by following an
execution path thorough multiple set of classifiers, where the output of one situation set
governs the selection of the next classifier to evaluate. A further contribution explores
how the semantic hierarchy is extended to support detection of ‘idleness’—periods of
time over which non-specific situations occur.

In the next chapter we prepare datasets for the evaluation of the techniques developed
in this and earlier chapters, through mapping them to our information space model.
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CHAPTER

SIX

DATASET PREPARATION

To this point we have introduced a reusable top-level ontology model that provides
a common substrate for developing domain and application ontologies for pervasive
environments, two hybrid situation recognition models based on the constructs of
this model, and approaches to ensemble classification that aim to provide improved
situation recognition accuracy and intelligibility. Before evaluating these algorithms
in Chapter 7, this chapter describes the process of readying a dataset for application
of these techniques. We refer back to 3.8 for more general discussion surrounding the
engineering effort this process requires.

The evaluation requires sensor datasets that are annotated with ground truth (situations
asserted to be occurring at the time sensor readings are recorded) and that contain
complex enough situation and sensor arrangements so as to support the building of
concept hierarchies.

To these ends we have selected five datasets and grouped them into two categories:

• Smart-office

– The CASL dataset (MYCD09a) captures the workday situations and sensor
traces associated with a doctoral student in a laboratory setting.

– The Ink-12 dataset captures the workday situations and sensor traces of a
doctoral student in a home-office setting; collected for this research as a
study modelled on the CASL dataset.

• Smart-home

– The van Kasteren datasets (House A, B and C) (vKNEK08; vKEK10a):
Three datasets that capture the sensor traces and typical daily activities in
three single occupancy houses.
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While the datasets we have selected describe smart-environments, they have been
chosen primarily because they are marked with ground truth, and recur in the literature,
supporting comparative evaluation of the techniques we have developed. We believe
the same set of techniques described in this thesis can be applied to other sensing
domains, such as wearables, where a representative model of the information space can
be constructed.

We overview the standard methodology for preparing a dataset in Section 6.1, be-
fore applying this methodology to each of the smart-office and smart home datasets
in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 respectively. A summary is presented in Section 6.4.

6.1 Methodology

To be useful, a situation recognition dataset must provide, as a minimum requirement,
two features: timestamped traces from sensors deployed in an environment, and a
ground truth that describes the occurrence and duration of situations that occur therein.
Both are necessary in order to construct a snapshot of the state of the sensors at any
given time, and associate it with the occurrences of situation in preparation for the
application of learning (or in the case of unsupervised techniques where labelling of
situations is not required, support their evaluation).

Collecting accurate ground truth annotations can be a challenging and expensive task,
and is prone to error. In the CASL, Ink-12, and House C datasets, subjects recorded
their activities in handwritten diaries, while in the House A and House B datasets
subjects provided annotations via bluetooth headsets in concert with speech-to-text
recognition. Both approaches risk subjects forgetting to annotate activities, while
handwritten diary timestamps are, naturally, less accurate than their headset-captured
equivalents. Alternative techniques may yield better results; one such possibility is
camera tracking, however the accuracy gain comes as a trade-off with the cost to
purchase and install the equipment and the typical need to manually transcribe the
footage to annotations (TIL04; CYW05). In all cases, the Hawthorne or observer

effect, whereby subjects may act differently given the knowledge that they are being
‘watched’, may affect how accurately the collected data reflects the subject’s activities
in an unmonitored situation (MWI+07).

Given an annotated dataset, four processes must be carried out to prepare it for use with
the situation recognition techniques described in this thesis: situation identification,
situation model construction, context model construction, and sensor data to context

statement mapping. These tasks require varying levels of ‘expert’ knowledge which
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may come from various sources including sensor manufacturers, sensor installation
engineers, and the observed subjects. We outline each process below.

Situation Identification Here, the task is to enumerate the set of situations that the
recognition technique must differentiate. This may be defined before data collection
begins, or may be derived from a ground truth collected in free form. Knowledge of the
target environment should be used to restrict the set of situations to those deemed likely
determinable from the environment’s sensing capability. For example, intuitively the
situation watch_tv should only be included in the enumeration of candidate situations if
at least some of its associated characteristics (for example, the television being switched
on, or the subject being sat in a particular seat) can be directly sensed or inferred.

Situation Model Construction After the set of situations thought to be discernible
has been identified, the next step is to explore if any of the relations defined in Sec-
tion 3.3 can be used to connect them, either directly, or through the construction of an
intermediate concept. For example, the identified concepts of in_car and in_bus might
be united under the encompassing concept of in_vehicle. These connections play a role
in structuring any hierarchical ensemble.

Context Domain Model Construction Next, and again following the model
described in Section 3.3, concept hierarchies are constructed for each information
domain for which sensors provide information. For example, Figure 6.1 illustrates one
possible encoding of time, with the finest grained concepts representing hours of the
day (H0-H23), and the more abstract terms representing labelled periods of the day first
in 3, and then 6 hour durations. For clarity, the adjacency relations between the start
and end of the day are not depicted. Depending on the situations to be recognised, other
temporal encodings may be more useful, for example, a division based on the concepts
before_office_hours, office_hours, and after_office_hours.

Sensor Data to Context Statement Mapping Finally, the raw sensor data is
mapped to context statements using the defined concept hierarchies. This occurs in
three (potentially overlapping) steps: In the first step, all sensor data corresponding
to a particular domain is resolved to a single value. In the second step, a mapping
function projects the result of the first step onto the concept model. In the third step the
corresponding context statement is constructed.

The resolution of multiple observations to a single value may be achieved in several
ways. In the simplest case, all observers agree on the value and therefore the resolution
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is trivial. If the reported values differ, it may be the case that the mapping function
evaluates to the same concept in each case, again resolving the conflict. If this is not the
case, a number of strategies may be adopted: selecting the most recent data, averaging
reported values (if numeric), or selecting the majority value among many.

The mapping function may be realised as a one-to-one relation, whereby each possible
sensor value is mapped to a single concept in its associated domain model, or as a
one-to-many allocation of confidences across a set of concepts; for example, mapping
the time ‘13:24pm’ to the concept H13 with confidence 1, or the temperature ‘18○

Celsius’ to the concepts Cold and Hot with confidences 0.7 and 0.3 respectively.

Finally, the context statement is constructed from the resolved values. For example,
[:system, :hasTime, :H13], or [:kitchen, :hasTemperature, :Hot].

6.2 Smart Office Datasets

In this section we apply the methodology outlined above to construct a common, shared
model for both of the smart office datasets.

6.2.1 Situations in the Smart Office Datasets

Both smart office datasets describe six situations that are identifiable from their available
sensors: Working at Computer, Reading at Desk, In Meeting, Taking a Coffee Break,
Taking a Lunch Break, and Taking an Informal Break.

6.2.2 Situation Concept Model

To the set of identifiable situations, we add three additional situations to form a hierarchy:
Working In Cubicle – which encompasses both Working at Computer and Reading at

Desk, Taking a Cafe Break – which includes in scope Taking a Coffee Break and
Taking a Lunch Break, and In Office Situation, which is the super-situation of all others
represented, and trivially always holds true.

This set of nine situations forms the situation concept hierarchy shown in Figure 6.2.

This hierarchy is used for all experiments carried out using the smart office datasets
described in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.1: The temporal concept model applied to all the datasets.
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Figure 6.2: The situation concept hierarchy associated with the smart office datasets.

6.2.3 The CASL Dataset

The Complex and Adaptive Systems Laboratory (CASL) dataset (MYCD09a) was
collected within a research laboratory at University College Dublin, Ireland. It captures
a doctoral student’s daily routine over a one week period.

Sensors and Data Collection. The CASL dataset contains three sensing medi-
ums that capture the subject’s schedule, location within the building, and computer
activity. In more detail these are:

• Ubisense, an ultra-wideband tag-based positioning sensor network that tracks
the subject’s real-time location over two floors of the CASL building. The
sensor outputs a stream of tuples of the form < T,L,X ,Y,Z >, corresponding to a
timestamp (T ), a tag identifier, which is mapped to a subject (L), and the sensed
3D coordinate position of the tag (X , Y , and Z). The coordinates are measured
in metres from an origin point on the south-east corner of the third floor of the
building.

• An ‘activity sensor’ that detects all of the subject’s interactions with the keyboard
and mouse of their desktop computer, and records these along with the time
elapsed since the last observed activity. As output, the sensor indicates one of
two states, ‘active’, or ‘inactive’, with a tuneable temporal threshold to discount
rapid changes between state.

• A ‘calendar sensor’ that extracts data from the subject’s Google calendar, and
records scheduled events along with their extent. In this dataset, only meeting
events are provided.

As reported in (McK11), the subject switched on the sensors at the beginning of the
work day and off at the end. During the day all occurring situations were manually
recorded in a spreadsheet along with their start and end times.
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Domain Concept Models and Mappings Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 illustrate
the concept hierarchies used to model computer activity, meetings scheduled and
location data in the CASL dataset. The activity and meeting models are straightforward
single concept representations which may or may not hold true at any point in time.
These are Active for the computer activity monitor, and Scheduled for the meeting state.

Active

(a): The computer activity model.

Scheduled

(b): The scheduled meeting model.

Figure 6.3: The conceptual models to which the data from the CASL activity and
calendar sensors are mapped.

The location model, to which the Ubisense sensor output is mapped, consists of a set of
symbolic names that describe locations in the CASL building, for example, Cubicle

A, Cafe, and Third Floor. These concepts are mapped directly from those used in the
source dataset.

OfficesHallway Meeting 
Room Cubicles

Any 
Location

Third 
Floor Cafe

Cubicle A Cubicle B Cubicle C Cubicle D Cubicle E

Contained By Adjacent To

Figure 6.4: The conceptual models to which data from the CASL Ubisense sensor is
mapped.

Ubisense positions are abstracted to 2D regions by using a bounding box to capture
the measuring error in the positioning system. Known precision values for the x and y
coordinates (here, 3.33 metres in the x-axis, and 2.2 metres in the y-axis) are used to
extend a bounding box over an area of the map from the sensed coordinate. Each region
covered by the bounding box is then assigned a confidence value proportional to the
area of the bounding box that lies in that region. This is illustrated in Figure 6.5, where
although the coordinate lies in Region A, the bounding box extends over Region B—
representing that, due to error, the true position of the person is likely to be anywhere in
the shaded region. However, as the shaded region lies more in Region A than Region B

we assign confidences to reflect this: In this case 0.8 and 0.2 respectively.
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The confidence values assigned to each concept in the hierarchy are propagated accord-
ing to the processes described in Section 3.6.

0.8

0.2

Region C

Region A

Region B

x prec

y 
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Figure 6.5: The assignment of certainty values to symbolic regions based on evaluated
sensor precisions. Reproduced from (McK11).

6.2.4 The Ink-12 Dataset

The Ink-12 dataset has been collected as part of this research. It has been designed as a
week long repeat study of the CASL dataset (i.e., collecting the information about the
same set of situations), with two goals in mind. Firstly, to collect more accurate location
data than the CASL dataset, and secondly, to demonstrate the scope for ontology reuse
between the two datasets.

Sensors and Data Collection Similarly to the CASL dataset, the Ink-12 dataset
contains three sensing mediums that capture the subject’s schedule, location within the
building, and computer activity. In more detail these are:

• A set of five Passive Infrared (PIR) sensors deployed over rooms of the building
(see Figure 6.6) to track the subject’s presence or passing (this suffices, as the
building has a single occupant). The sensor outputs a stream of tuples of the
form < T,S,V >, corresponding to a timestamp (T ), a symbolic identifier for
the location in which it is deployed (S), and a value (V ) representing one of
two state changes in the PIR: activated (presence detected) and deactivated (no
presence detected for 60 seconds). Marmitek SE13 wireless PIRs were used in
conjunction with a Marmitek CM15 PRO base-station connected to a laptop to
perform logging.

• An ‘activity sensor’ that detects all of the subject’s interactions with the keyboard
and trackpad of their laptop, and records these along with the time elapsed
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since the last observed activity. As output, the sensor indicates one of two states,
‘active’, or ‘inactive’, with a tuneable temporal threshold to discount rapid changes
between state.

• A ‘calendar sensor’ that extracts data from the subject’s Google calendar, and
records scheduled meetings along with their extent (any event with “meeting” in
the title). For the purposes of this study, we considered scheduled conference
calls as meetings, with the subject moving to a seat in the bedroom for their
duration.

Figure 6.6: In-situ Marmitek SE13 passive infrared sensors used in the Ink-12 dataset.

The data was collected in a home-office environment, with sensors turned on at the start
of the working day and turned off at the end of the day. Activities were recorded in a
hand written diary, and transferred later to a spreadsheet.

Domain Concept Models The Ink-12 dataset uses the same concept models as in
the CASL dataset, shown in Figure 6.3, for modelling computer activity and scheduled
meetings. The location model, to which the PIR sensor output is mapped, is illustrated
in Figure 6.7. The building consists of five rooms, with the kitchen split into cooking
and seating areas. With the exception of the bathroom, which is not instrumented, a
PIR corresponds to each leaf of the location hierarchy. To maintain a correspondence
with the location specific situations in the CASL dataset, Coffee and lunch breaks were
taken in the kitchen, meetings (Skype calls) were taken in the bedroom, and working
and reading activities took place in the office.

6.2.5 A Common Concept Model

To enable sharing and reuse of information space models between the CASL and Ink-12
datasets requires that the concepts models we develop have a correspondence. In the
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Figure 6.7: The Ink-12 physical location model.

case of the activity and meeting scheduled domains this is trivial, as they are identical.
However, this is not the case for the location domain where both buildings have different
structural layouts in terms of the type and number of regions and the number of floors.

We address this by revising the location concept models to account for each location’s
function, rather than their spatial containment relationships. Through doing this, we
define a common semantic model that may be extended in each environment to represent
the spatial regions relevant to each task. Furthermore, we hypothesise that using expert
knowledge to structure information in this way may boost the recognition capability of
the final model.

Based on this principle, Figure 6.8 illustrates the common semantic model we use
for the situations of interest in the smart office environments, derived using “expert
knowledge” along with the spatial extensions for both the CASL and Ink-12 datasets.
Here we can see, for example, that the CASL Meeting Room and Ink-12 Bedroom

concepts both correspond to the general concept of a Meeting Area, that the Ink-12
concepts of Cooking Area and Seating correspond to the common Dining Area concept,
and that Cubicle A and Cubicle B in the CASL correspond to the concept of Work

Area—this choice is to account for the high degree of imprecision in differentiating
between both areas using Ubisense technology.

This common model can serve as the basis for developing further smart office envir-
onment models, where similar sets of situations are concepts need to be represented,
reducing the construction effort required.

6.3 Smart Home Datasets

In this section we apply the methodology described at the start of the chapter to construct
a model for the three smart home datasets.
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Figure 6.8: The CASL (yellow) and Ink-12 (green) location models defined as
extensions of a common semantic model (blue).
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6.3.1 Situations in the Smart Home Datasets

The smart home datasets include a set of eight situations: Left House, Using Toilet,
Using Shower, Sleeping, Preparing Breakfast, Preparing Dinner, Preparing Drink, and
Idle.

6.3.2 Situation Concept Model

As with the smart home datasets, we add three situations to the set of those identifiable:
Eating/Drinking – which is characterised by the three situations Preparing Breakfast,
Preparing Dinner, and Preparing Drink; Hygiene – which includes Using Toilet and
Using Shower, and Situation, which is the super-situation of all others represented, and
trivially always holds true.

This set of ten situations forms the situation concept hierarchy shown in Figure 6.9.

Sleeping

Situation

Hygiene Eating/
Drinking

Using 
Shower

Using 
Toilet

Left 
House

Preparing
Breakfast

Preparing 
Dinner

Finer Grained Than

Preparing 
Drink

Idle

Figure 6.9: The situation concept hierarchy associated with the smart home datasets.

This hierarchy is used for all experiments carried out using the smart home datasets
described in Chapter 7.

6.3.3 The House A Dataset

The House A dataset tracks the daily activities of a 26 year old man in a single occupancy
residence. The dataset was collected over a period of 28 days by van Kasteren et
al. (vKNEK08), logging 2120 sensor events and 245 activities.

Sensors and Data Collection The House A dataset uses only digital reed
switches, each mounted to a RF Monolithics DM1810 module to form a wireless
network. The sensor modules are attached to 14 objects of interest across rooms in the
house, each producing a binary reading to indicate whether or not a sensor is firing. The
instrumented objects are:
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• In the kitchen: microwave, groceries cupboard, plates cupboard, freezer, fridge,
pans cupboard, cups cupboard, washing machine, and dishwasher.

• In the toilet: door, and toilet flush.

• In the bathroom: door.

• At the front door: door.

• In the bedroom: door.

The wireless sensor network is connected to a base-station to enable logging of the data.
Activity data was collected via a bluetooth headset worn by the subject, activated by
button press, with speech recognition applied to the spoken annotation in order to log it.

Domain Concept Models and Mappings Figure 6.10 illustrates the concept
hierarchies we constructed to model the firing of the above set of sensors, grouped by
the room of the house in which each is found. The bedroom, front door, and bathroom
models shown in a) b), and c) respectively are concerned only with single sensors, while
the toilet model, shown in d), encompasses the two sensors located in that room.

In the kitchen model, shown in e), we introduce intermediate concepts into the hierarchy
to group sensors attached to objects with similar usage semantics under the two categor-
ies of food storage (groceries cupboard, fridge, and freezer), heating (pans cupboard,
access to which we assume precedes a heating-related action, and microwave).

Several possible interpretations of the information space model, discussed in Section 4.2,
are used to evaluate statements that involve these concepts.

6.3.4 The House B Dataset

With a similar setup to House A, the House B dataset tracks the daily activities of a 28
year old male in a single occupancy residence over a period of 14 days (KEK11).

Sensors and Data Collection House B is instrumented with a larger and more
diverse set of sensing modalities than House A, including pressure mats for detecting
the occupant sitting and lying down, mercury contacts to detect the movement of objects,
and passive infrared to detect motion. The instrumented objects are:

• In the kitchen: microwave, groceries cupboard, plates cupboard, fridge, cutlery

drawer, stove lid, toaster, and a PIR sensor.
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Figure 6.10: The conceptual models to which the data from the House A sensors are
mapped.

• In the toilet: door, toilet flush, sink (float), and a PIR sensor.

• At the front door: door.

• In the bedroom: door, left and right side of bed (pressure mats), dresser, and a
PIR sensor.

Also included in the dataset are sensors for a seat pressure mat, balcony door, and
window. However the documentation for the dataset is unclear as to the location of
these sensors within the house. However, these, and a pressure sensor associated with a
piano in the lounge, are not critical to the set of situations under investigation.

Activity data was collected via a handwritten diary, written on sheets of paper left in
the places where the set of activities are performed. Start and end times of the activities
were recorded from the participant’s watch.

Domain Concept Models and Mappings Figure 6.11 illustrates the concept
hierarchies we constructed to model the firing of the above set of sensors, grouped by
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the room of the house in which each is found. The bedroom, front door, toilet, and
kitchen models are shown in a) b), c) and d) respectively.
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Figure 6.11: The conceptual models to which the data from the House B sensors are
mapped.

As with the kitchen model from House A, the bedroom and kitchen models shown in a),
and e) introduce intermediate activities into the hierarchy to group sensors attached to
objects with similar usage semantics.

6.3.5 The House C Dataset

Finally, the third house in the dataset, House C, tracks the daily activities of a 58 year
old male, also in a single occupancy residence over a period of 19 days (KEK11). This
house differs from the others by virtue of being split over two floors, with each floor
having a toilet (i.e., multiple rooms in which the same situation can take place).
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Sensors and Data Collection House C is instrumented similarly to House B,
using reed switches, pressure mats, mercury contacts and passive infrared motion
sensors: The instrumented objects are:

• In the kitchen: groceries cupboard, cup and bowl cupboard, herb and plate

cabinet, fridge, freezer, food scraps bin, cutlery drawer, pots and pans cupboard,
microwave, drawer with keys to the backdoor and a PIR sensor.

• In the upstairs toilet: toilet flush.

• In the downstairs toilet: door, and toilet flush.

• In the bathroom: left and right swing doors, sink (float), and a bathtub PIR.

• At the front door: door.

• In the bedroom: door, left and right side of bed (pressure mats), and dresser.

Also included in the dataset is a pressure sensor for the couch in the lounge, although
these are not useful to the set of situations under investigation.

Activity data was collected using the same bluetooth headset approach as described for
House A.

Domain Concept Models and Mappings Figure 6.12 illustrates the concept
hierarchies we constructed to model the firing of the above set of sensors, grouped by
the room of the house in which each is found. The bedroom, front door, toilet, and
kitchen models are shown in a) b), c) and d) respectively.

As with the kitchen model for House A, the bedroom and kitchen models shown in
a), and e) introduce intermediate activities into the hierarchy to group sensor-attached-
objects with similar functions.

6.3.6 A Common Concept Model

As with the smart office models, we extract a common conceptual model between House
A, B, and C to support sharing and reuse, the development of which is a straightforward
process.

The single-concept model for the front door is shared in all three datasets, with little
work required to define a common semantic model for the remaining sensors in the
datasets. To illustrate the process, the common semantic models for the bedroom and
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Figure 6.12: The conceptual models to which the data from the House C sensors are
mapped.

kitchen are depicted in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 respectively. In each case the com-
mon concepts belonging to the upper ontology are coloured blue, with specific concepts
from each individual model coloured red, purple, and grey. Equivalent concepts are
denoted by an orange connection. The models for the other rooms in the houses are
constructed similarly.

In the depiction of the bedroom model we can see that House B and C share a similar
instrumentation and correspondence between sensors, with House A only supplying one
sensor. The kitchen model is more diverse, with the majority of sensors corresponding
to six main categorisations, and a few remaining sensors with no sub-categorisation,
such as House C’s food scraps bin and House A’s dishwasher directly associated to the
root concept.
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Figure 6.13: The House A (red), House B (purple) and House-C (grey) bedroom models
defined as extensions of a common semantic model (blue).

The contents of two of the instrumented cupboards in House C, Cups/Bowls and
Herbs/Plates, relate to multiple concepts and could have been placed differently in the
shared model than shown. In the first case, as the use of a bowl would suggest the
triggering of another sensor in the process of filling it, and as this does not necessarily
hold for use of the cup, the decision was taken to treat this concept as equivalent to cup.
In the second case, as plates are likely to be used more frequently than herbs (and as
the use of herbs in cooking will likely trigger other sensors, the dual-concept is treated
as equivalent to the plate concept.

This common model can serve as the basis for developing further smart home envir-
onment models, where similar sets of situations and concepts need to be represented,
reducing the construction effort required.

6.4 Summary

This chapter illustrated the key steps in the process of preparing a dataset for the
application of the situation recognition techniques described in this thesis.

The four stages of this process – situation identification, situation model construction,
context domain model construction, and sensor data to context domain model mapping

– were applied to five selected datasets. The individual datasets were grouped into two
categories – smart-home and smart-office – with common situation sets and conceptual
models built to support sharing and reuse across between these environments, and
across other smart-home and smart-office environments with similar recognition goals.
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Figure 6.14: The House A (red), House B (purple) and House-C (grey) kitchen models
defined as extensions of a common semantic model (blue).

In the next chapter we use the models developed here to evaluate the techniques
developed in this thesis.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

EVALUATION

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described the process of readying several datasets for represent-
ation using the mathematical information space model developed in Chapter 3, and
application of situation recognition techniques described in Chapters 4 and 5.

In this chapter we seek to examine the claims made in the hypothesis of this thesis,
namely:

1. A top-level ontology with associated reasoning framework can simplify domain
and application model development for pervasive environments by providing a
uniform modelling approach to infer and relate new knowledge from that which
is specified, in a principled way;

2. The semantic constructs of the ontology model provide an expressive basis from
which to learn situation recognition models that display comparable performance
with more complex machine learning models, while retaining intelligibility; and,

3. The hybrid semantic model and learning-based approach can be further exploited
to automatically construct ensemble classifiers with either improved recognition
accuracy, intelligibility or both;

We argue that we validated the first of these claims in the discussion section of Sec-
tion 3.8. In this chapter we focus on examining the extent to which the situation
recognition techniques described in this thesis satisfy the remaining claims. To validate
these claims we primarily use the CASL (MYCD09a) and House A (vKNEK08) data-
sets, which afford the widest opportunity for comparison with other published work in
the area.
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Section 7.2 outlines the experimental procedure for the evaluation. Next, Section 7.3
and Section 7.4 present the experimental results obtained from the CASL and House A
datasets, before we present results obtained using the additional datasets in Section 7.5.
Section 7.6 assesses the benefits and limitations of the approach, before we conclude this
chapter in Section 7.7 by summarising the results obtained from each set of experiments
and draw some conclusions.

7.2 Experimental Setup

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we use a standard approach to conduct the experi-
ments across all the datasets. Here we present the measurements we use to quantify the
performance of each situation recognition technique, the experiment methodology, and
the makeup of the software framework that generates the specifications and runs the
experiments.

7.2.1 Evaluation Parameters

In presenting the evaluation results, we use the following measurements:

• Average precision: The ratio of the number of times a recognition techniques
correctly infers a situation to the total number of times the situation is inferred,
averaged over each situation in the dataset.

• Average recall: The ratio of the number of times a situation is correctly identified
to the number of times the situation occurs in the dataset, averaged over each
situation in the dataset.

• Average F-measure: The mean of the individual F-measures of the situations in
the dataset.

• Weighted F-measure: Similar to the average F-measure, but instead of weighting
the f-measure of each situation equally, each f-measure is weighted proportion-
ately to the situation’s occurrence ratio in the dataset.

• Total Proportion: The proportion of test instances identified correctly across all
folds in the dataset.

For the majority of the experimental results in this chapter the average F-measure
and total proportion are selected as the primary measures. The average F-measure
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provides a suitable measurement for assessing the recognition capability of a model
considering the identification of each situation in a dataset to be equally important. The
total proportion measurement is useful to illustrate the overall percentage of instances
in the dataset that the model identifies correctly, and serves as an indication of the
overall percentage of time that a model can be expected to identify situations correctly,
assuming the dataset reflects the relative occurrence frequencies of each situation.

Going beyond recognition accuracy, we adopt model size as a metric for assessing a
model’s intelligibility. We define model size as the number of context statements that
occur in a set of situation specifications, or in a decision tree (the tree’s size).

We do not consider intelligibility from the context of a subjective measure of that
which might be obtained, for example, by performing a user study. Instead, we take
the view here that a comparison of model size provides a measurement of the relative

intelligibility of two models. That is, given two similarly performing models, we
assume that it is more likely that the specification set or decision tree with smaller size
will be more easily understood by a developer. Therefore, the more intelligible a poorly
performing model is, the more likely it is that a developer will be able to determine
the cause(s) of any discrepancies between observed and expected behaviour through a
visual inspection of the generated model (see Section 4.4). We illustrate this idea with
an example in Section 7.3.2.

7.2.2 Evaluation Methodology

To assess situation recognition accuracy, we use 10-fold stratified cross valida-
tion (WF05), a standard technique for estimating how accurately a predictive model
will perform in practice.

In cross-validation, we partition the available dataset into two complimentary subsets:
the first is used to train the model, while the second is used to test the trained model’s
accuracy. In n-fold validation, the data is randomly partitioned into n subsets, with n-1
subsets used for training, and the remaining subset used for testing. The process is
repeated n times, with each fold used once as the test data. The evaluation statistics –
precision, recall, and f-measure – are calculated from this process’s results.

To avoid the possibility of the training or test datasets not being representative of
the overall data set, due to the low occurrence frequency of some situations, we use
stratification to ensure that each fold has approximately the correct proportion of each
of the class values, which helps reduce the variance in the estimate (WF05).

The process of preparing the datasets described in Chapter 6 for application of the
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method is identical. Each dataset is segmented into intervals 60 seconds in length and
is associated with the sensor values reported during that period.

During each training phase, the genetic algorithm runs until no change is observed in
the best fitness displayed by the population over a period of 20 generations. This value
limits the number of generations evaluated, while avoiding premature termination of
the algorithm.

Weka implementations of Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SMO), and decision
tree (J48) algorithms are applied to the raw datasets using the same methodology
to provide a baseline comparison. These techniques appear as standard benchmarks
for comparison, and are often the best performing techniques, throughout the literat-
ure (BI04; MCLC04; KNM+06; MRSS06b; LHP+07; Ye09; McK11; MKSS13)

We also compare our approaches to published results. McKeever (McK11) uses 10-
fold cross validation to evaluate an extended Dempster-Shafer based technique on
the CASL dataset, Ye (Ye09) used 10-fold cross validation on the House A dataset,
while van Kasteren (vKNEK08) and McKeever (MYC+10) evaluate techniques on the
House A dataset (vKNEK08) using a ‘miss one day out’ cross-validation approach, in
which 28 folds are constructed, each corresponding to a day in the dataset. After our
initial experiments, we repeat our experiments using this methodology to support a
comparison.

7.2.3 Evaluation Framework

Due to the availability of actively maintained, 3rd party software libraries supporting
the application of machine learning techniques and genetic algorithms we choose to im-
plement our evaluation framework using Java-based technologies. The implementation
primarily uses the following libraries:

• JGap (Zha07), which provides a basic framework for implementing genetic
algorithms that supports the construction and evolution of solutions modelled as
chromosomes.

• The Weka workbench (FHH+05), which provides a suite of standard machine
learning techniques, a framework for their evaluation, and is extensible to support
the development of new classifiers.

Taking the modelling framework developed in Chapter 3, we mapped the relevant
concepts, context statements, and model interpretations to the JGap chromosome model,
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and the Weka interface. Our implementations of ensemble classification techniques
described in Chapter 5 are also integrated into this framework.

7.3 Experiments on the CASL Smart Office Data-

set

Using the approach outlined above, we perform a series of experiments on the CASL
dataset to assess: i) the situation recognition accuracy of the standalone and ensemble
situation recognition models we propose, ii) the intelligibility of the models and the
capability of the learning process to generate smaller models, and iii) the model per-
formance in comparison to other approaches. In addition, we examine alternative
approaches to constructing a genetic ensemble classifier and compare them with the
Dempster-Shafer-theory-based approach we propose.

• Experiment 1: How accurately does a generated specification set recognise
situations? We use this result as a basis for comparing with ensemble classifiers
and alternative machine learning techniques in later experiments;

• Experiment 2: What effect does the presence or exclusion of the three modelling
relations – containment, adjacency, and complement – have on situation recogni-
tion accuracy and the size of the specifications generated? We test all operator
combinations to assess their impact;

• Experiment 3: Assuming that shorter specifications are more easily understood,
what effect does pruning clauses from generated specifications have on situation
recognition accuracy? We iteratively increase the number of clauses pruned from
generated specification and analyse the effect;

• Experiment 4: How does an ensemble classification approach affect the situation
recognition accuracy of the specification set? We evaluate the semantic hierarchy
and genetic ensemble approaches and compare them to the standalone approach;

• Experiment 5: How is the result of the specification set ensemble classification af-
fected by using different aggregation algorithms? We compare several alternative
aggregation approaches with the Dempster-Shafer approach used in the previous
experiment;

• Experiment 6: How does incorporating domain knowledge into the concept model
affect situation recognition accuracy? We replace the location model with one
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accounting for human knowledge of each location’s function in the situation
recognition task to assess its impact;

• Experiment 7: How does applying the knowledge and genetic learning model to
the construction of a decision tree affect situation recognition accuracy? We in-
vestigate the impact of using different fitness functions to guide tree construction.

• Experiment 8: How does an ensemble classification approach affect situation
recognition accuracy of the decision tree? We evaluate the semantic hierarchy
and genetic ensemble approaches and compare them to the standalone approach;

• Experiment 9: How does the performance accuracy of the generated specifications
compare with other approaches? We compare the results of the standalone and
ensemble approaches with Weka’s Naïve Bayes, and J48 implementations and
discuss results published in the literature.

7.3.1 Exp. 1: Recognition Accuracy of the Standalone Spe-
cification Set Model

This first experiment evaluates the performance of a standalone specification set gener-
ated using the conceptual model of the CASL data concepts presented in Section 6.2.3.

Table 7.1 presents the results of the standalone specification set as a confusion matrix.
A confusion matrix provides a means of visualising the recognition performance and
causes of error (confusion) of a classification algorithm. The leftmost column of the
matrix lists the set of 6 situations within the dataset. Each row indicates how each
situation’s instance data is classified, corresponding to the repeated situation set in
the row header. For each situation, the corresponding row gives the proportion of all
instances belonging to that class that are classified as each possible situation, with the
values in each row totalling 1. For example, the final row of the matrix shows that
94% of meeting instances were classified correctly, with the remaining 6% incorrectly
classified as reading and coffee.

The proportion of correct inferences are shown along the table diagonal (each situation’s
recall), and are colour coded as follows:

0 ≤ x < 0.2 (very poor recognition) ;

0.2 ≤ x < 0.4 ;

0.4 ≤ x < 0.6 ;
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0.6 ≤ x < 0.8 ;

0.8 ≤ x < 1 (very good recognition) .

Situation Break Working Reading Coffee Lunch Meeting
Break 0.70 0.10 0.12 0.02 0.04 0.02

Working 0.03 0.95 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
Reading 0.02 0.77 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
Coffee 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.70 0.00 0.03
Lunch 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.84 0.00

Meeting 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.94

Table 7.1: A confusion matrix showing the performance of the standalone specification
model on the CASL dataset.

By far the poorest recognition performance is witnessed on the reading activity, with
only 21% of instances correctly classified. From the confusion matrix, we see that 77%
of all reading instances are incorrectly classified as working at the computer.

Specifications generated for these two situations are shown below. As we described
in Chapter 3, the subjects and predicates of the context statements in these examples
are fixed, therefore we show only the object value for brevity.

Situation Specification

Working [= computerActive]1

Reading [= cubicleB]0.33+ [= cubicleA]0.32+ [=meetingRoom]0.25+ [= hallway]0.1

Examining these specifications gives insight into the source of this confusion:

1. The specification for working is based solely on the computer being active, as
might be expected.

2. As the reading specification makes no mention of computer activity, any reading

time-slice that is misclassified as working must involve computer activity. Manual
inspection of the dataset confirms this analysis.

The ability to scrutinise these specifications allows two conclusions to be drawn: Firstly,
according to the definition of these situations, the diary data is inaccurate. Secondly,
that as the computer is often active during the reading activity we can state that the
environment would benefit from the addition of sensors to more easily distinguish
between the two situations. For example, one reason for the discrepancy might be
frequent checking of email; were computer activity reporting available at a finer lever
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of granularity, such as the level of the application in focus, use of such an application
could be discounted from the recognition process. Secondly, the makeup of the reading
specification immediately highlights the inaccuracy of the positioning system, by virtue
of it referencing four locations, when the true location is known to be cubicleB.

The presence of inaccurate location data is also evident from inspecting the coffee and
lunch specifications shown below.

Situation Specification

Coffee [= hallway]0.43+ [= ca f e]0.3+ [= o f f ices]0.27

Lunch [= earlyA f ternoon]0.47+ [= ca f e]0.35+ [= 3rdFloor]0.18

Although both mention cafe and are differentiated by time (the inclusion of earlyAfter-

noon in the lunch specification) as expected, both also reference additional locations,
highlighting this inaccuracy.

Table 7.2 summarises the recognition performance of the single specification model
in terms of average precision, recall, and f-measure across the situation set, weighted
f-measure and total proportion of instances correctly identified.

Ave. Precision Ave. Recall Ave. F-measure Wtd. F-measure Proportion
0.77 0.72 0.74 0.80 0.82

Table 7.2: A performance summary of the standalone specification model on the CASL
dataset.

7.3.2 Exp. 2: Effect of Semantic Relations on Specification
Set Recognition Accuracy

This experiment seeks to investigate the impact on i) accuracy, and ii) the size of
specification generated of employing each of the three core modelling relations –
subsumption (⊲), adjacency (∥), and complement (¬) – in the specification generation
process. All six possible combinations were tested.

Table 7.3 compares the situation recognition performance of the eight models. The data
show that while the overall range in performance only differs by 4%, improvements
are gained through introducing the adjacency, complement and subsumption relations.
Table 7.3 also charts each of these models against the average specification size of each
(the average number of clauses in each test fold’s specification set). We observe that the
inclusion of the adjacency and complement relations corresponds to an increase in the
average specification size.
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Relations Ave. F-measure Ave. No. of Specification Clauses
None 0.732 31
∥ 0.739 33
¬ 0.716 35
¬ ∥ 0.745 35
⊲ 0.730 22
⊲ ∥ 0.725 22
⊲ ¬ 0.731 24
⊲ ¬ ∥ 0.736 27

Table 7.3: A comparison of the average f-measure performance and average specifica-
tion set size of models with different specification operators enabled.

The containment relation serves to reduce the average specification size overall. We
can examine this effect by comparing specifications generated for the same data fold
with and without use of the containment relation. First, we consider a specification
generated without the relation:

Situation Specification

Break [= hallway]0.3+ [= cubicleB]0.24+ [=meetingScheduled]0.16

+[= cubicleA]0.11+ [= cubicleE]0.11+ [=meetingRoom]0.08

Working [= computerActive]1

Reading [= cubicleB]0.33+ [= cubicleA]0.32+ [=meetingRoom]0.25+ [= hallway]0.1

Coffee [=H9]0.28+ [= cubicleC]0.18+ [=H10]0.13+ [= hallway]0.13

+[= cubicleB]0.12+ [= ca f e]0.09+ [= o f f ices]0.07+ [= cubicleE]0.02

+[=H16]0.03

Lunch [=H13]0.13+ [=meetingRoom]0.12+ [= o f f ices]0.12+ [= cubicleE]0.11

+[= ca f e]0.09+ [= cubicleB]0.09+ [=meetingScheduled]0.06

+[= cubicleA]0.05+ [= cubicleD]0.04+ [=H16]0.04+ [=H12]0.02

Meeting [=meetingScheduled]0.42+ [=meetingRoom]0.4+ [= cubicleE]0.18

We observe from this specification set that while some are intuitive, for example
working and meeting, the logic behind others is difficult to discern, and the effect of
poor positioning data is again evident throughout. We contrast this with the specification
set generated with the containment relationships enabled.
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Situation Specification

Break [⊲ lateA f ternoon]0.54+ [⊲thirdFloor]0.31+ [⊲ lateMorning]0.12

+[=meetingScheduled]0.03

Working [= computerActive]1

Reading [⊲cubicles]1

Coffee [= ca f e]0.73+ [= o f f ices]0.07

Lunch [⊲earlyA f ternoon]0.44+ [= ca f e]0.35+ [⊲thirdFloor]0.18+ [⊲ lateMorning]0.03

Meeting [=meetingRoom]0.29+ [=meetingScheduled]0.18+ [= hallway]0.11

+[= cubicleA]0.09+ [= cubicleE]0.09+ [= ca f e]0.07+ [= o f f ices]0.08

+[= cubicleD]0.04

Here, use of the concept hierarchy to abstract terms leads to the generation of a shorter,
and, we argue, more easily comprehended specification set. We offer the following
analysis:

• The core constituents of the break situation relate to the subject being positioned
on the third floor, with the time periods of late morning and late afternoon
providing a differential effect with other specifications.

• working is defined solely against the subject’s computer activity as previously.

• reading is defined on the subject being located in the cubicle area. This accounts
for some imprecision in the positioning system.

• The coffee specification concerns the subject’s position not being on the third
floor (the cafe is located on the fourth). The inclusion of the offices concept is
again due to poor positioning data (the offices are located directly underneath the
cafe).

• The core of the lunch specification describes subject being located in the cafe in
the early afternoon.

• The dominant clauses in the meeting specification relate to the subject being
located in the meeting room and having a meeting scheduled, although positioning
artefacts distort the specification generated.

We note that the specifications for each situation should not be interpreted individually,
but as a set. For example, while the break specification references the subject being
positioned on the third floor, the working specification will score higher if the subject’s
computer is active, and the reading specification will score higher if the subject’s
location on the third floor is in the cubicle area. We posit that this form of differential
specification can be straightforwardly interpreted from reading a specification set, but
would be more difficult if not impossible to encode manually.
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In summary, on the CASL dataset, inclusion of each of the semantic relations provides
marginal performance improvements by means of compensating for inaccuracies in the
location sensor data. While the trend of the adjacency and complement relations is to
increase the average number of specification clauses, the containment relation serves to
reduce this number, resulting in shorter specifications that are more easily understood.

7.3.3 Exp. 3: Effect of Specification Pruning on Recognition
Accuracy

The next experiment examines the extent to which the genetic learning algorithm
is effective at generating specifications containing only necessary concepts (i.e., no
redundancy), and the effect on the accuracy of the specification set of pruning of atoms.

To achieve this, we use the “all relation” specifications generated by the 10-fold stratified
cross evaluation process in the previous experiment and recursively prune the least
significant concept from each specification set, rerunning the evaluation each time.
For example, in the specification set shown above, the least significant concept is
[=meetingScheduled]0.03, taken from the break specification, the next least significant
is [= cubicleD]0.04 taken from the meeting situation, and so on.
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Figure 7.1: The effect of pruning specifications on recognition accuracy.

Figure 7.1 shows the effect of this pruning process on the recognition, with an approx-
imately linear reduction in accuracy as terms are removed from the specification set.
The f-measure score reduces an average of 0.02 for each term eliminated. In addition,
the recognition accuracy declines immediately when the first – and least significant–
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term is eliminated. Therefore we can conclude that the genetic algorithm is good at
generating specifications without redundant terms.

7.3.4 Exp. 4: Recognition Accuracy of Specification Set
Ensemble Techniques

In this experiment we evaluate recognition accuracy of the two ensemble approaches
presented in Chapter 5 – the hierarchical and genetic ensemble – and compare their
performance with the single specification model.

Hierarchical Ensemble The hierarchical ensemble approach partitions the classi-
fication space into multiple layers. A top-level classifier coarsely partitions the situation
space by grouping similar situations together, while nested sub-level classifiers differ-
entiate between the situations belonging to each grouping. For the CASL dataset, the
classifier hierarchy is arranged as follows:

• A cubicle classifier, which differentiates between the two cubicle based situations,
working and reading.

• A cafe classifier, which differentiates between the situations of coffee and lunch.

• A top level classifier, which differentiates between break, meeting, cafe, and
cubicle.

This arrangement of classifiers is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The figure shows one possible
evaluation, where in the top level classifier the cubicle result scores highest among
competing specifications. This leads to an invocation of the associated cubicle classifier,
where the working result is obtained and returned as the classification result.

Genetic Ensemble The genetic ensemble for the CASL dataset is constructed by
the following process:

1. The genetic algorithm’s fitness measure is adjusted to weight the f-measure of a
particular situation ten times higher than the average f-measure.

2. Using the modified fitness measure, six specification sets are generated, each
favouring a different situation in the CASL dataset.
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3. For each specification set, the training results are used to assign each possible
outcome with a set of probabilities that reflect how likely that outcome reflects
the correct classification (the prior probability).

4. During the test phase, the prior probabilities corresponding to the result of
each specification set’s classification are aggregated using Dempster’s rule of
combination, with the most probable situation chosen as the classification result.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the application of Dempster’s rule of combination to the output of
the set of classifiers that constitute the CASL ensemble. The results shown in the red
classifiers correspond to the priors associated with its classification. Dempster’s rule of
combination is applied to give the final result, shown in yellow.
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Figure 7.2: A comparison of the overall performance of the standalone and ensemble
specification set approaches on the CASL dataset.

Results Figure 7.2 compares the overall recognition accuracy of both ensemble
approaches with the single specification model in terms of average f-measure and the
total proportion of instances recognised across all 10 folds. The boxplot is interpreted as
follows: The black line represents the median value, the box ‘hinges’ represent the the
first and third quartile, the box whiskers extend to the most extreme data point which
is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box, and further outliers are
denoted by a unfilled circle. Mean values, which serve as our basis for comparison in
this and the following discussions around the experiments, are denoted by a red triangle.

The data show that the hierarchical ensemble exhibits an increase in average f-measure
of 4% over the single specification model, with no substantial gain in total proportion
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recognised. The genetic ensemble exhibits an increase in average f-measure of 10%
over the single specification model, with a 6% gain in total proportion recognised.
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Figure 7.3: A comparison of the average f-measure performance of the standalone and
ensemble specification set approaches on the CASL dataset.

Figure 7.3 shows that both ensembles consistently exhibit higher recognition accuracy
than the single specification model, with break the only situation for which the single
specification outperforms the hierarchal ensemble, and coffee the only instance where
the single specification outperforms the genetic ensemble. With the exception of
coffee the genetic ensemble outperforms the hierarchical ensemble across the set of
situations. A key benefit of the ensembles is their improved ability to recognise the
reading situation (increases in f-measure from 29% to 50% and 76% for the hierarchical
and genetic ensembles respectively); the confusion matrix for the genetic ensemble,
shown in Table 7.4, highlights this improvement, with 88% of reading situations
successfully recognised, compared with the standalone model’s recognition of 21%
(shown in Table 7.1).

In summary, both ensemble approaches improve upon the recognition capability of the
single specification. The genetic ensemble achieves the best overall performance, but is
not consistently the most accurate when considering situations individually.
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Situation Break Working Reading Coffee Lunch Meeting
Break 0.78 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.00

Working 0.03 0.90 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00
Reading 0.02 0.09 0.88 0.01 0.00 0.00
Coffee 0.11 0.04 0.04 0.82 0.00 0.00
Lunch 0.10 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.86 0.00

Meeting 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.95

Table 7.4: A confusion matrix showing the performance of the genetic specification set
ensemble on the CASL dataset.

7.3.5 Exp. 5: Recognition Accuracy of Alternative Aggreg-
ation Approaches

This experiment examines the implication of choosing Dempster’s rule of combination
to perform the aggregation of classifier results in the genetic ensemble. We compare
the results obtained with three alternatives – average, voting, and maximum – defined
as follows:

• average: Each situation is assigned a confidence value equal to the sum of its
associated confidences across the ensemble, divided by the ensemble size. The
situation with the highest averaged confidence is chosen as the classification.

• maximum: The situation associated with the highest confidence across the classi-
fier ensemble is chosen as the classification.

• voting: Each situation is associated with a counter equal to the number of classifi-
ers in the ensemble in which that situation has the highest assigned confidence.
The situation with the highest counter (number of votes) is chosen as the classi-
fication.

Figure 7.4 charts the average f-measure performance and total proportion accuracy of all
four aggregation techniques. The ensemble constructed using Dempster’s combination
rule displays the best performance of all the techniques, outperforming average by
3% in f-measure and total proportion correctly recognised. The voting and maximum
algorithms fare worst in both comparisons.

In this instance, Dempster-Shafer-based aggregation performs well due to high levels
of agreement in the evidence being combined. As discussed earlier, were this not the
case, use of the average algorithm would likely yield a more accurate ensemble due to
the effect of Zadeh’s paradox (Zad86).
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Figure 7.4: A comparison of the average f-measure performance and proportion accur-
acy of different aggregation techniques.

7.3.6 Exp. 6: Effect on Recognition Accuracy of Additional
Expert Knowledge

This experiment investigates whether expert knowledge of sensor performance in the
target environment can be used to improve situation recognition accuracy. With respect
to the CASL dataset we define this expert knowledge as:

• knowing that the positioning system performs poorly in many cases;

• knowing that cubicleA is consistently confused with cubicle B;

• knowing that the remaining cubicles and offices play no role in any of the situ-
ations.

Figure 6.7(a) shows an alternative location model that replaces the floor-based building
structure with a structure that accounts for the above knowledge of the target environ-
ment into account. Here, the two commonly confused cubicles are grouped together
under the concept of work area, and the locations known to play no role are contained
within an other areas concept. The other locations appear unchanged.

Using this location model we construct standalone and two ensemble specification
models for the CASL dataset as before. Figure 7.5 charts the comparative performance
of these three classifiers with their earlier versions using the physical-based location
model.
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Figure 7.5: A comparison of the average f-measure performance and proportion accur-
acy of specification sets using the physical and functional location models.

The data show that in each case, the specification constructed using the expert location
knowledge outperforms its physical-based counterpart.

This result indicates that, where such expert knowledge can be applied, it is possible
to mitigate the effect of noisy sensor data and increase the recognition accuracy of the
generated specifications. In general, this approach can be applied to other information
domains; for example, to explicitly account for times or combinations of sensor features
that are situation relevant.

7.3.7 Exp. 7: Applying the Domain and Genetic Learning
Models to Decision Tree Construction

In this experiment, the decision tree model replaces the specification set as the decision
making process. The knowledge model interpretation of sensor data provides the inputs
to the decision tree, while the genetic algorithm i) guides the selection of the subset of
knowledge primitives used as input, that is, it automates the concept selection process,
and ii) employs its fitness function as a search heuristic to select from all possible
decision trees those constrained a) in total size and b) in number of inputs, as a means
of trading off recognition accuracy with understandability of the decision tree.

Four different variants are investigated:

• Unrestricted: A regular decision tree is constructed, evaluating all concepts in
the knowledge model and treating them as a linear array of features. A baseline.
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• MaxScore: The genetic algorithm is used to search for the decision tree yielding
the highest recognition accuracy on the training data.

• RestrictTreeSize: as MaxScore, with the total number of nodes in the decision
tree penalised linearly.

• RestrictConcepts: as MaxScore, with the total number of knowledge model
concepts used as input features penalised linearly.

Table 7.5 compares the average features across folds of the decision trees generated
by each of the variant models in term of: size (number of decision nodes), leaves
(total number of decision paths), concepts used (number of features), and performance
(f-measure and total proportion). The data show that the model produced without use
of the genetic fitness function has a slightly poorer recognition accuracy, around 2%
less than the other approaches, which perform similarly.

While the performance of the variants generated using the fitness functions is similar,
the data shows that the performance can be achieved by a smaller tree or a tree referring
to fewer concepts than the other models, with corresponding implications for ease of
decision process scrutiny. Notably, the RestrictConcepts model achieves near identical
accuracy than the Unrestricted model using only 40% (7.5/16.6) of the number of
concepts, although the generated tree (size and leaves) is 110% (75.2/68.3) larger. The
RestrictTreeSize model achieves its performance improvement over the baseline model
with a smaller model (77% (52.8/68.3) of the size and leaves), also achieving a reduction
in the amount of concepts by 11% (16.6/18.6). No single tree characteristic of either
the Unrestricted or MaxScore improves upon these variants.

Technique Size Leaves Concepts F-Measure Proportion
Unrestricted 68.3 34.8 18.6 0.874 0.928
MaxScore 74.4 27.5 14.7 0.893 0.944
RestrictConcepts 75.2 38.1 7.5 0.877 0.926
RestrictTreeSize 52.8 26.9 16.6 0.894 0.945

Table 7.5: A summary of the attributes of the learned decision tree variants.

In conclusion, applying both the knowledge model and genetic algorithm to the task of
constructing a decision tree produces significant gains in recognition accuracy over the
specification set variants. This alone is not surprising as the underlying decision model
is more complex. Use of the fitness functions to guide the search process is effective
in restricting the size of the decision process, both in terms of total size and number
of input features. The RestrictTreeSize variant performs best, but all variants improve
upon accuracy of the baseline approach.
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The decision tree model was selected because of its transparent decision making process.
However, despite the improved accuracy, the generated decision processes are less
intelligible than the equivalent specification sets. Compared to an average of 26
specification set terms (from Exp. 2), the decision tree variants investigated here
have an average size of 53 to 75 nodes (from Table 7.5). While it is arguable that such a
decision process may still be understood, we assume the ease of inspection is less than
the specifications sets, which are 35% – 49% (i.e., 26/75 to 26/53) of this size.

7.3.8 Exp. 8: Recognition Accuracy of Decision Tree En-
semble Techniques

In this experiment we evaluate recognition accuracy of the two ensemble approaches
presented in Chapter 5 – the hierarchical and genetic ensemble – and compare their
performance with the single decision tree.

The construction of both the hierarchical and genetic ensembles follows the structure
for the specification set ensembles in Experiment 4.
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Figure 7.6: A comparison of the overall performance of the standalone and ensemble
decision tree approaches on the CASL dataset.

Figure 7.6 compares the overall recognition accuracy of both ensemble approaches
with the single specification model. The data show that the genetic ensemble exhibits
an increase in average f-measure of 0.3% over the single decision tree model, with no
substantial gain in total proportion recognised. The hierarchical ensemble exhibits an
increase in average f-measure of 5.9% over the single decision tree model, with a 2.8%
gain in total proportion recognised.
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Figure 7.7: A comparison of the average f-measure performance of the standalone and
ensemble decision tree approaches on the CASL dataset.

Figure 7.7 shows that, as with the specification set models, both tree ensembles con-
sistently exhibit higher recognition accuracy than the single decision tree model. In
this instance, the hierarchical ensemble outperforms the other approaches across all
situations. The largest improvement over the other approaches is the f-measure associ-
ated with the coffee situation. We can see from the confusion matrix for the hierarchical
ensemble, shown in Table 7.6, that this is due to increased precision—no other situ-
ations are misclassified as coffee. The recall figure of 0.82 is identical to the recognition
capability of the genetic specification set model shown in Table 7.4

Situation Break Working Reading Coffee Lunch Meeting
Break 0.87 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01

Working 0.01 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Reading 0.01 0.02 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00
Coffee 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.82 0.00 0.04
Lunch 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.95 0.00

Meeting 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

Table 7.6: A confusion matrix showing the performance of the hierarchical decision
tree ensemble on the CASL dataset.

In summary, the hierarchical ensemble significantly improves upon the recognition
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capability of the single decision tree and the genetic ensemble, consistently achieving
better recognition across the complete situation set.

7.3.9 Exp. 9: Comparison with Alternative Situation Recog-
nition Approaches

Figure 7.8 compares the classifiers generated using the CASL dataset against the Weka
Naïve Bayes and J48 decision tree implementations (the Support Vector Machine
performed similarly to Naïve Bayes and is not shown).
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Figure 7.8: A summary of the performance of selected standard machine learning
techniques along with our approaches using both the physical and custom location
models.

The Naïve Bayes classifier performs worse than the other approaches, which may be
accounted for by the large amount of noise in the data. The standard J48 decision
tree performs significantly better, with an f-measure of 0.77 — outperforming both
variants of the standalone specification set classifier by 3%, however, the average size
of tree is 48 nodes, nearly double the size of the specification sets (an example is shown
in Appendix B). The two specification set hierarchical ensemble variants improve upon
the standard J48 tree by 1% and 3%, with the genetic ensemble variants performing
better still, scoring 0.84 and 0.86: improvements of 7% and 9% respectively. In all
cases, the shared knowledge model with locations grouped by functionality serve to
improve recognition accuracy.

The semantic decision trees constructed using the knowledge model and genetic al-
gorithm provide further performance improvements. The best, the RestrictTreeSize
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variant, achieves an f-measure of 0.89, 12% higher than the regular decision tree. The
semantic decision tree ensembles serve to improve recognition accuracy further, with
the hierarchical ensemble achieving an f-measure of 0.95. This represents a 6% increase
in accuracy over the standalone semantic decision tree, a 10% improvement over the
genetic specification set ensemble, and an 18% improvement over a single standard J48
decision tree.

In the literature, McKeever’s time-extended Dempster-Shafer technique (McK11) re-
ports an f-measure of 0.74 on the CASL dataset; this is equivalent to the performance
of the standalone specification set. All the additional techniques we have developed
improvements relative to this baseline, with the best being the hierarchical ensemble
(0.95), representing an increase in recognition accuracy of 21%.

7.4 Experiments on the House A Dataset

In this section we perform experiments on the House A dataset to assess further: i)

the situation accuracy of the standalone and ensemble situation recognition models we
propose, ii) the intelligibility of the models and the capability of the learning process
to generate smaller models, and iii) the model performance in comparison to other
approaches. In addition, we examine the effect of the TimeSince model interpretation
on recognition accuracy.

• Experiment 1: How accurately does a single genetic specification model recognise
situations? We use this result as a basis for comparing with ensemble classifiers
and alternative machine learning techniques in later experiments;

• Experiment 2: How does an ensemble classification approach affect situation
recognition accuracy of the specification set? We evaluate the semantic hierarchy
and genetic ensemble approaches and compare them to the standalone approach;

• Experiment 3: How does applying the TimeSince interpretation of data affect the
situation recognition accuracy of a J48 decision tree using the genetic algorithm?
We examine the accuracy attained using all possible combinations.

• Experiment 4: How does applying the knowledge and genetic learning model to
the construction of a J48 decision tree affect situation recognition accuracy? We
investigate the impact of using different fitness functions to guide tree construc-
tion;
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• Experiment 5: How does an ensemble classification approach affect situation
recognition accuracy of the decision tree? We evaluate the semantic hierarchy
and genetic ensemble approaches and compare them to the standalone approach;

• Experiment 6: What are the run times for training and recognition? We evaluate
the standalone, semantic hierarchy, and genetic ensemble approaches for both the
specification set and decision tree models and compare the results;

• Experiment 7: How does the inclusion of unmarked time-slices affect situation
recognition accuracy? We compare the impact of including time-slices that don’t
correspond to the core situation set to the performance of the standalone and
ensemble classifiers;

• Experiment 8: How does the performance accuracy of the generated specifications
compare with other approaches? We compare the results of the standalone and en-
semble approaches with Weka’s J48, and State Vector Machine implementations
and discuss results published in the literature.

7.4.1 Exp. 1: Recognition Accuracy of the Standalone Spe-
cification Set Model

As with the CASL dataset, the first experiment evaluates the performance of a standalone
specification set generated using the conceptual model of the House A data concepts
presented in Section 6.3.3.

Table 7.1 (colour coded as before) presents the confusion matrix corresponding to the
generated standalone specification set.

Situation Leave Toilet Shower Bed Breakfast Dinner Drink
Leave 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Toilet 0.02 0.79 0.01 0.12 0.02 0.03 0.02

Shower 0.01 0.05 0.93 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
Bed 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Breakfast 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.01 0.88 0.00 0.01
Dinner 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.97 0.00
Drink 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.09 0.37 0.49

Table 7.7: A confusion matrix showing the performance of the standalone specification
model on House A dataset.

Situation recognition accuracy is high, above 88% for all situations excluding two: toilet,
which is recognised correctly 79% of the time, and drink situation, instances of which
are recognised correctly only 49% of the time. The misclassified toilet instances are
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predominantly confused with bed, while misclassified instances of drink are split across
the breakfast and dinner classifications, with misclassifications as dinner approximately
three times as likely as breakfast.

An example of a generated specification set is shown below. Using to the Change-

Point+LastChanged representation, the subscript C corresponds to the concept hierarchy
that interprets the current values of sensors, while the subscript L corresponds to the
concept hierarchy reflecting the last value to be changed.

Situation Specification

Leave [= f rontDoor]1
L

Toilet [= plates]0.35
C + [/∥ ⊲ f oodStorage]0.25.

C + [/∥= cups]0.23
C [/∥ ⊲heating]0.12

C

+[= f rontDoor]0.06
L

Shower [= earlyNight]0.29+ [∥⊲ f oodStorage]0.23
C + [/= f rontDoor]0.16

C

+[= bathroomDoor]0.11
L + [/= toiletDoor]0.08

C

Bed [/⊲ anyKitchen]0.41
L + [= bedroomDoor]0.39

L + [/⊲ evening]0.11+ [/⊲morning]0.09

Breakfast [⊲morning]0.39+ [/⊲ evening]0.33+ [⊲anyKitchen]0.11
L + [⊲bathroomDoor]0.07

L

Dinner [⊲anyKitchen]0.39
L + [/⊲ anyBathroom]0.33

C + [⊲anyKitchen]0.30
C

Drink [⊲ f oodStorage]0.17
L + [= cups]0.16

L + [/= f rontDoor]0.16
L + [/=microwave]0.13

L

+[⊲earlyMorning]0.12+ [/= toiletDoor]0.10
L + [⊲a f ternoon]0.09+ [∥⊲evening]0.07

As with the specifications for the CASL dataset, we contend that the subsumption
relationships of the concept hierarchy lead to the generation of a specification set that
lends itself to be understood both in terms of inspecting the information that contributes
strongly to accurate classifications. Additionally, as we described in Section 4.4,
analysing the reasons behind misclassification and the general efficacy of the sensors
installed. We offer the following analysis that we posit would not be easy to discern
through a black-box decision process:

• Intuitively, the leave situation is defined solely on the front door sensor being the
last to fire.

• As identified above, toilet is one situation that is recognised poorly relative to
other situations. The associated specification includes no mention of either of
the sensors associated with the toilet, indicating that the situation is identified
primarily through creating a contrast to sensor firings that indicate other situations
(primarily in the kitchen). The two, unrelated, concepts that contribute positively
to the specification suggest that the situation often occurs in close proximity to
entering the house or following an activity in the kitchen; these being produced
as an artefact of the segmentation process.

• A similar case holds for the shower specification with the bathroom door sensor
and time of day providing a positive indicator for the situation. Without a sensor
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directly associated with the situation (such as a water flow sensor), the remainder
of the specification forms a contrast to other situations. Note, in particular, that the
appearance of the toilet door concept here serves to directly differentiate between
these two situations. The appearance of the foodStorage concept indicates that
this situation occurs in close proximity to kitchen activity and is an artefact of the
segmentation process.

• The bed specification is self explanatory, with strong focus on there being no
activity in the kitchen, coupled with the last sensor to fire being in the bedroom.
The time of day being either in the evening or morning also contributes.

• Also clearly delineated, the breakfast specification describes kitchen activity
taking place in the morning. The concept contributing least is the bathroomDoor,
likely an artefact of the segmentation process.

• The dinner situation is also clearly formed; it too describes kitchen activity, with
the breakfast specification providing the temporal distinction.

• Finally, the drink situation is the longest of the specifications, as might be expected
from its low recognition rate. The concepts that contribute most are foodStorage

and cups. However, these concepts do not uniquely define this situation, as
they also form part of the other kitchen based situations. The remainder of the
specification can therefore be interpreted as an attempt to contrast this situation
with those. The lack of any unique combination of concepts or temporal pattern
associated with the drink situation accounts for its frequent misclassification as
breakfast and dinner.

Table 7.8 summarises the overall recognition performance on the House A dataset of
the single specification model in terms of average precision and recall, f-measure and
weighted f-measure, and total proportion of instances correctly identified.

Ave. Precision Ave. Recall Ave. F-measure Wtd. F-measure Proportion
0.855 0.865 0.858 0.995 0.995

Table 7.8: A performance summary of the standalone specification model on the House
A dataset.

7.4.2 Exp. 2: Recognition Accuracy of Specification Set
Ensemble Techniques

In this experiment we evaluate recognition accuracy of the two ensemble approaches
presented in Chapter 5 – the hierarchical and genetic ensemble – on the House A dataset
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and compare their performance with the single specification model.

Hierarchical Ensemble As before, the hierarchical ensemble approach partitions
the classification space into multiple layers. A top-level classifier coarsely partitions the
situation space by grouping similar situations together, while nested sub-level classifiers
differentiate between the situations belonging to each grouping. For the House A
dataset, the classifier hierarchy is arranged as follows:

• A hygiene classifier, which differentiates between the situations, toilet and shower.

• An eating/drinking classifier, which differentiates between the situations of break-

fast, dinner, and drink.

• A top level classifier, which differentiates between leave, hygiene, bed, and
eating/drinking.

Genetic Ensemble The genetic ensemble for the House A dataset is constructed
by applying the process described in Section 7.3.4
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Figure 7.9: A comparison of the overall performance of the standalone and ensemble
specification set approaches on the House A dataset.

Results Figure 7.9 compares the overall recognition accuracy of both ensemble
approaches with the single specification model, while Figure 7.10 gives a detailed break-
down of the performance of each technique across each situation in the specification set.
The data show that the hierarchical ensemble exhibits an increase in average f-measure
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Figure 7.10: A comparison of the average f-measure performance of the standalone and
ensemble specification set approaches on the House A dataset.

of nearly 1.7% over the single specification model, with no significant gain in total
proportion recognised. The genetic ensemble exhibits an increase in average f-measure
of 0.6% over the single specification model, again with no significant gain in the total
proportion recognised.

In summary, both ensemble approaches improve upon the recognition capability of the
single specification model. However, unlike with the CASL dataset, the gains are less
significant. The hierarchical ensemble achieves the best overall performance, but is not
consistently the most accurate when considering situations individually.

7.4.3 Exp. 3: Effect on Recognition Accuracy of Using the
TimeSince Data Representation

This experiment investigates whether improved recognition accuracy be attained through
increasing the complexity of the data representation format instead of selecting a more
complex learning technique.

The original work by van Kasteren et al. (vKNEK08) uses Hidden Markov Models
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and Conditional Random Fields precisely because of their strength in discovering and
encoding sequential temporal relationships. Given that the decision tree does not have
these properties, the motivation behind the TimeSince format, described in Section 4.2,
is to augment the data representation with implicit temporal information, aiding accurate
model construction without requiring a more complex modelling technique.

Table 7.9 shows the f-measure obtained using the TimeSince representation of sensor
data to construct an Unrestricted decision tree model, compared with the three other
representations proposed by van Kasteren et al— Raw (RW ), Change Point (CP), Last
Changed (LA), and Time Since (T S). The table also shows all possible technique
combinations, 15 in total.

Combination F-measure Combination F-measure
RW 57.9 CP+TS 89.6
CP 66.4 LA+TS 91.2
LA 86.8 RW+CP+LA 85.9
TS 88.9 RW+CP+TS 85.9
RW+CP 69.8 RW+LA+TS 88.7
RW+LA 86.3 CP+LA+TS 91.2
RW+TS 87.8 RW+CP+LA+TS 90.7
CP+LA 87.4

Table 7.9: The accuracy achieved using different combinations of model interpretations
for the House A dataset.

Considering each technique in isolation, the results show that the T S format achieves
higher accuracy than the other three, at 88.9%. This is 2.1% higher than the LA

representation, which is next best. Looking at pairs of techniques, we see that all three
combinations involving the TS representation outperform the others, with the T S+LA

achieving 91.2%, an improvement of 2.3% over T S alone. We note also that the tree
generated using the CP+LA representation, outperforms the single specification set
(that uses this representation) by 1.6%, and has near equivalence with the hierarchical
ensemble (a difference of 0.1%).

Combining three or all four techniques provides no further improvements in accuracy.

7.4.4 Exp. 4: Applying the Domain and Genetic Learning
Models to Decision Tree Construction

Following on from the previous experiment, we now carry out the same procedure as
for the CASL dataset to evaluate the effect of using the genetic algorithm to generate
decision tree variants—guiding the selection of input features and using the fitness
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function to constrain the search in terms of tree size and the number of input features.

Technique Size Leaves Concepts F-Measure Proportion
Unrestricted 103 52 32 0.912 0.996
MaxScore 162.4 81.7 12 0.887 0.995
RestrictConcepts 352.8 179.6 7.4 0.819 0.991
RestrictTreeSize 78.2 39.6 21.8 0.912 0.996

Table 7.10: A summary of the attributes of the learned decision tree variants applied to
the House A dataset.

Table 7.10 compares the average features of the decision trees generated by each
of the variant models in term of: size (no. of decision nodes), leaves (total no. of
decision paths), concepts used (no. of features), and performance (f-measure and total
proportion). The data shows that both the Unrestricted and the RestrictTreeSize models
attain the same performance of 91.2%. Both outperform the MaxScore variant by
2.5% (due to the search terminating before an equivalent model was found), and the
RestrictConcepts variant by 9.3%.

There are two interesting results: Firstly, although the performance of the Unrestricted

and the RestrictTreeSize variants is the same, the data show that the RestrictTreeSize

variant achieves this performance with a model 24% smaller (78.2/103), and using
approximately 10 fewer concepts. Secondly, although the RestrictConcepts variant has
a reduced average f-measure of 81.9%, it achieves this using an average of only 7.4
concepts: These correspond to 7 physical sensors (toilet, bathroom and front doors, the
microwave, and pans, cups and groceries cupboard), and the temporal abstraction of
lateMorning.

The confusion matrix for the RestrictTreeSize variant is shown in Table 7.11. Compared
with the matrix for the standalone specification set in Table 7.7, it can be seen that the
technique provides small recognition improvements across the board, with the major
contributor to the improvement being an increase of 21% in the ability to recognise the
drink situation.

In conclusion, the use of the TimeSince representation in concert with the knowledge
model and genetic algorithm generates a decision tree which provides gains in recogni-
tion accuracy over the specification set variants: 5.4% over the standalone specification
set and 3.7% over the hierarchical ensemble.

As with the CASL dataset, the RestrictConcepts fitness function is effective in restricting
the total size of the decision tree compared to the Unrestricted model, without loss
of accuracy. However, the average number of nodes is still larger than the number of
terms in the equivalent specification set, making it less intelligible. Finally, although it
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Situation Leave Toilet Shower Bed Breakfast Dinner Drink
Leave 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Toilet 0.02 0.81 0.03 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.02

Shower 0.01 0.03 0.94 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
Bed 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Breakfast 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.96 0.00 0.01
Dinner 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.01
Drink 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.09 0.14 0.71

Table 7.11: A confusion matrix showing the performance of the RestrictedTreeSize
decision tree on the House A dataset.

displayed the worst performance overall, the RestrictConcepts fitness function shows
that an accuracy of approximately 82% can be achieved using 7 sensors—just under
50% of those installed in the house.

7.4.5 Exp. 5: Recognition Accuracy of Decision Tree En-
semble Techniques

In this experiment we evaluate recognition accuracy of the two decision tree ensemble
approaches presented in Chapter 5 – the hierarchical and genetic ensemble – on the
House A dataset and compare their performance with the single decision tree model.

The construction of both the hierarchical and genetic ensembles follows the structure
for the specification set ensembles in Experiment 2.
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Figure 7.11: A comparison of the overall performance of the standalone and ensemble
decision tree approaches on the House A dataset.

Figure 7.11 compares the overall recognition accuracy of both ensemble approaches
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Figure 7.12: A comparison of the average f-measure performance of the standalone and
ensemble decision tree approaches on the House A dataset.

with the single decision tree model, while Figure 7.12 breaks down the performance of
each technique across each situation in the dataset. The data show that the hierarchical
ensemble exhibits an increase in average f-measure of nearly 7.9% over the single de-
cision tree model, and the genetic ensemble exhibits an increase in average f-measure of
0.6% over the decision tree model, neither with a significant gain in the total proportion
recognised.

Appendix C lists the decision tree models for the standalone and hierarchical ensembles.
It can be seen that the overall size of the hierarchical ensemble is smaller than the
standalone model. In addition to this, the modularity of the approach also aids the
intelligibility of the decision process.

In summary, as with the specification set models, the hierarchical decision tree ensemble
achieves the best overall performance. It is also consistently the most accurate when
considering situations individually, and provides improvements over the standalone
model in terms of intelligibility.
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7.4.6 Exp. 6: Performance Comparison of the Studied Tech-
niques

This experiment evaluates the run times for training and recognition of the standalone,
semantic hierarchy, and genetic ensemble approaches using both the specification set
and decision tree models and compares the results.
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Figure 7.13: A comparison of the overall run times for training and recognition of
the standalone, semantic hierarchy, and genetic ensemble approaches using both the
specification set and decision tree models.

Figure 7.14 charts the training and recognition performance of the 6 approaches. Con-
sidering learning performance first, the figure illustrates the average learning time across
the 10 folds of the dataset. The results confirm our earlier assertion that learning using
a genetic algorithm is computationally complex. However, we maintain that because
the learning need take place only once (or very infrequently), this cost is acceptable.

Across both the specification set and decision tree models the data show that learning
performance is in line with the number of models that combine to create the standalone
model (1), the hierarchical ensemble (3), and the genetic ensemble (7). The genetic
ensemble classifiers operate over the complete set of situations, leading to a construction
time of at least 7 times the cost of the standalone model, while the three classifiers
of hierarchical ensemble each solve a simplified part of the problem, reducing the
construction time of each (compared to constructing 3 standalone models), and hence
the overall construction time.

For each pair of corresponding techniques learning of the decision tree variant is
significantly quicker than the specification set variant. This is because the genetic
algorithm is responsible for both feature selection and specification structure in the
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latter variant, but only feature selection in the former (which serves as input to the
decision tree construction process).

The runtime recognition performance figures describe the processing of a single fold
of data containing approximately 4000 instances. As with learning, processing times
are roughly proportional to the complexity of the underlying models, although we note
that the standalone and hierarchical specification set models have very similar average
execution times (a difference of approximately 9ms). The runtime performance of
the specification set models outperform their decision tree counterparts, likely due to
the simpler underlying model that is generated by the learning process. Both genetic
ensemble models display the slowest performance (1–1.6 seconds).

We reiterate that the runtime performance figures are a measure of the processing of
approximately 4000 instances, indicating that even in the worst performing model,
runtime performance *per instance* has a sub-millisecond execution time on average,
which implies that all models are appropriate for real-time evaluation of sensor data.

We discuss the implications of these findings on the scalability of the proposed ap-
proaches further in Section 7.6.

7.4.7 Exp. 7: Effect on Recognition Accuracy of Idle Time
Slices

This experiment examines the effect on recognition accuracy of introducing ‘idle’ time
slices in the dataset—time periods over which no activity is explicitly recorded as
having taken place, but where sensors may still fire.

Here, we reassess the situation recognition accuracies of each of the standalone and
ensemble approaches for both the specification set and decision tree models, and explore
four strategies for each, eight in total:

1. Treating idle as a regular situation, generating a standard standalone model.

2. Adding a post-classification filter per classification to the standalone classifier, de-
scribed in previous experiments, that differentiates between “true” classifications
of each situation and the idle situation, as described in Section 5.3.3.

3. Adding a post-classification filter per classification to the hierarchical classifier,
described in previous experiments, that differentiates between “true” classifica-
tions of each situation and the idle situation, as described in Section 5.3.3.

4. Treating idle as a regular situation, generating a standard genetic ensemble.
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Figure 7.14: A comparison of the overall performance of the standalone and ensemble
classification approaches on the House A dataset including idle time slices.

Figure 7.14 compares the overall recognition accuracy of all eight approaches. The data
show that, with the exception of the hierarchical specification set, which marginally
outperforms the standalone semantic decision tree (both with an f-measure of 0.8),
the decision tree approaches attain better performance. The lowest f-measure attained
is 0.68 by the standalone specification set, and the highest is 0.93, attained by the
hierarchical decision tree ensemble. The results also show that adding a post-processing
filter to differentiate between idle time slices and true classifications boosts performance
significantly for both the specification set and decision tree approaches: an increase of
7% in the former and 12% in the latter.

Figure 7.15 charts the performance of each technique across each situation in the
specification set. By comparison with earlier results, we can see that for most techniques,
the introduction of idle time slices reduces significantly their ability to recognise the
toilet, shower, and drink situations. This indicates the presence in the dataset of idle
time slices where the sensors normally associated with these situations have fired,
leading to confusion in the decision processes.

We conclude that the standalone specification set and decision tree perform poorly
relative to their hierarchical counterpart strategies, as do both genetic ensembles. The
two biggest factors resulting in improved performance are the introduction of a post-
classification idle filter, and the structuring of the classification as a semantic hierarchy.
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Figure 7.15: A comparison of the average f-measure performance of the standalone and
ensemble classification approaches on the House A dataset including idle time slices.

7.4.8 Exp. 8: Comparison with Alternative Situation Recog-
nition Approaches

Figures 7.16 and 7.17 compare the classifiers generated using the House A dataset
against the Weka Naïve Bayes, standard J48 decision tree, and Support Vector Machine
implementations both when idle time slices are excluded and included.

The relative performance of the techniques remains similar to the CASL dataset evalu-
ation. Of the standard machine-learning techniques, the J48 decision tree outperforms
the Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine implementations when idle time slices
are present (by 15%–16%) and when they are not (by 4%).

The J48 decision tree also outperforms the standalone specification set (by 6%) when
idle time slices are included, however the standalone specification set exhibits 2% better
performance when they are excluded. All other techniques improve upon these standard
models, with their relative performance discussed in the previous experiment.

The work reported in the literature varies in its experimental methodology. Ye’s Context
Lattice (Ye09) is evaluated using 10-fold validation, with idle time slices excluded.
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Figure 7.16: A comparison of the average f-measure performance of selected techniques
on the House A dataset excluding idle time slices.

Ye’s evaluation also ignores time slices where no sensors fire. This potentially leads
to improved results over when such time slices are included. McKeever’s approach
using extended Dempster-Shafter theory (McK11) also excluded idle time slices, but
adopts a ‘miss one day out methodology’, as described in Section 7.2.2. Also adopting
a ‘miss one day out methodology’, van Kasteren (vKNEK08), evaluate Hidden Markov
Model and Conditional Random Field techniques (we compare with the HMM here,
which performs best), this time including idle time slices. The results of each of these
approaches are summarised in Table 7.12. In the table, the term class accuracy, which
is used in the literature, shares its definition with average recall per class, and is used by
these authors as the primary metric for comparison. The f-measure for van Kasteren’s
HMM and CRF techniques does not appear in the literature, but was calculated from
the author’s data (vKNEK08).

We compare these results directly with the hierarchical semantic decision tree classifier
that provides the best recognition results from this work. The approach shows a class
accuracy improvement of 9.5% and f-measure improvement of 0.07 in comparison to
Ye’s work. In comparison to McKeever, there is a class accuracy improvement of 17.9%
and an f-measure improvement of 0.23. In comparison with the HMM of van Kasteren
et al., this work exhibits a slightly lower class accuracy of 1.7%, but a higher f-measure
overall of 0.18 due to higher precision. The general reduction in recognition accuracy
when using the miss one day out evaluation is likely due to the effect of no stratification
being used, leading to the training or test datasets that are less representative of situation
occurrences in the overall data set.
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Figure 7.17: A comparison of the average f-measure performance of selected techniques
on the House A dataset including idle time slices.

Technique Ye’s Lattice McKeever’s EDST van Kast. HMM
Intelligible Yes Yes No
Methodology 10-fold Miss One Day Miss One Day
Idle time slices No No Yes
Class Accuracy 88.3% 69% 79.4%
F-measure 0.9 0.7 0.63
Technique Hierarchical DT Hierarchical DT Hierarchical DT
Intelligible Yes Yes Yes
Methodology 10-fold Miss One Day Miss One Day
Idle time slices No No Yes
Class Accuracy 97.8% 86.9% 77.7%
F-measure 0.97 0.86 0.81

Table 7.12: A summary of evaluations using the House A dataset taken from this thesis
and the literature (Ye09; McK11; vKNEK08).

7.5 Accuracy on Further Datasets

Appendix D charts the situation recognition accuracy on the Ink-12, House B, and
House C datasets.

7.6 Discussion

To validate the final two parts of our hypothesis, that:

1. The semantic constructs of the ontology model provide an expressive basis from
which to learn situation recognition models that display comparable performance
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with more complex machine learning models, while retaining intelligibility;

2. The hybrid semantic model and learning-based approach can be further exploited
to automatically construct ensemble classifiers with either improved recognition
accuracy, intelligibility or both.

we carried out experiments, using the CASL and House A datasets, to assess the situation
accuracy of the standalone and ensemble situation recognition models we propose, the
intelligibility of the models, and the learning process’s capability to generate smaller
models. We also investigated alternative approaches to constructing a genetic ensemble
classifier, and examined the effect of the TimeSince model interpretation on recognition
accuracy. Across both datasets, we compared all our techniques to standard machine
learning techniques, and to other results published in the literature.

Based on the results of this evaluation, we discuss the benefits and limitations of our
proposed approaches to situation recognition.

Performance of the Standalone Models In both the CASL and House A data-
sets, the standalone specification set model – the simplest approach we propose –
provides good situation recognition performance. It outperforms both the standard
Weka Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes implementations on both, and slightly
outperforms the standard J48 implementation on the House A dataset when idle time
slices are excluded (by 2%), however, the standard J48 model outperforms the stan-
dalone specification set when idle time slices are included (by 6%), and on the CASL
dataset (by 4%).

The standalone decision tree model we propose, which takes advantage of the inform-
ation space model and uses the genetic-algorithm as a search heuristic, uniformly
outperforms all the standard machine learning techniques, and the standalone specific-
ation set, across both datasets. In our experiments on the House A dataset, we also
showed that the TimeSince interpretation of data we proposed improves recognition
accuracy over other model interpretations presented in the literature.

The performance of both standalone techniques degrades when idle time slices are
included in the House A dataset.

On the CASL dataset, the standalone specification set performs comparably with
McKeever’s manually tuned, extended Dempster-Shafer theory approach (McK11),
while the other techniques we present improve on this significantly. On the House A
dataset, the hierarchical decision tree model improves upon the results of Ye (Ye09)
and McKeever (McK11) when idle time slices are not considered. When these time
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slices are included, our model displays lower recall than van Kasteren’s Hidden Markov
Model approach (vKNEK08), but higher precision due to the explicit handling of idle
time slices in a post-processing step.

Intelligibility of the Standalone Models We have shown that the performance
of the standalone specification set model, although lower in accuracy, is typically
achieved with reference to a smaller number of context statements than the decision
tree model. Experiments on the CASL dataset show both that the primary contributor
to this is the existence of subsumption relationships in the expert-encoded information
space model, and that the genetic algorithm is effective in pruning redundant context
statements from the specification.

Although the decision tree model consistently contains more nodes than the specification
set does terms, experiments on both datasets also show that using the genetic algorithm
as a search heuristic supports the construction of decision trees that are both smaller in
size and achieve higher recognition accuracy than a baseline approach fed all model
information as input.

Through analysing examples of standalone decision processes, we highlighted how their
intelligibility can be used to diagnose problems with poor recognition accuracy, and
give insight into where additional sensing capability is likely to improve recognition
accuracy.

We noted that the performance of both standalone techniques degrades when idle time
slices are included in the House A dataset. One knock on effect is that the intelligibility
of the models also decreases due to this recognition confusion.

It is not straightforward to objectively compare the different techniques from the
literature in terms of intelligibility. McKeever’s approach relies on manually mapping
sensors to the situations that their firing might be indicative of, so the resultant models
are clearly intelligible at the sensor–situation level. It is unclear if the reported lower
performance of this approach is a consequence of the technique used, or due to the
limits of human capability to construct a better performing model. However, we might
reasonably assume that if machine learning was applied to generate a model structure
(for example, by adapting our approach), the result would be intelligible, although
perhaps less so than the manual approach. The output of Ye’s lattice model gives a
set of probabilities corresponding to likelihood of each situation’s occurrence given
the conjunction of sensors currently firing. Taken in isolation, the result says nothing
about the contribution each sensor makes to the result, so we argue that this is less
intelligible that either our approach or McKeever’s. However, the complete lattice
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structure could be studied by an expert to gain insight into the workings of the model.
Finally the Hidden Markov Model used by van Kasteren is a black-box technique, the
decision processes of which cannot easily be scrutinised. On balance, we consider that
the ability to abstract knowledge that our information space model supports, in addition
to using a learning algorithm that targets the generation of small specification sets and
decision tree models, makes it likely that our approaches are more intelligible than
these alternatives.

Performance of the Ensemble Models We have shown that the specification
set genetic ensemble significantly outperforms the hierarchical ensemble and standalone
model on the CASL dataset, primarily due to its increased ability to distinguish the
reading situation. For the decision tree model, the hierarchical ensemble provides the
biggest performance gain overall.

On the House A dataset, it is the hierarchical ensemble that performs best for both
models, consistently identifying the drink situation more accurately than the other
approaches. Further to this, a clear gain in accuracy is observed from introducing
specialised handling for idle time slices, whether it is used to post-process the results of
a standalone classifier, or a hierarchical classifier of either technique.

We note that, on the House A dataset, the hierarchical specification set model has near
identical performance to the more powerful standalone decision tree model.

Intelligibility of the Ensemble Models When factoring in intelligibility, there is
a clear preference towards the hierarchical ensemble over the genetic ensemble. This is
primarily because the genetic ensemble requires one full specification set or decision
tree per situation, whereas the hierarchical ensemble partitions the recognition problem
into multiple, smaller, classification problems, of which there are less overall. As each
grouping in the hierarchy either i) tries to capture a grouping at only a high level of
abstraction, or ii) tries to disambiguate only a small number of closely related things,
this leads to more readable models overall. We illustrated this in Appendix C with an
example using the House A dataset.

A strength of introducing idle filtering as a post-classification step when either the
standalone or hierarchical ensemble are used is that these time slices do not affect the
construction of the core part of the model—allowing them to be constructed without
consideration of this extra noise. This too aids readability.
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Impact of Model Engineering The system engineer has an important role to play
in developing an accurate ontology model to serve as an input to the automatic learning
process. For example, experiment 6 on the CASL dataset (Effect on Recognition
Accuracy of Additional Expert Knowledge) illustrates that a location model based on a
space’s functional use provides a performance improvement over the physical location
model by mitigating some of the noise produced by the positioning system.

However, it is important to note a corollary to this—a poorly designed model will limit
the potential performance of the overall system. Failure to design a model that captures
the appropriate relationships between sensors that are important to the set of situations
to be recognised may hamper recognition accuracy. Further to this, a poor model may
also impact the engineer’s ability to scrutinise the generated decision processes in order
to understand the generated model or debug it.

In this respect, one strong advantage of the hierarchical ensemble is that the engineer
can consider the performance of multiple, smaller models individually. For example,
the poorest recognition in the House A dataset comes from differentiating the drink

situation with the two other situations that take place in the kitchen: breakfast and
dinner. If the engineer devises a way to improve drink recognition – either through the
addition of more sensors, or discovering how the learned model can be tweaked – then
only this smaller part of the overall model may need re-designed or re-learned.

Finally, we note that the engineer has an ongoing role to play in monitoring model
performance after it has been generated and deployed. If the model performance
degrades over time, for example, due to sensor drift (degradation), the engineer may
need to reassess how sensor outputs are mapped to the model, or rerun the learning
process—in effect recalibrating or rebuilding the model to account for changes that
have taken place in the environment over time.

Impact of Recognition Performance for Applications The imperfect nature
of situation recognition present questions surrounding performance requirements of
situation recognition, namely, what levels of accuracy qualify as “good enough” for a
particular application, and when is a small improvement in recognition performance
“worth it” if it comes as trade off with computational performance or intelligibility of
the decision process?

Ultimately, the nature of the application that uses the recognition process is critical to
answering these questions. Not all applications will require the same level of accuracy
to be usefully deployed, while some applications will require near perfect accuracy
before their deployment is tenable. Such analysis is often subjective, however it can be
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guided by considering the potential impact of false positives and false negatives on the
application in question. To illustrate, we explore three applications in the following and
discuss the impact that recognition performance has on them.

The Whereabouts Clock (BTI+07) is a situated display for the family home that visual-
ises the general whereabouts of family members, inferred from cell tower data, through
use of a clock metaphor. In related work, we adapted the Whereabouts Clock to visual-
ise the present and predicted situations of people inferred from sensor data (SYD+13).
Here, the display serves as an ambient information source and does not drive any
further system behaviours. Thus, the impact of a false positive (displaying someone
as engaging in the wrong situation) or negative (failing to detect the occurrence of a
situation), is very low. If the situation in which a person is engaged is of interest to the
clock observer, other methods of verifying the information exist (for example, by phone
call or text message).

Next, consider a simple example where the recognition process directly drives beha-
viour: The automatic switching of mobile phone profiles based on recognised situ-
ation (SAT+99)—for example, to automatically silence a phone during a meeting, or
ring loudly in a noisy environment. Considering the meeting situation, a false positive
may potentially result in missing an important phone call, while a false negative may
cause annoying disruption during a meeting (especially if the “noisy environment” situ-
ation is incorrectly recognised in its place). The overall impact of incorrect recognition,
although not critical, is higher than in the Whereabouts Clock application. Note that
potential exists to design the application in such a way as to mitigate the impact of a
misclassification, for example, using the phone vibrate feature as a backup to the ringer
when switched off.

Finally, consider the example of a in-home fall detection system for the elderly, designed
to alert emergency assistance when a fall is detected. Here, a false negative may result
in an elderly person remaining on the floor without assistance for a long period of
time, which can result in hypothermia, dehydration, broncho-pneumonia and pressure
sores (IMP13). False positives can also be expensive (both in terms of money and time)
if assistance is dispatched to the home of the subject unnecessarily, and frequent false
positives may lead to overall rejection of the detection system (IMP13). Clearly, for this
application, high recognition accuracy is more critical to the viability of the application
than in the previous examples.

Although recognition performance requirements are application specific, and hence
subjective, these examples provide insight into assessing when a small improvement in
recognition performance is “worth it”. In the example of the situation-aware Where-
abouts Clock, as its performance has little real-world impact, minor improvements in
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recognition are unlikely worth pursuing if the overall performance is deemed “good
enough”. In the example of the mobile phone profiles, where recognition accuracy
has limited consequences, there may be some benefit in chasing small improvements.
However, if such improvements can only be obtained though a variant with additional
computational requirements, this tradeoff may not be desirable if the mobile phone
is used as the processing platform. Finally, in the fall detection application, where
recognition accuracy may have huge impact on the health of users, the viability of the
system, the deployment of resources, and strong links to expenditure, even the smallest
performance gains are likely worth the additional effort, and computational cost to
achieve them.

Impact of Computational Performance There are two aspects of computa-
tional performance to consider in evaluating the above standalone and ensemble tech-
niques: the performance of the learning algorithm and the runtime performance of the
generated decision processes. Generalising from the performance results of Experiment
5 on the House A dataset, we discuss the implications for the scalability of the proposed
approaches. We also comment on whether the ensemble approaches are worth the extra
processing required to provide them.

We begin with the learning algorithm. Genetic-algorithm-based learning is computa-
tionally complex, and is orders of magnitude slower than other common techniques. In
the cases where the hierarchical ensemble is employed, the learning algorithm must
be run once for each grouping of situations, while the genetic ensemble requires the
learning algorithm to be run as many times as there are situations.

This thesis investigated two types of decision model: the specification set and the
decision tree. The runtime performance of the specification set is characterised as
O(nm) where m is the number of situations, and n is the number of concepts. All
situation specifications must be evaluated to determine which is the highest scoring,
however, only a small subset of all possible concepts are likely to occur in each. The
runtime complexity of the decision tree improves on this, given that a single path from
root to leaf will only be followed each time the tree is evaluated (that is, the complexity
of evaluating the tree is proportional to its depth d). However, there is an opportunity to
optimise the implementation of the former approach, as the specification sets associated
with each situation are independent and can potentially be evaluated concurrently.

The hierarchical ensemble displays similar computational complexity properties to the
standalone models in both cases. In the case of the decision tree, the ensemble has the
practical effect of replacing some leaf nodes of one tree with the root node of another.
The complexity remains proportional to the combined depth, which, due to the more
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general nature of the “grouped” situations, will not necessarily exceed the depth of the
equivalent path in a standalone model. In the case of the specification set, the “grouping”
effect of the hierarchical ensemble adds one extra situation to be evaluated per level of
depth of the hierarchy. However, the number of individual situation specifications to be
scored at each level of the hierarchy is reduced as a consequence. As only a single path
through the hierarchy is followed, the overall effect of employing the hierarchy will
potentially offer a reduction in the total number of situation specifications scored (i.e.,
ignoring groupings in alternative branches).

Finally, evaluation of the genetic ensemble adds computational complexity to both
decision models, requiring, as it does, the evaluation of a classifier for each situation
of interest (thus O(nm2) or O(dm2) for the two decision processes respectively), and
the combination of their results using Dempster’s Rule of Combination (which is also
proportional to the total number of situations under consideration).

To summarise: The learning algorithm is by far the most computationally complex
component of the process described in this thesis, and both ensemble approaches require
the genetic algorithm to be run multiple times. With the hierarchical ensemble, the
number of groupings is application specific, so may grow slowly as the number of
situations increases, however, the genetic ensemble scales poorly with respect to the
number of situations, and may become impractical if computational resources are scarce.
These concerns are mitigated to some extent by the fact that learning process need
only occur once (or very infrequently) for each environment. Considering the runtime
performance of the decision processes, the evaluation of the genetic ensemble is more
complex than the other techniques, while the runtime performance of the hierarchical
ensemble may often rival that of a standalone model. Our experimental results show that
runtime performance of all the techniques is appropriate for applications with real-time
processing requirements.

No hard and fast rules govern whether the additional complexity of an approach is
worth the extra processing required to support it. However, assuming that a significant
gain in recognition accuracy is obtainable using a given technique (with “significant”
defined with respect to a particular application domain, as discussed above), we draw
the following conclusions from the above analysis: i) the learning process requires
significant computational resources and is not suitable to be run on low powered devices,
for example, on a wireless sensor network, ii) for reasons of power consumption, it is
unlikely you would want to perform learning on a mobile device, such as a smartphone
or tablet, unless the dataset and associated model is small iii) for platforms with the
above restrictions, the learning phase could, as an alternative, be conducted using cloud
technology or other support infrastructure, iv) the learned standalone or hierarchical
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ensemble models of both the decision process variants could be straightforwardly run
on such platforms with little difficulty due to their low complexity (indeed, Bharatula
et al. (BSLT05) find the Decision Tree to provide the best tradeoff between energy
consumption and recognition accuracy on a low-power wearable device from among
a range of machine learning techniques), and, v), the computational complexity of
evaluating the genetic ensemble at runtime, relative to the other approaches explored in
this thesis, would likely limit its desirability in any form of resource constrained device.

7.7 Summary

Having argued earlier that a top-level ontology with associated reasoning framework
can simplify domain and application model development for pervasive environments,
this chapter sought to validate the remaining two claims of our hypothesis.

To this end we provided evidence using third party datasets to demonstrate experiment-
ally that i) the semantic constructs of the ontology model provide an expressive basis
from which to learn situation recognition models that display comparable performance
with more complex machine learning models, while retaining intelligibility; and, ii)

the hybrid semantic model and learning-based approach can be further exploited to
construct ensemble classifiers with either improved recognition accuracy, intelligibility
or both. We examined the core features of each of the models we propose, compared
our results with others published in the literature, and discussed the implications of the
approaches and performance in terms of model engineering, computation complexity,
and impact on different application domains.

The above analysis suggests that we have successfully verified both parts of the hypo-
thesis targeted in this evaluation.

In the next chapter, we present our final conclusions and discuss opportunities for future
work.
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis was motivated by the need for situation recognition techniques in pervasive
environments to handle noisy real-world data, while remaining intelligible to support
the inspection of reasoning decisions such that factors affecting performance can be
manually assessed.

The result of this work is a novel hybrid approach to sensor-based situation recognition
combining both knowledge- and learning-based aspects. This combination offers
improvements over existing techniques, without sacrificing either the intelligibility
of the decision processes that the use of machine learning alone often implies, or
robustness when knowledge-based techniques are used in isolation.

We began by developing a mathematical model of context, realised as a reusable top-
level ontology model, to provides a conceptual backbone for developing domain and
application ontologies for pervasive environments. Building on this, we developed
a genetic-algorithm-based learning scheme, using the model concepts and relations
as predicates, to generate situation recognition decision processes using two human-
understandable models. Finally, we proposed two ensemble schemes to enhance the
recognition accuracy of the basic models.

The concept and context models developed as part of this thesis extend initial collab-
orative research (Stevenson et al. (SKDN09), Stevenson et al. (SYDN10), Stevenson
et al. (SYD10), and Ye et al. (YSD11a) with additional constructs for modelling adja-
cent concepts and for supporting the modelling and propagation of uncertainty values
associated with information.

The early work reported in Ye et al. (YSD11a) supports only the manual specification
of situations through the logical conjunction of statements in the context model—an ap-
proach limited by the difficulties associated with specifying such rules when uncertainty
is present (as discussed in Section 4.1.1). This thesis provides an alternative approach,
by employing learning to automatically identify the relevance and contribution (weight-
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ing) of context statements to the process of recognising a set of situations. The process
of learning via genetic algorithm and use of ensemble classifiers has no overlap with
this earlier published work.

In addition to comparing our works with standard machine learning techniques (in-
cluding the HMM used by van Kasteren et al. (vKNEK08)), we also compared our
work to the approaches of Ye et al. (Ye09) and McKeever et al. (MYC+10) who have
published work evaluated on the same datasets. Although McKeever uses Dempster
Shafer Theory to map each sensor to the possible set of situations it may entail, this
is a manually performed process and involves no intermediate context model. In con-
trast, we apply DST to merge the output a genetic classifier ensemble, the mapping
(each classifier’s frame of discernment) being automatically derived from each classi-
fier’s performance on training data (Section 5.2). While both our approach and Ye’s
Context Lattice (Ye09) model the structure of information, Ye’s lattice exhaustively
models all possible conjunctions of sensor firings in the environment, labelling each
with the associated probability of each situation’s occurrence given the set of firing
sensors. This model is substantially different from our approach, which is based on
a engineer design context model that abstracts away from sensor data, and supports
the inference of additional information based on what is asserted. Our approach uses
the set of possible statements that model the environment, and their defined semantic
relationships, as primitives for a genetic algorithm capable of learning specification-
and decision-tree-based situation recognition models.

In this chapter we summarise the main research contributions of this thesis and discuss
opportunities for future work.

8.1 Contributions

We summarise the contributions of this thesis as follows:

A Survey of the State-of-the-art In Chapter 2 we presented an overview of the
significant situation recognition techniques in the pervasive computing literature. We
extended from taxonomies used in recent surveys to present an updated survey including
literature not covered elsewhere, and presented discussion on the main distinguishing
features of the approaches. We identified an emerging trend towards hybrid knowledge-
and learning-based approaches, and concluded that despite the vast research effort, there
is no “one size fits all” approach to situation recognition. Many open research areas
remain.
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An Ontology-based Model for Developing Pervasive Systems In
Chapter 3 we assessed the different technologies available for modelling pervasive
systems, and presented a detailed analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of using
Semantic-Web based technology, our preferred choice, for this purpose. This was
followed by the development of a reusable top-level ontology model that employs set
theory to develop a uniform approach to the modelling of concepts, using a small, core
set of semantic properties to relate them. We discussed how the automated reasoning
afforded by the model supports the propagation and transformation of information from
its low level definitions to higher level concepts, and analysed its benefits, limitations,
and practical considerations for adopting the model in the development of pervasive
systems.

A Heuristic-based Approach to Generating Performant, Intelligible Situ-
ation Recognition Models In Chapter 4 we presented a genetic-algorithm-based
learning approach that uses the rich constructs of the ontology model to construct situ-
ation recognition models from training data. We applied this learning approach to two
human-understandable models: The first based on summing the weighted contributions
of context statements, and the second based on the decision tree learning model. In
both cases the heuristic provided by the genetic algorithm’s fitness function is tailored
to search for accurate models whose decision processes remain understandable through
restricting the model size.

Two Ensemble Techniques Demonstrated to Increase Recognition Accur-
acy In Chapter 5 we presented two approaches to constructing recognition model
ensembles that leverage aspects of the ontology model semantics and use of genetic
algorithm learning approach: The genetic ensemble approach, adapts the fitness func-
tion of the genetic algorithm to generate an ensemble of classifiers that treat different
situations preferentially, while the semantic hierarchy leverages expert knowledge to
group together similar situations into a multi-stage classification process.

A Methodology for Preparing Datasets In Chapter 6 we provided a guide and
walkthrough describing the process of preparing five datasets for application of the
learning techniques described in this thesis. Each walkthrough showed how expert
knowledge is applied to create the concept hierarchies and define the relationship
common to each, and the mapping of sensor data to the model concepts. We also
demonstrated how the sharing and reuse of model concepts between datasets, in the
manner promoted by our top-level ontology model, reduces engineering effort.
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An Evaluation of the Proposed Techniques In Chapter 7 we conducted a full
evaluation of the situation recognition techniques proposed in this thesis. The evaluation
includes assessment of the recognition accuracy and intelligibility of the standalone
and ensemble models, and comparison with standard machine learning techniques and
results published in the literature. We presented experiments to validate various aspects
of our approach, and compared our results with standard machine learning techniques
and other results from the literature.

8.2 Limitations

We have identified several limitations that impact the approach described in this thesis.
Firstly, the datasets used to validate our approach, only capture single occupancy resid-
ences and single worker behaviour. In each of these datasets, only one situation occurs
at any given point in time. Thus, the techniques developed here are not immediately
applicable to environments where multiple people carry out independent activities, or
where situations overlap.

Secondly, the requirement to construct ontologies by hand depends on the availability
of a person with suitable expertise and knowledge. This is a relatively straightforward
task for the scale of environments and number of sensors described by the datasets used
in this study, however, it becomes more difficult to develop such a model as the size
of environment, number of sensors installed, and number of situations to recognise
increases. Larger scales will also impact the ease with which decision processes can be
scrutinised. Narrow, deep concept hierarchies offer the best opportunities for leveraging
generality in the learning process, resulting in smaller decision processes. In contrast,
broad, shallow concept hierarchies are likely to result in models that involve many
concepts, unless there is a high degree of redundancy present.

Thirdly, genetic-algorithm-based learning is computationally complex, and thus learning
is orders of magnitude slower than other common techniques. The critical factors
affecting learning are the population size, the complexity of evaluating each member
of the population, and the number of generations required to find a solution. However,
this concern is largely mitigated by the fact that learning need only occur once (or very
infrequently) for each environment, and that the evaluation of a population of candidate
solutions is parallelisable, giving scope for optimisation.

Finally, the assessment of a situation model’s intelligibility has been based primarily on
the absolute and relative sizes of generated models, and our own expert knowledge of
the environments and situations that the datasets describe. This thesis has not attempted
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to tackle this question of intelligibility from the perspective of a layperson, which we
suggest would require a suite of tools to aid the presentation of this information.

8.3 Future Work

During the course of this research, we have identified several opportunities for future
work:

Supporting Multi-person and Concurrent Situations We described one of the
limitations of the described techniques as not being directly applicable to environments
where multiple people carry out activities independently, or where situations overlap.
Work described in Ye and Stevenson (YS13) presents initial work towards partitioning
the sensor events of concurrent or interleaved situations into distinct streams based on
the semantic similarity of the concepts they represent. Thus, the challenge of recognising
concurrent situations is simplified to recognising multiple independent situations. This
general motivation: Pre-processing data or incorporating expert knowledge to simplify
what needs to be recognised, instead of increasing model complexity is an important
avenue of investigation when pursuing concurrent, overlapping, and multi-person
situations.

Towards Unsupervised Modelling and Segmentation The two most time
consuming activities of the situation recognition process we present lie in i) the col-
lection of the datasets and their annotation with accurate ground truth, and ii) the
construction of the necessary domain ontologies to accompany a dataset. There is scope
for automating, or partially automating, both of these aspects.

With respect to reducing the need for dataset annotation to a semi-supervised level, we
might use the ability to partition sensor streams based on their semantics (YS13) to yield
streams of sensor events that could be given a single annotation, with windowing applied
over the stream duration. This may have the added benefit of excluding semantically
different sensor events that occur at the end of the previous situation, or start of the
next, to provide cleaner recognition at points of transition. It may be possible to extend
this to an unsupervised approach by using the duration of the situation and the sensors
it involves to automatically lookup and assign a label to the segmented sensor stream.
That is, the inverse of the approach described by Gu et al. (GCTL10).

The automatic construction of taxonomies and ontologies is a research field in it-
self (MWDB13), and applying existing techniques to gain a comparative performance
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baseline is a starting point towards automating or semi-automating the knowledge
specification process.

Supporting Transfer Learning An important target for research in situation re-
cognition is the ability to learn a model in one environment for which training data is
available, and successfully apply that model to an unseen environment for which no, or
little, training data exists. Cook et al. (CFK13). propose some grand challenges in this
area.

Approaches to transfer learning typically require the mapping of the problem do-
main from one environment to another. The approach we present in this thesis to
building environment models using a shared conceptual substrate may provide a found-
ational step towards a formal mapping process, improving upon existing ad hoc map-
pings (vKEK10a).

A Metric Capturing Semantic Confusion Precision, recall, and f-measure are
the standard measures by which recognition accuracy are assessed. However, based
on the observation that there are degrees of misclassification severity – for example,
misclassifying an instance of Dinner as Drink is less significant than misclassifying it as
Shower – we consider that a new measure, capable of capturing the semantic distance

between the ground truth and its misclassification, may provide a useful metric.

Standard Evaluation Procedures A large challenge, primarily one of software
engineering, is the need for a standard benchmark for evaluating situation recognition
techniques for pervasive computing. The literature describes many techniques and many
datasets, but very few of either are publicly available.

Although standard representation formats for encoding sensor datasets (YSD+11b;
YSD+12; BMJ+11) have been proposed, this only addresses one aspect of this problem,
and must go hand in hand with a suite of tools to automate the evaluation process, and
standard sets of evaluations measures: In addition to our proposal for a metric capturing
semantic confusion, researchers have proposed other metrics, such as evaluating whether
an activity was recognised uninterruptedly, or whether it was recognised at all, or
quantifying the smoothness of recognition transition from one situation to the next.

Explanatory Information and Monitoring for Decision Processes Clear et
al. (CSH+09) present an interactive tool to aid the manual design of logical situation
specifications, while recent works by Lim et al. (LD10) and Fong et al. (FIR13) outline
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frameworks for representing learned decision processes symbolically and verbally to
provide users with intelligible explanations. This includes, for example, measuring
how much each sensed feature contributes to inference of a state, the confidence in a
classification, and indicating why other states were not inferred. We see such research
as complementary to the work in this thesis: While we do not consider HCI techniques
for presenting model explanations to end users, we can intuitively assume that, on
balance, a simpler model lends itself to easier explanation than a more complex one.

There is scope to expand work in this area to the runtime monitoring and representation
of a decision process’s performance over time. For example, if one particular decision
pathway become less frequently activated, or stops being activated all together, this may
indicate an underlying sensor error. In the context of monitoring Activities of Daily
Living, changes in how situations occur, either in their frequency, duration, or sequence
may provide health indicators that could be useful to a medical practitioner or care
giver.

Mobile and Highly Distributed Situation Recognition While the work in this
thesis focusses on smart environments, the possibility to have millions of computational
devices interconnected across urban environments opens up novel application areas.
In such highly distributed scenarios, applications must gain awareness as a result of
opportunistic encounters with co-located devices, a departure from traditional reasoning
approaches. Here, pervasive applications are challenged to become aware of their
surroundings: to discover, filter and reason on information relevant to their goals.
Without centralised services to control information flow, decentralised mechanisms
must partition these responsibilities across the environment.

In Stevenson et al. (SFMM+) we present a vision towards realising situation aware-
ness in such environments, while in Stevenson et al. (SPM+13) and Stevenson et
al. (SCY+13), we outline a bio-chemically inspired approach towards constructing com-
plex self-organising awareness algorithms for data collection, reasoning, and querying.

With respect to situation recognition, one of the most challenging research opportunities
lies in developing techniques that exhibit real-time responsiveness and robustness to
changes across the environment. In such scenarios, the receipt of uncertain, untrust-
worthy, and out-of-date information will be common, and situation recognition models
must account for this. The evaluation of such models is also challenging due to the lack
of real-world urban datasets with annotated ground truth. Simulation must typically be
relied on, however state-of-the-art tools are currently limited in their realism.
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APPENDIX

A

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CONTEXT
STATEMENTS

Proofs supporting the inference of relationships between context statements from the
relationships in their corresponding dimensions of information, introduced in Sec-
tion 3.4.2

Given two context statements [si, p,oi] and [s j, p,o j], where si, s j ∈ Sa, oi,
o j ∈ Oa, si⋪s j, oi⋪o j, s j⋪si, and o j⋪oi, [si, p,oi] = [s j, p,o j], if si = s j and
oi = o j.

Proof. From Definition 8 ∀(s,o) ∈ Sa ×Oa, if (s,o) entails [si, p,oi] and
[s j, p,o j] then
s⊴si (1).
o⊴oi (2).
s⊴s j (3).
o⊴o j (4).
If si = s j, oi = o j, si⋪s j, oi⋪o j, s j⋪si, and o j⋪oi then from (1), (2), (3), (4), and
Definition 3, s = si = s j and o = oi = o j (5).
From (5) and Definition 8, (s,o) entails [si, p,oi] and [s j, p,o j] (6).
Thus, by (6) and Definition 10, [si, p,oi] = [s j, p,o j].

Lemma 4 (Inferring statement equality from concepts).
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Given two context statements [si, p,oi] and [s j, p,o j], where si, s j ∈ Sa and oi,
o j ∈Oa, [si, p,oi] ⊴ [s j, p,o j], if si⊴s j and oi⊴o j.

Proof. From Definition 8 ∀(s,o) ∈ Sa×Oa, if (s,o) entails [si, p,oi] then
s⊴si (1).
o⊴oi (2).
If si⊴s j and oi⊴o j, then from (1), (2), and Definition 4, s⊴s j and o⊴o j (3).
From (3) and Definition 8, (s,o) entails [s j, p,o j] (4).
Thus, by (4) and Definition 10, [si, p,oi] ⊴ [s j, p,o j].

Lemma 5 (Inferring statement subsumption from concepts).

Given two context statements [si, p,oi] and [s j, p,o j], where si, s j ∈ Sa and oi,
o j ∈Oa, [si, p,oi]○○ [s j, p,o j], if si = s j and oi○○o j, or oi = o j and si○○s j, or both.

Proof. Given that si = s j and oi○○o j, there exists a concept ok ∈ Oa such that
µ(ok) = µ(oi)∩µ(o j) ≠∅ (1).
From (1), ok⊴oi and ok⊴o j (2).
By (2) and Definition 8, (si,ok) entails both [si, p,oi] and [s j, p,o j] (3).
Also by Definition 2, oi○○o j implies that there exists om and on ∈Oa such that
µ(om) = µ(oi)∖µ(o j) ≠∅ and µ(on) = µ(o j)∖µ(oi) ≠∅ (4).
By (4), ∀om′ ⊴om, (si,om′) are the pairs that entail [si, p,oi] but not [s j, p,o j].
Similarly, ∀on′ ⊴on, (s j,on′) are the pairs that entail [s j, p,o j] but not [si, p,oi]
(5).
Thus, by (5) and from Definition 10, [si, p,oi]○○ [s j, p,o j].
Showing that two context statements overlap when oi = o j and si○○s j is proved
similarly.

Lemma 6 (Inferring statement overlap from concepts).
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Given two context statements [si, p,oi] and [s j, p,o j], where si, s j ∈ Sa and oi,
o j ∈Oa, [si, p,oi] ∥ [s j, p,o j], if si∥s j or oi∥o j.

Proof. Given that si = s j and oi∥o j, from Definition 2 µ(oi)∩ µ(ok) and
∃k ∈ µ(oi) such that k+ε ∈ µ(o j), where ε is the smallest unit value increment
(1).
Let µ(ox) = k and let µ(oy) = k+ε (2).
From (2), ox∥oy (3).
From (1), (2) and Definition 8, ox⊴oi and oy⊴o j (4).
From (4) and Lemma 5, (s, ox) entails [si, p,oi], but not [s j, p,o j] (5).
From (4) and Lemma 5, (s, oy) entails [s j, p,o j], but not [si, p,oi] (6).
Thus, from (3), (5), (6) and by Definition 10, [si, p,oi] ∥ [s j, p,o j].
Showing that two context statements are adjacent when oi = o j and si∥s j is
proved similarly.

Lemma 7 (Inferring statement adjacency from concepts).

Given two context statements [si, p,oi] and [s j, p,o j], where si, s j ∈ Sa and oi,
o j ∈Oa, [si, p,oi] ⊠ [s j, p,o j], if si = s j and oi⊠o j, or oi = o j and si⊠s j.

Proof. From Definition 8 ∀(s,o) ∈ Sa×Oa, if (s,o) entails [si, p,oi] then
s⊴si (1).
o⊴oi (2).
If si = s j and oi⊠o j, (1), (2) and Lemma 1, give o⊠o j (3).
Given si = s j, by (3) (si,o) cannot validate [s j, p,o j]; any pair of values that
validates [si, p,oi] cannot validate [s j, p,o j]. (4).
Thus, by (4) and from Definition 10, [si, p,oi] ⊠ [s j, p,o j].
Showing that two context statements conflict when oi = o j and si⊠s j is proved
similarly.

Lemma 8 (Inferring statement disjointness from concepts).
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APPENDIX

B

A CASL J48 TREE

COMPUTER_INTERACTION = 0
| MEETING_SCHEDULED = 0
| | TIME <= 1210935720000
| | | UBISENSE_Z <= 2.59
| | | | TIME <= 1210930560000
| | | | | UBISENSE_X <= 18.3
| | | | | | UBISENSE_X <= 10.74
| | | | | | | TIME <= 1210928580000: BREAK
| | | | | | | TIME > 1210928580000
| | | | | | | | TIME <= 1210930440000: MEETING
| | | | | | | | TIME > 1210930440000: COFFEE
| | | | | | UBISENSE_X > 10.74: COFFEE
| | | | | UBISENSE_X > 18.3: BREAK
| | | | TIME > 1210930560000
| | | | | UBISENSE_X <= 16.2
| | | | | | TIME <= 1210932840000: READING
| | | | | | TIME > 1210932840000
| | | | | | | TIME <= 1210933920000
| | | | | | | | TIME <= 1210933320000: WORKING
| | | | | | | | TIME > 1210933320000: BREAK
| | | | | | | TIME > 1210933920000: READING
| | | | | UBISENSE_X > 16.2
| | | | | | UBISENSE_X <= 16.96: COFFEE
| | | | | | UBISENSE_X > 16.96: BREAK
| | | UBISENSE_Z > 2.59: COFFEE
| | TIME > 1210935720000
| | | TIME <= 1210942380000
| | | | TIME <= 1210936860000: BREAK
| | | | TIME > 1210936860000
| | | | | UBISENSE_X <= 16.96
| | | | | | TIME <= 1210939740000: LUNCH
| | | | | | TIME > 1210939740000
| | | | | | | TIME <= 1210940340000: BREAK
| | | | | | | TIME > 1210940340000: LUNCH
| | | | | UBISENSE_X > 16.96: BREAK
| | | TIME > 1210942380000
| | | | TIME <= 1210948740000
| | | | | TIME <= 1210943460000: WORKING
| | | | | TIME > 1210943460000: BREAK
| | | | TIME > 1210948740000
| | | | | TIME <= 1210949520000: WORKING
| | | | | TIME > 1210949520000: BREAK
| MEETING_SCHEDULED = 1
| | TIME <= 1210932660000: MEETING
| | TIME > 1210932660000: BREAK
COMPUTER_INTERACTION = 1: WORKING
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APPENDIX

C

HOUSE A DECISION TREE MODELS

This appendix shows example decision trees generated for the standalone and hierarch-
ical models using the House A dataset. Not only does the hierarchical model improve
performance, but it can be seen that the overall size of the hierarchical classification
scheme is smaller than the standalone model, and its modularity aids the intelligibility
of the decision process.

Standalone Model (Size 87, Leaves 44)

LC_FRONT_DOOR = 0
| LC_ANY_KITCHEN = 0
| | LC_BEDROOM_DOOR = 0
| | | LC_ANY_TOILET = 0
| | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR <= 8: BED
| | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR > 8
| | | | | NIGHT = 0
| | | | | | EVENING = 0: SHOWER
| | | | | | EVENING = 1: BED
| | | | | NIGHT = 1
| | | | | | TE_TOILET_FLUSH <= 7: BED
| | | | | | TE_TOILET_FLUSH > 7: TOILET
| | | LC_ANY_TOILET = 1
| | | | TE_ANY_TOILET <= 7
| | | | | TE_FOOD_STORAGE <= 4
| | | | | | EVENING = 0: LEAVE
| | | | | | EVENING = 1: DINNER
| | | | | TE_FOOD_STORAGE > 4
| | | | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR <= 9
| | | | | | | MORNING = 0: BED
| | | | | | | MORNING = 1
| | | | | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 0
| | | | | | | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR <= 2: BED
| | | | | | | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR > 2: TOILET
| | | | | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 1: BED
| | | | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR > 9
| | | | | | | NIGHT = 0
| | | | | | | | MORNING = 0: TOILET
| | | | | | | | MORNING = 1
| | | | | | | | | TE_ANY_TOILET <= 1
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| | | | | | | | | | TE_PLATES <= 9: SHOWER
| | | | | | | | | | TE_PLATES > 9: TOILET
| | | | | | | | | TE_ANY_TOILET > 1
| | | | | | | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 0: TOILET
| | | | | | | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 1
| | | | | | | | | | | LC_TOILET_DOOR = 0: TOILET
| | | | | | | | | | | LC_TOILET_DOOR = 1: SHOWER
| | | | | | | NIGHT = 1
| | | | | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 0: TOILET
| | | | | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 1
| | | | | | | | | LC_BATHROOM_DOOR = 0: BED
| | | | | | | | | LC_BATHROOM_DOOR = 1: TOILET
| | | | TE_ANY_TOILET > 7
| | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 0: LEAVE
| | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 1: BREAKFAST
| | LC_BEDROOM_DOOR = 1: BED
| LC_ANY_KITCHEN = 1
| | MORNING = 0
| | | NIGHT = 0
| | | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 0
| | | | | TE_BATHROOM_DOOR <= 9
| | | | | | LC_FRIDGE = 0: DINNER
| | | | | | LC_FRIDGE = 1: DRINK
| | | | | TE_BATHROOM_DOOR > 9: DINNER
| | | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 1
| | | | | TE_ANY_KITCHEN <= 8
| | | | | | LC_FRIDGE = 0
| | | | | | | TE_FRIDGE <= 1: DRINK
| | | | | | | TE_FRIDGE > 1: DINNER
| | | | | | LC_FRIDGE = 1: DRINK
| | | | | TE_ANY_KITCHEN > 8: TOILET
| | | NIGHT = 1
| | | | TE_CUPS_CUPBOARD <= 5: DRINK
| | | | TE_CUPS_CUPBOARD > 5: TOILET
| | MORNING = 1
| | | TE_ANY_KITCHEN <= 3
| | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR <= 2
| | | | | TE_ANY_TOILET <= 5: TOILET
| | | | | TE_ANY_TOILET > 5: BREAKFAST
| | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR > 2
| | | | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 0: BREAKFAST
| | | | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 1
| | | | | | TE_HEATING <= 6: BREAKFAST
| | | | | | TE_HEATING > 6: DRINK
| | | TE_ANY_KITCHEN > 3
| | | | TE_FOOD_STORAGE <= 9: TOILET
| | | | TE_FOOD_STORAGE > 9
| | | | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 0: SHOWER
| | | | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 1: TOILET
LC_FRONT_DOOR = 1
| LC_GROCERIES_CUPBOARD = 0
| | LC_BATHROOM_DOOR = 0: LEAVE
| | LC_BATHROOM_DOOR = 1
| | | TE_ANY_TOILET <= 5: LEAVE
| | | TE_ANY_TOILET > 5: DINNER
| LC_GROCERIES_CUPBOARD = 1: DINNER
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Hierarchy: Root (Size 45, Leaves, 23)

LC_FRONT_DOOR = 0
| LC_ANY_KITCHEN = 0
| | LC_BEDROOM_DOOR = 0
| | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR <= 9
| | | | MORNING = 0: BED
| | | | MORNING = 1
| | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 0
| | | | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR <= 2: BED
| | | | | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR > 2: HYGIENE
| | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 1: BED
| | | TE_BEDROOM_DOOR > 9
| | | | NIGHT = 0
| | | | | EVENING = 0
| | | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 0: HYGIENE
| | | | | | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 1
| | | | | | | TE_ANY_TOILET <= 7: HYGIENE
| | | | | | | TE_ANY_TOILET > 7: KITCHEN
| | | | | EVENING = 1
| | | | | | TE_GROCERIES_CUPBOARD <= 6: KITCHEN
| | | | | | TE_GROCERIES_CUPBOARD > 6
| | | | | | | LC_ANY_TOILET = 0: BED
| | | | | | | LC_ANY_TOILET = 1: HYGIENE
| | | | NIGHT = 1
| | | | | TE_TOILET_FLUSH <= 7
| | | | | | LC_BATHROOM_DOOR = 0: BED
| | | | | | LC_BATHROOM_DOOR = 1
| | | | | | | LC_ANY_TOILET = 0: BED
| | | | | | | LC_ANY_TOILET = 1: HYGIENE
| | | | | TE_TOILET_FLUSH > 7: HYGIENE
| | LC_BEDROOM_DOOR = 1: BED
| LC_ANY_KITCHEN = 1
| | TE_ANY_KITCHEN <= 9: KITCHEN
| | TE_ANY_KITCHEN > 9
| | | LC_FRIDGE = 0
| | | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 0: KITCHEN
| | | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 1: HYGIENE
| | | LC_FRIDGE = 1: HYGIENE
LC_FRONT_DOOR = 1
| LC_GROCERIES_CUPBOARD = 0
| | LC_BATHROOM_DOOR = 0: LEAVE
| | LC_BATHROOM_DOOR = 1
| | | TE_ANY_TOILET <= 5: LEAVE
| | | TE_ANY_TOILET > 5: KITCHEN
| LC_GROCERIES_CUPBOARD = 1: KITCHEN
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Hierarchy: Hygiene (Size 19, Leaves 10)

LC_ANY_TOILET = 0
| EVENING = 0
| | NIGHT = 0
| | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 0
| | | | LC_BEDROOM_DOOR = 0: SHOWER
| | | | LC_BEDROOM_DOOR = 1: TOILET
| | | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 1: TOILET
| | NIGHT = 1: TOILET
| EVENING = 1: TOILET
LC_ANY_TOILET = 1
| TE_ANY_TOILET <= 1: TOILET
| TE_ANY_TOILET > 1
| | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 0: TOILET
| | LC_TOILET_FLUSH = 1
| | | MORNING = 0: TOILET
| | | MORNING = 1
| | | | LC_TOILET_DOOR = 0: TOILET
| | | | LC_TOILET_DOOR = 1: SHOWER

Hierarchy: Eating/Drinking (Size: 19, Leaves 10)

MORNING = 0
| EVENING = 0: DRINK
| EVENING = 1
| | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 0
| | | TE_BATHROOM_DOOR <= 9
| | | | LC_FRIDGE = 0: DINNER
| | | | LC_FRIDGE = 1: DRINK
| | | TE_BATHROOM_DOOR > 9: DINNER
| | LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 1
| | | LC_FRIDGE = 0
| | | | TE_FRIDGE <= 1: DRINK
| | | | TE_FRIDGE > 1: DINNER
| | | LC_FRIDGE = 1: DRINK
MORNING = 1
| LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 0: BREAKFAST
| LC_CUPS_CUPBOARD = 1
| | TE_HEATING <= 6: BREAKFAST
| | TE_HEATING > 6: DRINK
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APPENDIX

D

ADDITIONAL DATASET RESULTS

This appendix gives the charts associated with the performance of the proposed tech-
niques on the INK-12, House B, and House C datasets. The boxplots are interpreted as
follows: The black line represents the median value, the box ‘hinges’ represent the the
first and third quartile, the box whiskers extend to the most extreme data point which
is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box, and further outliers are
denoted by a unfilled circle. Mean values are denoted by a red triangle.

Ink-12 Results The results of applying the techniques developed in this thesis to the
INK-12 dataset are shown in Figure D.1 and Figure D.2.
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Figure D.1: A summary of the overall performance of selected classification approaches
on the INK-12 dataset.
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Figure D.2: A comparison of the f-measure performance of selected classification
approaches on situations in the INK-12 dataset.

House B Results The results of applying the techniques developed in this thesis to
the House B dataset are shown in Figure D.3 and Figure D.4.
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Figure D.3: A summary of the overall performance of selected classification approaches
on the House B dataset.
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Figure D.4: A comparison of the f-measure performance of selected classification
approaches on the House B dataset.

House C Results The results of applying the techniques developed in this thesis to
the House C dataset are shown in Figure D.5 and Figure D.6.
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Figure D.5: A summary of the overall performance of selected classification approaches
on the House C dataset.
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Figure D.6: A comparison of the f-measure performance of selected classification
approaches on the House C dataset.
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